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INTRODUCTION
Pimps, procurers and parasites – merciless exploiters of hapless women; these are the sinister characters
that permeate the popular imagination at the mention of the sex industry. The terms speak to deeply ingrained
(and often racialized) stereotypes, which, reflected in social attitudes and legal strategies, have a profound
impact on the people who work in the sex industry. Stereotypes based on stigmatic assumptions persist in
part because, in spite of renewed academic interest in sex work and the personal and professional lives of
sex workers, there is a dearth of evidence-based knowledge about third parties – those individuals involved in
commercial sex transactions who are neither sex workers nor clients. In this report we draw on data collected
as part of a three-year study entitled 9L[OPURPUN4HUHNLTLU[PU[OL(K\S[HUK:L_0UK\Z[Y`7YVQLJ[ (hereafter
the 4HUHNLTLU[7YVQLJ[) funded by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC) to map
and unpack the roles and relationships of third parties in the incall (services are provided in an establishment)
and outcall (services are provided in a location selected by the client) sectors.1 Not only are these the largest
sectors of the sex industry, but they are also subject to an astounding array of legal prohibitions that effectively
criminalize all third parties regardless of their roles or the nature of their relationship to sex workers.
This issue of third parties has become especially urgent in the current socio-political context. There is a scarcity of research on third parties in sex work at a time when governments around the world are grappling with
questions of law and rights, and struggling to adapt policies to reflect today’s moral and social climate. Here in
Canada the issue has been pushed to the forefront by sex workers engaging in strategic litigation: the *OHY[LY
challenge launched on May 5, 2008 by Amy Lebovitch, Valerie Scott and Terri-Jean Bedford (one current and
two former sex workers) in Ontario has obliged the courts to reflect on the constitutionality of Canada’s legislative approach to sex work. The plaintiffs assert that a number of *YPTPUHS*VKL (CC) provisions relating to sex
work2 violate their right to life, liberty and security of the person, guaranteed under section seven of the *HUH
KPHU*OHY[LYVM9PNO[ZHUK-YLLKVTZ The )LKMVYK case is to be heard by the Supreme Court of Canada in
June 2013. There is also a real potential for a second, broader, *OHY[LY challenge in a British Columbia case in
which the plaintiffs, :L_>VYRLYZ<UP[LK(NHPUZ[=PVSLUJL:VJPL[` (SWUAV), are arguing that the current context
of criminalization violates sex workers’ rights to life, liberty, security (s.7), freedom of association (s. 2(d)) and
equality (s.15) under the *HUHKPHU*OHY[LYVM9PNO[ZHUK-YLLKVTZ On September 24, 2012, the Supreme
Court of Canada ruled that :><(= be granted standing and the plaintiffs are poised to commence litigation.
In other words, it would appear that we, here in Canada, are standing at the precipice of a dramatically different judicial (or legislative) approach to sex work. What is much less clear at this juncture however, is what that
approach will look like. Perhaps the Supreme Court of Canada will uphold the ruling of the Ontario Court of
Appeal6 and decriminalize incall establishments; or maybe they will agree with the ruling by Justice Himel of

1. This is the first report to come out of the 4HUHNLTLU[7YVQLJ[. Future publications will address third parties in other sectors,
specifically street-based sex work and strip clubs.
2. The plaintiffs have challenged *YPTPUHS*VKL s. 213(1)(c), communicating in public for the purposes of prostitution; s. 210, being
an inmate, owner or operator of a bawdy-house; and s. 212(1)(j) living on the avails of another’s prostitution.
3. On September 28, 2010, Justice Himel of the Ontario Superior Court of Justice released the decision )LKMVYK]*HUHKH (2010
ONSC 4264) that struck down the challenged provisions on the basis of Charter violation. On March 26, 2012, the Ontario Court
of Appeal partially upheld the lower court’s decision. The decision effectively decriminalized brothels (including keeping a bawdyhouse), while retaining CC s. 213(1)(c). The Ontario Court of Appeal justices concurred with Justice Himel that CC s. 212(1)(j)
(the living-on-the-avails offence) was overbroad and breached the principle of fundamental justice ()LKMVYK]*HUHKH(([[VYUL`
.LULYHS), 2012 ONCA 186 at para 250)
4. ([[VYUL`.LULYHSVM*HUHKHL[HS];LYYP1LHU)LKMVYKL[HS.
5 :><(= 2PZLSIHJO](.*HUHKH (British Columbia). Notably this case is challenging CC ss. 210, 211, 212(1)(a)(b)(c)(d)(e)(f)(h)
(j), 212(3) and 231(1)(c).
6. )LKMVYK]*HUHKH(Attorney General), 2012 ONCA 186.
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the Superior Court of Ontario7 and also strike down *YPTPUHS*VKL sections 213(1)(c) (communicating in public
for the purposes of prostitution) and 212(1)(j) (living on the avails of another’s prostitution).8 The :><(= case
may wind its way through the courts, and the Supreme Court of Canada may accept the plaintiff’s arguments;
setting in motion the decriminalization of the sex industry across the country. Alternately, it is entirely possible
that Parliament will draft new laws similar to those in other countries. In the latter scenario the potential outcomes are diverse – from decriminalization (the removal of the criminal sanctions) as we see in New Zealand;
to legalization (strict regulation through, for example, municipal and health acts with criminalization for noncompliance) as we see in the Netherlands; to the ‘Nordic model’ introduced in Sweden (which criminalizes all
third parties, landlords and clients, but not those individuals who sell sexual services).9 Or perhaps we will have
a ‘Made in Canada’ model.
The dizzying array of policy options further affirms the importance of empirical data to allow for evidence-based
decisions. One striking example of the significance of social science research is Justice Himel’s10 consideration
of the rich body of Canadian research that transcends the traditional focus on deviance and/or violence, and
uses innovative theoretical lenses to shed light on the Canadian sex industry. This emerging body of work is
notable for its recognition of the diversity within the industry, solid research methodology and respectful attendance to sex workers’ experiences.11 Surprisingly, in spite of recommendations by key governmental committees established to study prostitution in Canada12 and critical reflections on the prevalence and image of
the ‘pimp,’ 13 this attention has rarely been extended to third parties. Indeed, “the management of prostitution
is one of the most invisible aspects of the trade” (Weitzer, 2005b, p. 229, see also Lowman, 2001).14

THIRD PARTIES AS PIMPS
In the absence of empirical research, stereotypes and sweeping generalizations persist. When we unpack the
dominant discourse we see at its root profoundly moral assumptions that are most explicitly articulated by
prohibitionist feminists. These anti-sex work activists maintain that sex work is inherently violent – regardless
of sector, strategies or legal regime, it “is a form of sexualized male violence” (Day, 2008, p. 28) that exists “at
the intersection of incest, rape, battery, and torture” (Holsopple, 1999, p. 49).15 In order to explain women’s
participation in the industry, this body of literature frames sex workers as without agency and as victims (of,
for example, their own troubled histories),16 which, in turn, increases their vulnerability to men who abuse,

7. )LKMVYK]*HUHKH (2010 ONSC 4264).
8. Note that appeal court justice also ruled that CC s. 212(1)(j) is overbroad but sought to remedy this by reading in the words of
limitation “in situations of exploitation” into the law ()LKMVYK]*HUHKH([[VYUL`.LULYHS), 2012 ONCA 186. at para 222.
9. For more on these models see Shaver (2012).
10. )LKMVYK]*HUHKH (2010 ONSC 186).
11. See for example, Van der Meulen, Durisin & Love (2013); Law (2011); O’Doherty (2011); Brock (2009); Van der Meulen &
Durisin (2008); Parent & Bruckert (2005), (2006), (2010); Jeffrey & MacDonald (2006a); Mensah (2006); Ross (2006); Lewis et al.
(2005); Shaver (2005), (1996), (1993); Bruckert, Parent & Robitaille (2003); Bruckert (2002); Benoit & Millar (2001); Lewis & MatickaTyndale (2000); Lowman (2000).
12. The Fraser Committee (1985); The Federal/Provincial/Territorial Working Group on Prostitution (1998); and the Parliamentary
Subcommittee on Solicitation Laws (2006).
13. See for example, Jeffrey & MacDonald (2006a); Shaver (2005); Benoit & Millar (2001); Lowman (2000), (1986); Lowman &
Fraser (1996); Gemme & Payment (1992). See also Gillies (2013); van der Meulen (2010) & Gillies & Currie (2006) for notable
exceptions.
14. This is not to say there is no literature on third parties in the sex industry. Notable writing includes: Gillies (2013); van der
Meulen (2010) and Gillies & Currie (2006); On the topic of strip club management see Becki Ross’s (2009) historical analysis of
the Vancouver strip industry. For research on the sex industry that speaks of the role of third parties, see for example, O’Doherty
(2011); Bruckert and Chabot (2010); Jeffrey & MacDonald (2006a); Lewis & Shaver (2006); Lowman (2001); Bruckert, Parent &
Robitaille (2003).
15. See for example Raphael and Myers (2010); Raphael et al. (2010), (2009); Day (2008); Lakeman et al., (2004); Farley (2003),
(2004); Poulin (2003); Holsopple (1999); Barry (1995); Louis (1994), (1991); Hoigard & Finstad (1992).
16. For example, according to this body of literature, sex workers are disproportionately the victims of childhood sexual abuse
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manipulate and/or coerce them. At times this understanding also informs the discourse of state actors. In the
factum filed by the Attorney General of Canada in )LKMVYK]*HUHKH»Z([[VYUL`.LULYHS (2012 ONCA 186) is
the following assertion:
Many prostitutes share certain background factors which make them more vulnerable to being lured
into a life of prostitution. These pre-existing vulnerabilities include childhood physical and sexual
abuse or emotional neglect, dissociation, isolation or alienation from family, lack of education and job
skills and low self-esteem. These vulnerabilities can be exploited by pimps who prey upon a person’s
underlying insecurities, exacerbating the psychological harm.17
That these assertions are dialectally opposed to what much of the scholarly literature and, more importantly,
what sex workers across the country are asserting – namely that sex work is work18 – should give pause. However, in this framing sex workers’ proclamations are dismissed. For example Professor Donna Hughes (2003,
np) asserts that, while “there is no doubt that a small number of women say they JOVVZL from among the options available to be in prostitution” [emphasis ours] both the relevance and the authenticity of their consent
is negated:
It is harm to the person, not the consent of the person that is the governing standard […] When a
woman remains in an abusive relationship with a partner who batters her, or even when she defends
his actions, concerned people don’t say she is there voluntarily. They recognize the complexity of her
compliance. Like battered women, women in prostitution often deny their abuse if provided with no
meaningful alternatives.19
The understanding of third parties flows from this position. If sex work is violence then “any man or woman who
induces, promotes, and profits from the prostitution of women, and children” (Holsopple, 1999, p. 47) is a pimp.
This means all romantic partners and third parties (at least of female sex workers20) are categorized as pimps
who are culpable (either as abusers, or by virtue of their complicity) for the violence sex workers experience
including the violence that PZ sex work. Distinctions on the basis of roles, relationships, services and industry
sector are thereby rendered spurious.21 This framing leads some anti-sex work activists to even dismiss those
who advocate for the rights of sex workers, as “pimps posing as sex worker activists.”22
This point of departure on prostitution and third parties unfolds in a number of ways. First, the broad definition of pimping explains the statistics used by anti-sex work activists: if all but the most marginal and isolated
sex workers can be classified as being pimped, then Richard Poulin’s assertion that “between 85 and 90% of
prostitutes in the Western world are under the control of a pimp”23 makes sense.

and trauma. Very often the source of this is Melissa Farley’s (2003) research that has been largely discredited on the basis of
methodological flaws (Lowman, 2013) and was “assigned less weight” by Justice Himel on the basis of contradictions and unsubstantiated assertions (2010 ONCA 4246 at para 353-355).
17. )LKMVYK]*HUHKH (2010 ONSC 4264) [at para18].
18. See for example contributions in Van der Meulen, Durisin & Love (2013). See also the testimony of sex workers at the Parliamentary Subcommittee on Solicitation Laws (SSLR, 2006). It is also contrary to what much of the scholarly literature based on
empirical research has found. See for example Van der Meulen, Durisin & Love (2013); Law (2011); O’Doherty (2011); Bruckert &
Chabot (2010); Brock (2009); Van der Meulen & Durisin (2008); Parent & Bruckert (2006); Jeffrey & MacDonald (2006a); Mensah
(2006); Ross (2006); Lewis et al. (2005); Parent & Bruckert (2005); Shaver (2005), (1996), (1993); Bruckert, Parent & Robitaille
(2003); Bruckert (2002); Benoit & Millar (2001); Lewis & Maticka-Tyndale (2000).
19. For a recent Canadian example see Day (2008) who dismissed arguments of consent and, in her words, “so-called voluntary
prostitution” (p. 42).
20. These authors embrace a gendered model defining ‘pimps’ as male and assert, “male prostitutes are rarely pimped” (Shelby
2002, p. 392).
21. Parker (2004) categorizes third parties into street, business or media pimps.
22. See for example Marr (2012). See also interview with Ruchira Gupta at
http://www.guardian.co.uk/global-development/2012/dec/04/sex-work-pimps-johns-prostitution
23. Testimony before the Parliamentary Subcommittee on Solicitation Law, 30 May 2005 (SSLR 2006: 23).
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Second, this framing interfaces seamlessly with the trafficking discourse. According to Melissa Farley et al.
(2003) “our findings contradict […] that prostitution is qualitatively different from trafficking” (np) thus the terms
‘pimp’ and ‘trafficker’ become fused into a new category of “pimps/traffickers” (Farley, 2004).24 In other words,
not only are all third parties pimps, they are also traffickers. The designation applies whether or not the individual engages in the types of egregious behaviour traditionally associated with pimps or traffickers – aggression, sexual assault or confinement. This is because trafficking, at least in Canada, hinges on the notion of
‘exploitation’25 and does not, as people tend to assume, necessarily involve movement or confinement. In other
words, if prostitution is sexual exploitation then it is also trafficking and “the prostitute’s consent is irrelevant,
because you can never consent to sexual exploitation” (Ratansi, 2008, p. 5). In short, we see a discourse that
draws on powerful and deeply-entrenched archetypes of pimps and traffickers and then redefines them to
include all third parties – the result is forceful and emotionally compelling. Given that it is based on ideology
not evidence, it is also misleading.

WHAT IS A THIRD PARTY IN INCALL AND OUTCALL SEX WORK?
When we abandon preconceived notions we quickly see that the sex industry is large and diverse; even when
we reduce the scope to the incall and outcall sectors (as we have done in this report) we see significant variability in sex workers’ labour sites, the organization of their labour, as well as their labour processes (how they
work) and practices (what they do).26 For example, some sex workers work out of their own homes receiving
clients, others are employed in massage parlours or brothels, some work with a few colleagues in a collective
establishment, others are outcall escorts who work for large, mid-sized or small agencies, and still others run
their own small outcall business. Services offered are similarly diverse – for example erotic massage, BDSM,
full sexual service, PSE or GFE.27 Moreover, in addition (and sometimes instead of sexual services) sex workers
also provide conversation, companionship, social and personal contact, and/or comfort to their clients. The
possible configurations of services are, if not endless, then certainly considerable. Regardless of the what, how
and where, sex workers do not labour in isolation. Like service providers in other sectors28 they, to a greater or
lesser extent, rely on the services of others to do their job.
In the business world third parties are individuals or entities, other than the principals (the buyer and the seller),
involved in an arrangement, contract, agreement or transaction. They can be, for example, organizers, promoters, agents, middle-persons, service providers, or managers. Third parties often mediate the commercial services that increasingly permeate our lives. These would include agencies that arrange house cleaning; organize
temporary (or more permanent) office, domestic, security or agricultural staff; special event organizers who
will plan weddings or children’s birthday parties; investment consultants hired to manage personal financial
wellbeing and realtors who sell houses. The list is long and varied. Not all service provision is mediated through
a third party of course – contract or self-employed workers offer their services directly to clients or work in association with other third parties (e.g., an individual can hire a limousine driver to take their teen to the prom,
but these chauffeurs may have arrangements with wedding planners).
Moreover, as the service provision market has expanded into areas previously considered the private domain
(Hochschild, 2003), the purchase of services and commercial third parties play an increasingly large role in our
personal relations. For example, we can hire life coaches to help us realize our ‘potential’ and, where we once

24. See also, for example, Raphael et al. (2010).
25. CC s. 279.01, the human trafficking law states: “For a charge under this offence, the evidence should indicate that the suspect
has: recruited, transported, transferred, received, held, concealed, or harboured the victim, or exercised control, direction or influence over the movements of the victim; and done this for the purpose of exploiting the victim or facilitating their exploitation.”
26. See the report of the Parliamentary Subcommittee on the Solicitation Laws (2006).
27. See Glossary of Terms for definitions.
28. For example a licensed massage therapist may work for a clinic – in which case she is working for a third party. If she works
independently she will nonetheless rely on some third parties for example, for advertising or accounting.
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relied on friends and family for introductions to potential partners, we now turn to Internet sites.29 Certainly
third parties are implicated in organizing the care of children or elderly parents – there are agencies that match
caregivers with clients interested in purchasing this service as well as agencies that coordinate workers (often
women from the Philippines) to come to Canada and provide child (or elder) care under the government’s Livein Care Program. In short, third parties are intertwined in the economic, social and personal lives of Canadians
and operate at multiple, intersecting and overlapping levels.
In general, these third parties are providing (more or less) valuable services that allow us, as consumers or
workers, to (for a price) access skills and competencies we do not possess, to avoid tasks we do not enjoy, to
free up time for other activities or to connect with individuals/businesses with whom we do not, in the normal
course of our lives, have contact.30 It follows that relationships to third parties are complex and layered, and
defy easy classification – a third party can be a boss, an agency or an individual one contracts, or an associate.
Indeed, one can be a third party, hire a third party and work for a third party simultaneously.
In this report we will see that third parties in the incall/outcall sex industry fulfill the same sorts of roles they do
in ‘mainstream’ businesses. Among other services they may provide access to customers, deal with clients,
offer training and mentorship, arrange events, take care of administration, organize transportation, screen
clients and provide security. Conversely, they may be contractors who chauffeur, offer protection, or do the
advertising for sex workers or for other third parties such as agency operators. Notably, technological innovations like the cellular phone31 and the Internet32 have increased the feasibility of working as an independent33
and have significantly impacted the composition of the sex industry (Bernstein, 2007). While these innovations
have opened up a niche for a new form of third party – the website provider – they have not eliminated third
parties who fulfill traditional roles. As we will see in Chapter Two, the increasing viability of working as an independent does not mean it is desirable or viable for all sex workers. For example, some sex workers do not have
the resources and/or capacity to be independents and prefer to work for someone else rather than assume
responsibility for running their own business. For others it is a matter of safety and security, some sex workers
enjoy working in collaboration with colleagues and value the sense of community a workplace offers. Moreover,
being an independent does not mean working in isolation and without third party involvement; independent
sex workers contract services they find useful and may work with associates according to their personal style,
interests and needs.34
In short, when we take off the moral blinders, are open to rethinking the role of third parties, and respect what
sex workers say, we quickly move away from demonizing characterizations and come to appreciate that the
situation is both more banal and more complex than such stereotypical representations suggest. As we will

29. For example according to a recent study 21% of heterosexual couples and 61% of same sex couples met through an online
dating service (Rosenfeld & Thomas, 2012).
30. A simple example is real estate agents. Individuals can sell their own homes (it requires the Internet or simply a sign on one’s
yard) and yet many willingly pay a significant fee to individuals because they do not have the connections, time, interest and/or
the competencies to make the sale themselves.
31. For example mobile communication devices have significantly impacted the day-to-day lives of independent sex workers
– like other self-employed contractors, sex workers can now use cell phones to deal with clients as they go about their daily responsibilities rather than waiting for business calls at home. As we will see in the next chapter this also renders incall and outcall
sex workers vulnerable to *YPTPUHS*VKL charges for communicating for the purposes of prostitution (CC s. 213(1)(c)) if they are
talking on their mobile phones with clients in public places.
32. The Internet is having a profound impact on how people work in the sex industry (i.e. sex workers and third parties use the
Internet to, for example, help them screen potential customers, communicate with clients and organize their schedules). The Internet has revolutionized advertising and marketing strategies facilitating independent sex work – sex workers can now advertise
on online forums rather than relying on the (sometimes prohibitively costly) Yellow Pages advertisements of a bygone era.
33. This too is an echo of non-sex work spheres, for example travel agents are seeing their business decline as individuals increasingly organize their own travel online. And new third parties have emerged in the market that has opened up as a result.
34. The current report is focused on indoor work however these kinds of relationships exist across sectors. Sex workers, regardless of if they solicit on the street, do incall or work outcall, may have arrangements whereby they engage the services of a third
party. For example in our focus groups with street-based sex workers some individuals spoke of hiring individuals to act as protection and others spoke of intimate relationships.
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see in this report, with the possible exception of the most marginal of street-based sex workers, there is always
someone else involved in the transaction that is neither the client nor the worker – in other words, a third party.
It may be someone who receives financial remuneration for the services they offer (e.g., providing transportation, web space); it may simply be a friend or partner who, as a favour, agrees to be the sex worker’s safe call;
it may be an experienced sex worker who teaches a novice about the industry and how to keep safe; it may
be an agency owner who schedules, books, provides security and arranges transportation in exchange for a
reasonable (or outrageous) percentage of the worker’s fees. It may also be someone who is violent, coerces
the sex worker and takes all or most of the worker’s earnings. The latter are indeed predators and/or abusive
partners and/or ‘pimps’ but to define all third parties in this way (as the anti-sex work activists do) is not only
unsubstantiated by the evidence, it is potentially dangerous in that it risks denying sex workers the myriad of
diverse and useful services that third parties may provide – including those integral to their safety and security.
Moreover, as we will see in this report, the criminalization of third parties further marginalizes and isolates sex
workers, negatively impacts on their ability to realize their labour rights and has the potential to undermine their
emotional and physical wellbeing.

METHODOLOGY
This report is based on the findings from a subsample of 122 interviews collected for the 4HUHNLTLU[7YVQLJ[.
As part of this research we conducted 50 in-depth face-to-face interviews with individuals who work/worked
as third parties in the incall and/or outcall sectors of the sex industry in the Maritimes, Québec and Ontario
since the year 2000. After a preliminary analysis of the data from this first phase, a second phase of focus
group interviews were conducted with 27 sex workers who work/worked for or with (many of whom had also
hired) third parties in these sex industry sectors. This second phase allowed us to not only validate and nuance
the findings on policies and practices collected during the first phase, but also to understand how these policies and practices ‘play out.’ In this report we rely heavily on these two sets of anonymized interviews.35 In the
interests of transparency we have appended an overview of our methodology with information on recruitment,
interviewing strategies, participant demographics, coding approach, confidentiality protocol and analysis in
(WWLUKP_6UL!9LZLHYJO4L[OVKVSVN`.

WHO ARE THIRD PARTIES?
The current report is focused on what third parties KV as opposed to who they HYL. That said, the imagery proliferated by the media,36 state actors37 and anti-sex work activists,38 depicting third parties in the sex industry as
dangerous criminals, evil predators, or at best, callous, ‘creepy’ bosses, suggests that third parties are defined
(and denigrated) on the basis of stereotypes. Moreover, these stereotypical assumptions are so profoundly
embedded in social scripts that what third parties do (or more accurately are presumed to do) is read as who
they are. In light of this ascription of a stigmatized “master status” (Hughes, 1945), it is important to at least
start to nuance this image. Looking at the personal narratives of the third parties we interviewed in this research
allows us to speak to some of these assumptions.

35. All potentially identifiable information such as the names of people and establishments have been altered to protect the anonymity of participants.
36. On this topic see Mendes & Silva (2009); Hallgrimsdottir et al. (2008); Jeffrey & MacDonald (2006b); Hallgrimsdottir et al.
(2006); Lowman (2000).
37. For example, Det. Paul Gauthier of the Toronto Police service is on record as dismissing the security measures implemented
by escort agencies and negating the perspective of sex workers. He asserts, “at the end of the day, they [escort agencies] are still
exploiting her, even if the escort doesn’t see it that way,” (Davidson, 2011, np).
38. See for example Marr (2012); Raphael & Myers (2010); Raphael et al. (2010), (2009); Day (2008); Ratansi (2008); Lakeman et
al., (2004); Farley (2003), (2004); Poulin (2004); Holsopple (1999); Barry (1995); Louis (1994), (1991); Hoigard & Finstad (1992);
AWAN nd.
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Our research challenged the notion that all third parties are men; of the 50 incall/outcall third parties we interviewed 38 were female, ten male and two transsexual women. The difference between sex worker and
third party is also not as distinct or hierarchical as the stereotypes would suggest – we found that these roles
overlapped, informed, and alternated for many of our participants. In this regard, 29 were sex workers at the
same time as being third parties and 13 were former sex workers. For many of these individuals, their previous
experiences working with third parties, which ranged from positive to less than ideal to abusive, influenced
their decision to become a third party. Of the ten men we interviewed, five had never done sex work, however
three had considerable experience as sex workers (indeed two of them still worked at the same time as being
third parties), whereas two had done occasional sex work.
Particular lifestyles and characters are also often attributed to sex industry third parties, for example that they
are unskilled ‘scoundrels’ whose social circles are limited to bad neighbourhoods and shadowy nightlife. Our
research revealed a rather mundane counterpoint to such notions. For example, nearly half (23) of the third
parties we spoke with had post-secondary degrees, and all but two had held jobs outside the sex industry –
29 had held ‘mainstream’ managerial positions. Similarly many of the reasons our participants became third
parties are comparable to considerations surrounding ‘mainstream’ career paths. These factors included entrepreneurialism, career development, personal networks and contacts, circumstances and opportunity, serendipity, financial need, interest, and relationships. The 26 participants who had relinquished their positions
as third parties did so for a wide range of reasons, including disagreements with bosses, new opportunities
that emerged, waning interest, wanting more time for themselves, health reasons and intimate relationships.
In addition, seven participants had been criminally convicted for their activities as third parties (under CC s.
210(1) or 212(1)). For some, in addition to ruining their business, the fallout of this was financially, emotionally
and socially devastating.39

OBJECTIVES OF THE REPORT
In response to the disconcerting lack of empirical evidence and the pervasive stereotypes about third parties,
this report aims to:

÷ Shed much needed light on what third parties in the incall and outcall sectors of the sex

industry do. Accordingly we present detailed descriptions of the various third parties roles and
examines how these ‘play out’;

÷Unpack the array of relationships between sex workers and third parties in the incall and out-

call sectors and examine in detail questions of power, control, exploitation and service - the very
elements at the heart of both the sex worker rights and anti-sex work discourses;

÷ Document the impact of the (current) criminalization of third parties on sex workers in the incall
and outcall sectors attending in particular to questions of health, safety and security;

÷ Contribute to a growing body of literature that challenges, through the use of empirical research,
myths and stereotypes about the sex industry.

REPORT OUTLINE
This report starts with a chapter on ;OPYK7HY[PLZHUK[OL3H^ in which we present an overview of the legal
context and reflect on the breadth of the legal prohibitions that criminalize third parties in the sex industry.
Chapter Two>O`^VYRMVYVY^P[OVYOPYLH[OPYKWHY[`>OH[:L_>VYRLYZ:H` seeks to understand the role
of third parties from the perspective of sex workers. The remainder of the report shifts from the question of
^OH[ third parties do to examine what this SVVRZSPRL and OV^ it ‘plays out.’ We start with a presentation of
the organizational models and the three categories of third parties that emerged from the research. The first,

39. For more on the career trajectories of third parties see Bruckert and Law (forthcoming).
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HNLUJPLZ, hire sex workers and exercise the most control over when and where they work – this relationship is
examined in Chapter Three. Our second category, HZZVJPH[LZ, who work collaboratively with sex workers, is explored in Chapter Four. Chapter Five presents our final category of third parties, JVU[YHJ[VYZ, who are hired by
independent sex workers or agencies to perform specific and specialized tasks. We conclude the report with
the question that is at the heart our research: what does the criminalization of third parties mean for sex workers? Because we rely heavily on quotations from our interviews throughout the report, there may be language
unfamiliar to readers who are not well versed in sex industry vernacular– for this reason we have provided a
.SVZZHY` at the end of the report.
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CHAPTER ONE

THIRD PARTIES AND THE LAW

According to the *YPTPUHS *VKL, anyone who manages a prostitution business or lives off the avails of
prostitution can be termed a “procurer”. This definition is in fact much broader than the traditional image
of the pimp, which refers to a person who exploits one or more persons in forced prostitution. […] The
public generally believes that adults who engage in prostitution are forced into it by a third party. However,
according to the evidence gathered, people who are forced into prostitution against their will by a third
party are by no means in the majority, at least among adult prostitutes. (7HYSPHTLU[HY` :\IJVTTP[[LL VU
:VSPJP[H[PVU3H^ZB::39D2006, p. 23)
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In the above quote the Parliamentarians get to the heart of a tension. On the one hand we have the popular image of
the ‘pimp’ – an (often racialized) evil man who forces, manipulates or tricks women into the sex industry, keeps them
there, imposes quotas and appropriates their earnings (Jeffrey & McDonald, 2006). On the other hand ‘pimping’ is never
mentioned in the *YPTPUHS*VKL (CC). Instead a series of CC provisions – sections 210(1), 210(2), 211, 212(1) and 213(1)
(c)1 KLÄUL[OLHJ[P]P[PLZVMHSS[OPYKWHY[PLZPU[OLZL_PUK\Z[Y`HZJYPTPUHS– regardless of the services they provide, their
relationship to sex workers, or the needs or interests of the sex workers they work for, with or hire. It should be noted
that in Canada “the exchange of sexual services of one person in return for payment by another” the judicial definition
of “prostitution,”2 is not and has never been illegal. That said, the *YPTPUHS*VKL(CC) proscription of many activities associated with sex work creates a de facto criminalized sex industry. Sex workers and their clients are criminalized under
s. 213 (the communicating offence), s. 210(2)(a) (being an inmate of a bawdy-house) and s. 210(2)(b) (being found in a
bawdy-house). In this chapter we start by presenting the federal provisions criminalizing third parties and reflecting on
case law applications before briefly touching on the municipal regulations, which, in some cities, layer regulation and
surveillance over federal law.

FEDERAL STATUTES: THE CRIMINAL CODE OF CANADA
*90405(3*6+, S. 210(1): KEEPING A BAWDY-HOUSE
Incall establishment owners, managers, receptionists, bookers, sex workers who do administrative tasks, and any other
individual who has managerial responsibilities in “a place kept or resorted to by one or more persons for the purposes of
prostitution3 or the practice of acts of indecency”4 are criminalized under s. 210(1) of the *YPTPUHS*VKe. Premised on the
legislative objective of “combating neighbourhood disruption or disorder and safeguarding public health and safety,”5
*YPTPUHS*VKL section 210(1) states that “[e]very one who keeps a common bawdy-house is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding two years.” In real terms a bawdy-house can be any space:
a brothel, an erotic massage parlour, a house, an apartment, a parking lot or “a hotel room, even if rented for several
hours at a time, for the sole purpose of committing acts of prostitution.”6

1. In practice the legislative net also captures many sex workers including those who help out at the establishments where they work and
independent sex workers. Although not specific to third parties, CC s. 213(1)(c), criminalizes these individuals as well.
2. J. Latimer in the Prostitution Reference offered this definition(1990 CanLII 105 (SCC), [1990] 1 S.C.R. 1123. at para 1159).
3. Notably the courts have interpreted prostitution to “not require sexual intercourse. It is the act of a man or a woman offering his or her
body or a part of his or her body for remuneration” Marceau c. R., 2010 QCCA 1155 (CanLII) at para 101.
4. Bawdy-houses are defined in s. 197(1) of the *YPTPUHS*VKL.
5. Bedford v. Canada, 2010 ONSC 4264 at 242.
6. R. c. Tynes, 2010 QCCQ 9767 (CanLII) at para 30. The Supreme Court of Canada held in R. v. Patterson, 1967 CanLII 22 (SCC), [1968]
S.C.R. 157, that proof that premises were a bawdy-house required evidence that the premises were resorted to on a habitual and frequent
basis but did not indicate a specific number. See also Bedford v. Canada (2010 ONSC 4264) at para 11.
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Moreover, since 2010, when the definition of “serious offences”7 was expanded to include “keeping a bawdy-house.”
third parties who manage, or assist in the management of, an establishment defined as a bawdy-house can also be
sentenced to up to five years for participating in a “criminal organization.”8 A criminal organization is broadly defined
in CC s. 467.1(1) as a group of “three or more persons […] [which] has as one of its main purposes or main activities
the facilitation or commission of one or more serious offences.” Furthermore, by virtue of the reframing of “keeping a
bawdy-house” as organized crime, individuals convicted of this offence may also have their property seized under the
“proceeds of crime” provision, CC s. 462(32).9 Tangentially, if the third party has endeavoured to obscure the source of
their income (for example, to avoid police attention) they may also be convicted of “laundering proceeds of crime” (CC
s. 462.31), an offence that carries a maximum penalty of ten years in prison.
As we noted in the 0U[YVK\J[PVU, a number of the *YPTPUHS*VKL provisions, including CC s. 210, are being challenged
on the basis that they contravene sex workers’ rights guaranteed under the Canadian *OHY[LYVM9PNO[ZHUK-YLLKVTZ.
On September 28, 2010, Justice Himel of the Ontario Superior Court of Justice released the decision )LKMVYK]*HUHKH
(2010 ONSC 4264) that struck down the bawdy-house law. On March 26, 2012, the Ontario Court of Appeal partially
upheld the lower court’s decision10 – this effectively decriminalized incall locations (by removing the word “prostitution”
from CC s. 197(1)). Both courts acknowledged working indoors to be safer than working on the street and on this basis
interpreted current laws criminalizing those that “keep” bawdy houses to be unconstitutional because that they undermine sex workers’ *OHY[LY guaranteed right to life, liberty and security of person. In spite of these rulings, the decisions
have been stayed. The stay remains in effect pending a ruling by the Supreme Court of Canada.11
*90405(3*6+, S. 210(2)(C): PERMITTING A PLACE TO BE USED AS A BAWDY-HOUSE
Landlords, lessors or any other individual who has ownership or control of premises used as a ‘bawdy-house’ are criminalized under s. 210(2)(c) of the *YPTPUHS*VKL:
Everyone who as owner, landlord, lessor, tenant, occupier, agent or otherwise having charge or control of
any place, knowingly permits the place or any part thereof to be let or used for the purposes of a common
bawdy-house, is guilty of an offence punishable on summary conviction.12
Importantly, if the individual who has legal ownership or control is unaware that the premises are being used for sex
work, they are not vulnerable to criminal prosecution.13 It follows that individuals offering incall services must avoid being forthright with those who rent them space in order to retain their premises (which may of course also be their own
homes). Indeed once an incall operator is criminally charged the landlord can no longer claim lack of knowledge and is
legally obligated under CC ss. 210(3) and (4) to evict his or her tenants.
*90405(3*6+, S. 211: TRANSPORTING TO A BAWDY-HOUSE
Taxi drivers, private citizens and drivers of sex workers for incall agencies are vulnerable to being charged under CC s.
211, which specifies that: “[e]very one who knowingly takes, transports, directs, or offers to take, transport or direct,
any other person to a common bawdy-house is guilty of an offence punishable on summary conviction.” This sweeping
law, which criminalizes merely offering to take someone to a bawdy-house, has possible ramifications for an array of
individuals who are otherwise uninvolved in the sex industry. It also criminalizes drivers who work for independent sex
workers or agencies, as well as sex workers’ partners, friends or colleagues who drive them to their place of work.

7. Parliament has the authority under CC s. 467.1(4) to expand the definition of serious offence.
8. CC s. 467.11(1).
9. Section 210(1) is an included offence according in CC s. 462.37.
10. See Bedford v. Canada (Attorney General), 2012 ONCA 186.
11. On October 25, 2012, the Supreme Court of Canada announced that it will hear the appeal by the Attorney Generals of Canada and
Ontario and the cross-appeal launched by the three appellants. It is anticipated the hearing will take place in June 2013.
12. Summary conviction offences are, compared to indictable or hybrid offences, considered the less serious offence in the *YPTPUHS*VKL.
The maximum penalty, in general, is 6 months in jail and/or a 2,000-dollar fine.
13. See for example R. v. Kouri, [2004] RJQ 2061, QCCA. An owner’s willful blindness can justify a conviction under s. 210(2)(c). This means
that if an owner ought to have knowledge that a space is being used as a common bawdy-house, he or she is liable for conviction, even if
there is no direct knowledge.
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Unlike *YPTPUHS *VKL sections 210 and 213, which are intended to manage public nuisance, section 212(1) - which
has its genesis in the Progressive Era moral panic about the ‘white slave trade’ perpetuated by dubious accounts of
young women tricked and trapped into a life of prostitution14 - is self-consciously about protecting sex workers (Currie
and Gillies, 2006). To this end we see a series of provisions that endeavour to protect HK\S[ sex workers15 from being
involved in the sex industry (procuring and aiding), and from economic exploitation (living on the avails).16 We also see,
somewhat counter-intuitively, special laws that protect sex workers from acts already sanctioned under existing generic
*YPTPUHS*VKL provisions. For example, the sexual assault statutes17 are duplicated in s. 212(1)(i), which criminalizes
administering a substance “in order thereby to enable any person to have illicit sexual intercourse with that person” and
existing kidnapping and forcible confinement laws18 already criminalize that which is addressed in s. 212(1)(c) (which
makes it illegal to conceal a person in a common bawdy-house). Finally, CC s. 212(1)(g) criminalizes procuring persons
to enter or leave Canada for the purposes of prostitution and s. 212(1)(f) makes it illegal for a person to direct or cause
another to be directed or taken to a bawdy-house upon their arrival in Canada. If done for the purpose of exploitation
or to facilitate a person’s exploitation, these acts are criminalized under the CC s. 279.01, the human trafficking law of
the *YPTPUHS*VKL.19
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*90405(3*6+, S. 212(1): PROCURING/ LIVING ON THE AVAILS OF PROSTITUTION

In other words, although *YPTPUHS *VKL provisions already criminalize the types of egregious behaviours associated
with the ‘pimping’ of adult sex workers,20 we have an additional series of provisions intended to address those same
behaviours when the victim is a sex worker. Currie and Gillies (2006) speak to the ideological significance of layering sex
work specific laws over existing generic laws when they argue that this is “a form of ‘othering’ whereby women working
the sex trade are positioned as inherently and negatively different from ‘normal’ women and hence subjected to discrete
laws and treatment that reinforce this perceived difference” (2006, p. 57).21 Ironically the existence of sex work specific
laws may actually undermine sex workers’ ability to turn to the criminal justice system for help and, in practice, hinder
their access to criminal justice redress. For example, the police practice of laying charges against an abusive partner of
a sex worker under prostitution statutes (specifically knowing CC s. 212(1)(j)) is a powerful disincentive for an abused
woman, who is also a sex worker, to turn to law enforcement, knowing she will be ‘outed’ as a sex worker (Currie &
Gillies, 2006).
The remaining provisions of CC s. 212(1) are also ‘othering’ in that they paternalistically endeavour to protect individuals (presumed to be women) from becoming, or remaining, sex workers. Legal paternalism has been defined by Gerald
Dworkin (1972) as “interference with a person’s liberty of action justified by reasons referring exclusively to the welfare,

14. Socio-historical researcher Marianne Valverde (1991, p. 93) asserts that “virtually no evidence was found of a traffic in Canadian women,
either within or without Canadian borders.”
15. The procuring and living off the avails of those under 18 years of age is criminalized under section 212(2) of the *YPTPUHS*VKL. Sanctions for those convicted under this law are considerably harsher. Since this report is specifically focused on third parties in adult sex work
we do not review these laws.
16. It should be noted, echoing the situation noted above in relation to individuals convicted of “keeping a bawdy-house”, a guilty verdict
renders an individual susceptible to charges of “laundering proceeds of crime” (CC s. 462.31), and to having their property seized as “proceeds of crime” (CC s. 462.32).
17. *YPTPUHS*VKL section 271.
18. *YPTPUHS*VKL sections 279(1) and 279(2).
19. The human trafficking law states: “For a charge under this offence, the evidence should indicate that the suspect has: recruited, transported, transferred, received, held, concealed, or harboured the victim, or exercised control, direction or influence over the movements of
the victim; and done this for the purpose of exploiting the victim or facilitating their exploitation.”
20. As previously noted, this research investigated third parties in the adult sex industry. Therefore a discussion of the laws regarding youth
prostitution are beyond the parameters of this report. That said, it must be noted that in addition to elevated sanctions against clients who
purchase services from, or third parties who are involved with, persons under the age of 18 (in the prostitution offences), there are numerous
other *YPTPUHS*VKL provisions that sanction those who harm children. These include CC s. 172, corrupting children; s. 215, duty of persons
to provide necessaries of life; s. 218, abandoning a child; s. 43, correction of a child by force; s. 150.1, children under 16 are unable to
consent to sexual acts; s. 151, sexual interference; s.152, invitation to sexual touching; s. 153, sexual exploitation of a young person; s. 155,
incest; s.163, corrupting morals; section 173(2), exposure of genitals for sexual purposes to a child under 14 years of age; s. 212(2), living
off avails of child prostitution; and s. 212(4), attempting to obtain the sexual services of a child. In addition, all provinces have child welfare
laws that include provisions intended to protect youth from harm and exploitation.
21. On this topic see also Childs et al. (2006) and HIV/AIDS Legal Network (2006).
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good, happiness, needs, interests, or values of the person being coerced” (p. 65). In other words, the state is authorized
to limit individual freedom if there is adequate reason to believe that the harm being prevented is one that a ‘reasonable person’ would not wish to be subjected to. In the case of the procuring and living on the avails provisions of CC
s. 212(1), this justification hinges on the assumption that working in the sex industry is an intrinsically and inevitably
detrimental activity that no ‘reasonable person’ would wish to engage in – a rather striking contradiction of what sex
workers,22 including the plaintiffs in the )LKMVYK and :><(= *OHY[LY challenges assert. Moreover, while regulatory
statutes such as provincial minimum wage laws endeavour to limit the economic exploitation of workers in Canada, in
no other sector is it assumed that employees are so vulnerable (and predisposed to being taken advantage of) that they
are incapable of even making decisions regarding the conditions of their employment.
Almost thirty years ago the -YHZLY*VTTP[[LL(1985) drew attention to the (already then) out-dated stigmatic assumptions about sex workers that are embedded in CC s. 212(1):
Prostitution is seen as something extraordinary which requires unique legislation. Laws which are designed
to control activities such as extortion, fraud, blackmail or intimidation in normal businesses, are seen to be
inadequate with respect to prostitution. […] This legislation reflects the thinking of earlier generations which
saw prostitution and related activities as immoral, the people engaged in these activities as truly depraved
or of sub-normal intelligence, and always, the danger of innocent women being seduced into the business.
(p. 388)
PROTECTION FROM THE SEX INDUSTRY (PROCURING)
*YPTPUHS*VKL s. 212(1) includes a number of provisions against procuring. Anyone who:
(a) procures, attempts to procure or solicits a person to have illicit sexual intercourse with another person,
whether in or out of Canada,
(b) inveigles or entices a person who is not a prostitute to a common bawdy-house for the purpose of illicit
sexual intercourse or prostitution,
(d) procures or attempts to procure a person to become, whether in or out of Canada, a prostitute […] is
guilty of an indictable offence and liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding ten years.
Here we see two sets of concerns – enticing or procuring someone who is not a prostitute to enter the industry (CC
ss. 212(1) (b) and (d)) and procuring someone who is already a sex worker to continue (or return to) working in the sex
industry (CC s. 212(1)(a)). The rather disconcerting juridical distinction between ‘fallen’ and ‘good’ women notwithstanding, the sections share a concern with protecting individuals from participating in the sex industry. While ‘procurement’
is sometimes about deceitful, evil men seducing and coercing naïve women (the image the term evokes), a much more
banal picture emerges from much of the case law. Procurement is “to cause, or to induce, or to have a persuasive effect
upon the conduct that is alleged.”25 It is also about H[[LTW[PUN to cause, induce or persuade someone to become, or
work as, a sex worker in Canada or outside the national borders.26 Conviction is not contingent on the third party being
coercive, pressuring or deceptive. What is required is some form of persuasion. This can be in the form of financial motivations; for example, in 9]1\ULQH the accused was convicted of procuring on the basis that he enticed workers with

22. See for example the testimony of sex workers at the Parliamentary Subcommittee on Solicitation Laws (SSLR, 2006). For more critique
on the paternalism of the laws, see for example Bruckert & Hannem (forthcoming); Currie & Gillies (2006).
23. ([[VYUL`.LULYHSVM*HUHKHL[HS];LYYP1LHU)LKMVYKL[HS
24. :><(= 2PZLSIHJO](.*HUHKH)YP[PZO*VS\TIPH
25. 9]+L\[ZJO (1983), 5 C.C.C. (3d) 41 (Ont. C.A.) affirmed (1986), 27 C.C.C. (3d) 385 (S.C.C.) at para 403. It should be noted that in 9
]5L^THU (2009 NLCA 32) the Newfoundland and Labrador Court of Appeal took a narrower approach to the definition of procuring in s.
212(1)(a), as adopted by the Supreme Court of Canada in R. V. Deutsch [1986] 2 SCR 2. In Newman, the accused was a person who drove
the younger women, B.P. and V.B downtown to engage in sex work, and watched out for B.P., allowed her to rent of his mother, and knew
she was making money as a prostitute. The Court of Appeal held that these factors would not engage the offence under s. 212(1)(a), because
B.P. was engaging in prostitution already, and intended to continue that practice independently of Newman. However, the Court of Appeal
argued that this offence is better captured under s. 212(1)(h). The Court stated that s. 212(1)(a) should be read more restrictively; using words
such as “cause” or “induce.”
26. It is not necessary that the individual who was procured subsequently actually work as a prostitute (9])HYYV^, 2001 CanLII 8550
(ON CA) at para 38).
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… despite the care with which the appellant conducted the interviews with the officers and her obvious
intention not to pressure them into having either illicit sexual intercourse or to become prostitutes. […] There
was some evidence of an attempt by the appellant to have a persuasive effect upon the officer. The appellant
advised the officer, whom the appellant had hired after the initial interview, to obtain condoms before going
to the motel room and told her that she had to go through with the appointment because the appellant did
not have another escort who could attend.28
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an advertisement in the classifieds that promised significant earnings.27 Persuasion can be even subtler; in 9])HYYV^
the conviction for the (attempted) procurement of a police officer posing as an individual seeking employment as a sex
worker (under CC s. 212(1)(d)) was upheld at appeal because:

The breadth of the law is striking; as is the case with most of CC s. 212(1) (with the notable exceptions of 212(1)(h) and
(j)), there is no requirement that the procurement be for gain (financial or otherwise). As such, the law could potentially
even criminalize a sex worker who provides advice and encouragement to a friend who is new to the sex industry.
PROTECTION FROM THE SEX INDUSTRY (AIDING)
*YPTPUHS*VKL 212(1)(h) states that:
Anyone who for the purposes of gain, exercises control, direction or influence over the movements of a
person in such manner as to show that he is aiding, abetting or compelling that person to engage in or carry
on prostitution with any person or generally […] is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to imprisonment
for a term not exceeding ten years.
Although CC s. 212(1)(h) has been referred to by the court as “the classic pimping section,”29 the three elements for conviction under this law – a) the exercise of control, direction or influence; b) aiding, abetting or compelling; and c) gain30
– are broad. Moreover, “any action exercised over a person with a view to aiding, abetting or compelling that person to
engage in or carry on prostitution would be considered influence.”31
This law criminalizes all individuals who are compensated for helping (aiding) or facilitating (abetting) a person to engage
in prostitution. In practice this includes activities that fall outside of the scope of what is generally considered ‘pimping.’ For example, in 9]3\RHJRVthe Appeal Court justices noted that the accused, who owned two escort agencies,
“did not use violence or intimidation and the trial judge found that the escorts joined the service of their own free will.”
Nonetheless, the conviction was upheld.32 Moreover, other third parties, such as drivers,33 are also potentially guilty of
“aiding, abetting or compelling” – indeed by definition s. 212(1)(h) could include virtually all third parties who receive
financial or other compensation for the services they provide.
PROTECTION FROM EXPLOITATION (LIVING ON THE AVAILS)
*YPTPUHS*VKL s. 212(1)(j) states: “any person who lives wholly or in part on the avails of prostitution of another person
[…] [is] guilty of an indictable offence and liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding ten years.” This law, the only
provision in ** s. 212(1) that is a YL]LYZLVU\ZVMMLUJL (the burden of the proof shifts to the accused persons who are
presumed guilty; it is then their responsibility to prove their innocence),34 is sweeping in scope; it potentially criminalizes

27. 9]1\ULQH, 2009 ABQB 243 (CanLII) at para 24.
28. 9])HYYV^ 2001 CanLII 8550 (ONCA) at para 38.
29. 9].YPSV(1991), 2 O.R. (3d) 514 at pp. 516-518.
30. 9]7LYYH\S[, 1996 CanLII 5641 (QCCA), [1996] 113 CCC (3d) 573 (Que. C.A.), cited in R. v. G. (R.J.), 2001 CanLII 369 (SK PC) at para 45.
31. 9]7LYYH\S[ 1996 CanLII 5641 (QCCA), [1996] 113 CCC (3d) 573 (Que. C.A.), cited in R. v. G. (R.J.), 2001 CanLII 369 (SK PC) at para 46.
32. 9]3\RHJRV, 2002 CanLII 41577 (ONCA).
33. In 9J;`ULZ the accused, Mr. Lafferty, was working as a driver for an escort agency. In addition to driving, he also provided condoms
and drugs and collected the agency’s money. The judge ruled “he was exercising control over both complainants for the sole purpose of
keeping them working for the agency.” 9J;`ULZ, 2010 QCCQ 9767 (CanLII) at para 78.
34. Under CC s. 212(3).
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sex workers’ personal relationships35 as well as all third parties who hire, work with, or are hired by sex workers including
receptionists, drivers, agents, web designers, managers and security persons. Evidence of exploitation or unfairness
is not required unless the accused lives with the sex worker.36 In other words, any individual who provides goods or
services directly related to, or whose income is contingent on, a sex worker’s work37 is understood to parasitically live
on the avails of another’s prostitution, simply because their income would not exist otherwise. In this context it is irrelevant if the third party is providing valuable assistance in exchange for reasonable compensation. For example, PU9]
)HYYV^ the accused, a former sex worker and owner/operator of an escort agency, was convicted despite the Appeal
Court recognizing and accepting that she, like many of the third parties we interviewed for this research, provided useful
services (including advice, screening and security), and did not pressure sex workers:
The appellant rarely called an escort to work unless that escort had notified the appellant that she would
be available to work at that time or that she could be called if one of her regular customers wished for her
companionship. […] On arrival at the residence or motel room, the escort would telephone the appellant and
confirm that all was well and that the money was there. After the “date” the escort would arrange to meet
with the appellant. The escort would hand over the appellant’s fee at that time. The appellant received onethird of the money received from the client. The size of the fee or the appellant’s share did not depend upon
the services provided by the escort. The witnesses testified that they were not pressured by the appellant to
be available for engagements nor to provide sexual services. […] The appellant provided advice to escorts
about various matters such as anal sex, bondage, how to handle the dirty or smelly client, the clothes to
wear, the number of services to be offered and the expected duration of the encounter. (9])HYYV^ (2001
54 O.R. (3d) 417) at paras 5-7)
Three decades ago John Lowman argued, referring to CC s. 212(1)(j) among others, that the breadth of Canadian laws
“extends from the most deplorably professional and thoroughly violent individual who exploits in every way possible a
single prostitute to a group of prostitutes, to husbands or lovers, who, while they benefit from the prostitution of their
partners, do not subject them to force or threat” (1986, p. 545). Justice Himel, of the Ontario Superior Court and the Ontario Court of Appeal justices, came to a similar conclusion, ruling CC s. 212(1)(j) was overbroad and breached the principle of fundamental justice.39 Both courts also accepted that the “living on the avails” provision was grossly disproportionate. The Appeal Court justices found that: “The state response is out of all proportion to the state objectives. While
the provision is ostensibly aimed at protecting prostitutes from harm, it prevents them from taking measures that could
reduce harm and at worst drives them into the hands of the very predators that the law intends to guard against.40”
Currently, in spite of the ruling by two levels of courts that the law in its present form is unconstitutional, CC s. 212(1)(j)
remains in effect pending a decision by the Supreme Court of Canada.

35. Although it is outside the parameters of the current research, CC s. 212(1)(j) criminalizes some of the personal relationships sex workers have. CC s. 212(.3) specifies that “evidence that a person lives or is habitually in the company of a prostitute […] is, in the absence of
evidence to the contrary, proof that the person lives on the avails of prostitution.”
36. See for example )LKMVYK]*HUHKH([[VYUL`.LULYHSwhere the Ontario Court of Appeal explains the interpretive history of the living on
the avails offence, in:OH^]+PYLJ[VYVM7\ISPJ7YVZLJ\[PVUZ, [1961] 2 All E.R. 446 (H.L.); 9].YPSV1991, 64 C.C.C. (3d) 53 (ONCA) and 9
])HYYV^, 2001 CanLII 8550 (ONCA) at para 223ff.
37. In other words, individuals who provide goods or services (grocers, clothing, car dealerships, child minders, etc.) not directly related to
the sex worker’s labour is outside the purview of the law.
38. 9])HYYV^2001 54 O.R. (3d) 417). As we saw above the accused was also convicted under CC s. 212(1)(d).
39. )LKMVYK]*HUHKH (2010 ONSC 4264) at para 402; Bedford v. Canada (Attorney General), 2012 ONCA 186 at para 250.
40. Ibid. at para 254. Unlike the lower court that struck down the provision, the Ontario Court of Appeal justices sought to remedy the constitutional defect in CC s. 212(1)(j) by retaining the reverse onus provision (assumption of guilt) and ‘reading in’ the words “in circumstances
of exploitation” which they define as: “Where the prostitute is dependent on the accused for drugs or because of youth, where the accused
has no legal or moral claim to the prostitute’s earnings, or where the accused takes a portion of the prostitute’s earnings that is out of all
proportion to the services provided” [at para 270]. This ruling fails to consider the complexity of sex workers’ relationship to third parties
and problematically retains presumption of guilt. It is also inappropriate criteria in relation to youth who are outside of the scope of 212(1)(j);
212(2) and 212(2.1) criminalize living off the avails of another person who under 18 years of age.
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*YPTPUHS*VKL s. 213(1)(c) states:
Every person who in a public place or in any place open to public view […] (c) stops or attempts to stop any
person or in any manner communicates or attempts to communicate with any person for the purpose of
engaging in prostitution or of obtaining the sexual services of a prostitute is guilty of an offence punishable
on summary conviction.

CHAPTER 1: THIRD PARTIES AND THE LAW

*90405(3*6+,S. 213(1)(C): COMMUNICATING IN PUBLIC FOR THE PURPOSES OF PROSTITUTION41

While we think of this law as applying to sex workers soliciting clients on the street (or perhaps an escort talking on
her cellular phone or soliciting clients in a bar), the range of CC s. 213(1)(c) (the “communicating law”) is considerably
broader, including intermediaries (third parties) who communicate on behalf of another (be it a client or sex worker) in
public.42 The definition of a public place as “any place to which the public have access as of right or by invitation, express or implied […] or in any place open to public view” (CCs. 213(2)) includes not only cars and parking lots but also
strip clubs and the public spaces (e.g., the reception area) of incall establishments. As a result, receptionists, bookers,
agents and anyone else who organizes encounters between sex workers and clients are vulnerable to being charged
under this law.

MUNICIPAL REGULATION
Despite the fact that prostitution falls under federal jurisdiction, a number of municipalities in Canada have implemented
by-laws that appear to open up a quasi-legal space for third parties in sex work.43 We see, however, that in order to
respect the jurisdictional authority of the federal government “municipal employees have to act as if there are no sexual
services being purchased” (van der Meulen & Durisin, 2008, p. 298).44 Cities such as Edmonton, Calgary, Ottawa and
Toronto have introduced a series of by-laws that use euphemistic language and wilful blindness to regulate some indoor
sex work through licensing45 and zoning.46 For example, in Toronto a body rub is defined under by-law 545-1 in a manner
that alludes to the possibility of erotic services without being explicit about the process: “the kneading, manipulating,
rubbing, massaging, touching, or stimulating, by any means, of a person’s body or part thereof but does not include
medical or therapeutic treatment given by a person otherwise duly qualified, licensed or registered so to do under the
laws of the Province of Ontario.”

41. CC s. 213(1)(c) was also the subject of the )LKMVYK Charter challenge. Declared unconstitutional by the Ontario Superior Court ()LKMVYK
]*HUHKH (2010 ONSC 4264) at para 409) it was retained at the Appeal Court level. The decision on the constitutionality of s. 213(1)(c)
was split 3-2, with the majority of the justices arguing that the law’s infringement on the rights of sex workers is justified by the legislative
objective of preventing nuisance to the community. Writing for the minority, Justice MacPherson provided a powerful dissenting opinion
challenging his fellow justices on the basis of legal reasoning, internal incongruence, and failure to attend to the entire record. He concluded
“the communicating provision chokes off self-protection options for prostitutes who are already at enormous risk. The evidence in the record
about the violence faced by street prostitutes across Canada is, in a word, overwhelming. […] Any measure that denies an already vulnerable
person the opportunity to protect herself from serious physical violence, including assault, rape and murder, involves a grave infringement
of that individual’s security of the person.” (2012 ONCA 186 at para 359-360).
42. In 9]7L[[Z, the Court of Queen’s Bench of New Brunswick held that the accused stopped an undercover officer in a public place for the
purpose of communicating with that officer so the accused could ‘obtain’ the sexual services of a sex worker for that officer. The court held
that the offence was established whether the accused attempted to arrange the services of a sex worker for himself or for another person
(9]7L[[Z, 2003 NBQB 102 (CanLII)). See also 9]*OPHUN, 2010 BCSC 906 on the criminalization of an ‘intermediary.”
43. On this topic see Toronto Municipal Act, chapter 545-1; Lewis and Maticka-Tyndale (2000); Meulen and Valverde (2013); Auger, Durisin
and van der Meulen (2012).
44. This also means municipal employees cannot provide appropriate advice or ensure security mechanisms.
45. Because sex workers and owner/operators have to be licensed in order to attain employment, “municipalities regulate who can work as
an escort or open an agency in their city by imposing restrictions on who can be licensed” (Lewis & Maticka-Tyndale, 2000, p. 440). For owners/operators this generally entails not only a criminal record check but also the paying of an exorbitant and wildly disproportionate fee. For
example, in Toronto an annual body-rub business license costs $11,396.60; by contrast most other business licenses, including those for
billiard halls, carnivals and circuses, cost $211.46 per year and licenses for laundries and hair salons are $210.30 annually (City of Toronto,
np). These fees may be a significant impediment for sex workers to start their own small business.
46. See van der Meulen and Valverde (2013). Municipalities zone to control the land use (i.e., industrial, commercial, residential, mixed use)
and establish parameters on how the space will be used. They are also empowered to introduce exclusionary criteria (e.g., in many communities strip clubs cannot be in the vicinity of churches or schools).
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In practice we see a layering of regulation: police accompany by-law officers and often lay concurrent charges against
workers and third parties (Bruckert, Parent & Robitaille, 2003). Municipal licencing also facilitates increased police presence – indeed Lewis and Maticka-Tyndale (2000) concluded, based on their research on Windsor and Calgary, “the
motive behind establishing licensing in both cities was to facilitate policing of the [sex] industry” (p. 439).

CHAPTER 1: THIRD PARTIES AND THE LAW

In Calgary, licences are available for dating and escort services which are defined as: “any business which offers to
provide or does provide introductions, for a person or persons with another person or persons for a period of companionship for which a fee is charged, levied or otherwise imposed for each occasion an introduction is made.” (by-law
48M2006 (2)(i)).

In the quasi-legal space created by municipal regulation third parties may operate provided they are wilfully blind to
the exchange of sexual services by workers. Agency owners who are not wilfully blind can, and are, charged under the
*YPTPUHS*VKL provisions identified above. For example, in 9]4HUPVU the accused was convicted of CC s. 212(1)(j)
even though she and the women she employed were licensed by the City of Calgary and she believed she was complying with the law. The court ruled that her forthright discussion of sexual services and safer sex practices with individuals
she assumed to be potential employees (one of whom was an undercover police officer) was evidence that she was
aware that sexual services would sometimes be provided and was therefore guilty of “living on the avails of prostitution
of another person.”47
In the following narrative, Pierrette, a long time sex worker who we interviewed as a third party (personal assistant),
explains how municipal licencing plays out:
)HJRPU ^OLU0ÄYZ[ILNHULZJVY[PUNB¯DL]LY`T\UPJPWHSP[`OHKSPJLUZPUNYLX\PYLTLU[ZHUK^VYRPUN
HZHUPUKPL·HUPUKLWLUKLU[^HZ\UOLHYKVM:VPM`V\^HU[LK[V^VYR`V\OHK[V^VYRMVYHUHNLUJ`:V
[OLHNLUJPLZ^V\SKWH`[OPZL_\ILYHU[[OPZOPNOMLL[V^OH[L]LYJP[`[OL`^LYL0^HZPU(SILY[HHUK0[OPUR
[OL`WHPKH`LHY:VVMJV\YZL[OLPYTV[P]H[PVU^HZ[VYLJV\W[OH[TVUL`B¯D(UKILJH\ZL[OL`^LYL
IV\UK [V SLHZPUN H JVTTLYJPHS ZWHJL [OLYL ^LYL H SV[ VM OV\YZ VM ZP[[PUN HYV\UK HUK [OLZL JVTTLYJPHS
ZWHJLZ[OH[[OL`YLU[LK^LYLK\TWZVRH`;OL`TL[[OLIHYLYLX\PYLTLU[Z"P[OHK[VILJVTTLYJPHSZWHJL
^P[O H KLKPJH[LK [LSLWOVUL SPUL UV JLSS WOVULZ ]LY` ]LY` Z[YPJ[ YLX\PYLTLU[Z ILJH\ZL [OL I`SH^ ^V\SK
JVTLHYV\UK
In short, we see that in these quasi-legal spaces not only are safer sex supplies unlikely to be provided (and hence sex
workers must surreptitiously store and dispose of them), workers are effectively discouraged from being open and forthright with their employer about any challenges related to their sex work48 – issues we return to in *OHW[LY;OYLL!4HW
WPUN(NLUJPLZ. Zoning also impacts third parties, and self-employed sex workers who have incall locations, in another
way. These individuals are vulnerable to being charged for by-law infractions (e.g., operating a business in a residential
building not zoned for commercial activity). The resulting charges not only increase the potential of coming to the attention of law enforcement but also jeopardize housing. Lilith (Ottawa) whose incall location was also her residence,
explains what it meant when she lost her home as a result of by-law charges:
0[»Z]LY`KPMÄJ\S[[VNL[HUV[OLYHWHY[TLU[^OLU`V\KVU»[OH]LWYVVMVMPUJVTLHUK`V\KVU»[OH]LHSHUKSVYK
YLMLYLUJLILJH\ZL`V\YSHUKSVYKRUV^Z^OH[`V\KV(UK[OLU[OLYL»ZHSZV[OLPUJVTLSVZZ¶UV[OH]PUNHU
PUJHSSZWHJL[VZLLJSPLU[ZMVYHJV\WSLTVU[OZ^OPSL`V\ÄUKHUL^WSHJL
Moreover municipalities will often require sex businesses to be located in industrial zones. This means that sex workers
must “commute to an industrial zone that is not easily accessible by public transportation” (Auger, Durisin, & van der
Meulen, 2012, p. 10) at the same time as CC s. 211 criminalizes transporting someone to a bawdy-house.

47. 9]4HUPVU, 2005 ABPC 35 (CanLII).
48. On this topic see van der Meulen and Durisin (2008).
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We end this chapter on third parties and the law with some preliminary comments on two questions that will be developed throughout this report: What do these laws mean to third parties?; What is the impact of these laws on sex
workers?
Although the provision of sexual services for compensation is not illegal and municipal regulations sometimes even
create a quasi-legal space for some third parties (provided they are wilfully blind to sex acts), *YPTPUHS*VKL sections
210(1), 211, 212(1) and, to a lesser extent, 213(1)(c), create a web of criminalization in which all third parties are not only
defined as criminal but are, at least in principle, also often contravening a number of laws simultaneously. Indeed third
parties are regularly charged under various sections of the *YPTPUHS*VKL for the same offence. Moreover, while at least
some of the laws (specifically 212(1)) are premised on protecting sex workers, the brush strokes are exceedingly broad.
Not only are the wide range of relationships (e.g., agents, associates, contractors) not reflected but, with the possible
exception of CC s. 212(1)(h), issues of coercion and exploitation are extraneous to the question of a third party’s guilt
(although they may function as aggravating factors at sentencing). In other words, third parties can, and are, criminalized even if they provide useful services, if sex workers are freely choosing to work for or with them, if they are hired by
sex workers and exercise no control over the worker, if the services they offer increase sex workers’ safety and security,
if their fees are reasonable compensation for the services they offer or if they receive no fees at all. As a result, the law
‘captures’ third parties that are very different from, and fulfill more diverse roles than, the exploitative ‘pimp’ that populates the public imagination.
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REFLECTIONS ON THE LEGAL CONTEXT

The laws governing third parties also have a profound effect on sex workers. Ironically, while some of these laws (specifically CC s. 212(1)) are ostensibly intended to protect sex workers, research has drawn attention to the ways that
*YPTPUHS*VKL sections 212(1) and 210(1) operate against the interests of sex workers by, for example, by denying them
access to safe working environments, undermining their ability to realize labour and human rights,49 and rendering supportive practices (such as the sharing of information about the job, agencies, and clients) illegal (Currie & Gillies, 2006,
p. 34). In the next chapter we develop this further by turning to our data to unpack why sex workers work for, with or hire
the very people from which the laws are endeavouring to protect them.

49. See Gillies (2013); Love (2013); van der Meulen (2010); van der Meulen & Durisen (2008); Bruckert & Parent (2006); HIV/AIDS Legal Network (2006); Currie & Gillies (2006); Mensah & Thiboutot (2002).
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CHAPTER TWO
WHY WORK FOR, WITH, OR HIRE A THIRD PARTY?
WHAT SEX WORKERS SAY

We have seen that anti-sex work activists frame third parties as individuals who exploit sex workers and that the law positions third parties as criminals. Implicit in both discourses is a conceptualization of sex workers working for, with, third
parties as hyper-vulnerable victims who require state intervention. For critical researchers familiar with feminist scholarship on the importance of respectfully attending to experiential voices,1 such ideologically-loaded legal paternalism
and feminist maternalism (which justifies defining situations for others in, what are assumed to be, their best interests)
appears, at a minimum, disrespectful and patronizing. It is for these reasons that we must turn to sex workers who work
for or with third parties and ask the rather fundamental question – ^O`? In this chapter we draw on our interviews with
sex workers who had a wide range of experiences with third parties in the sex industry and are therefore exceptionally
well placed to speak to this question.
A number of the participants (particularly in the Halifax focus group) spoke of incall/outcall sex work for a third party
as an alternative to street-based sex work. According to Sweet, a sex worker in Halifax: “:VTLVMT`HK]HU[HNLZVM
^VYRPUNMVYHULZJVY[ZLY]PJL¶U\TILYVUL`V\KPKU»[OH]L[VZ[HUKVU[OLJVYULYB¯D0JV\SKZP[H[OVTL^HP[MVYT`
JHSS.” Although Kayla, another woman in the Halifax focus group, agreed that not having “[VZ[HUKVUHZ[YLL[JVYULYPU
[OLJVSK” was an advantage to working for an escort agency, she found it to be “[OLVUS`HK]HU[HNLP[OHK” Others in
the focus group provided additional reasons; Moxie appreciated that there was “SLZZJOHUJLVMNL[[PUNI\Z[LK” or as
Sweet framed it “`V\KVU»[NL[OHYHZZLKI`[OLWVSPJLTHUL]LY`[PTLOLKYP]LZHYV\UK[OLJVYULY.” Christina, who works
in Toronto, suggested that working for an agency was useful “MVYZVTLIVK`^OV»ZLZWLJPHSS`IYHUKUL^[V[OLPUK\Z[Y`
VYKVLZUV[OH]L[OLM\UKZ[VTHYRL[[OLTZLS]LZPUKLWLUKLU[S`.”
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WHY WORK FOR, WITH OR HIRE A THIRD PARTY - WHAT SEX WORKERS SAY

Like other sex workers who spoke positively about particular third parties, Sweet also told us, “P[^HZHYLSH[PVUZOPW
;OLYL^HZYLZWLJ[[OLYLZV[OH[^HZHWLYR.” The idea of relationships extends to solidarity with other sex workers.
Moxie spoke of “ZPZ[LYZ^VYRPUN[VNL[OLY” sharing information, supplies and protecting each other. This advantage is, of
course, largely restricted to incall establishments. Alana, an Ottawa area sex worker, bemoaned that she “KPKU»[RUV^
HU`VM[OLV[OLYNPYSZ^OV^VYRLKMVY[OLHNLUJ`.”2
While collegiality speaks to emotional wellbeing, other sex workers appreciated the security that working for a third
party afforded them: “VULZLJ\YP[`BTLHZ\YLDPZB[OH[D!º0»TUV[KVPUN[OPZH[T`WSHJL»B¯D;OH[P[»ZPUHUHWHY[TLU[I\PSK
PUNNP]LZTLHJLY[HPUZLUZLVMZLJ\YP[`Q\Z[ILJH\ZL[OLYLPZHSV[VMTV]LTLU[¶[OLYLHYLWLVWSLHYV\UK”3 (Honey,
Montréal). Whereas Honey valued the safety in numbers, others spoke of the significance of security protocols such as
the ‘two-call’ and safety call procedures.4 For Sandra from Toronto it was not only about security but also the accompanying reduction of anxiety, “0[»ZHIZVS\[LS`ZHMLY0[OPUR^OLU`V\»YL^VYRPUNPUHUL[^VYRVMWLVWSL:V0[OPURZHML[`HUK
SLZZZ[YLZZ.” Other workers used the policies of third parties to safeguard their own health and wellbeing. For example,
strict ‘no barebacking’ (sex without a condom) policies are a tool sex workers can use to insist clients respect their safer
sex boundaries. Moxie from Halifax explained how she used third party policies to manage her drug consumption:
;OLVULZBIYV[OLSZD[OH[0^LU[H^H`[VOHKUVKY\NY\SLZ;OLYL^LYLUVKY\NZHSSV^LK"[OLYL^HZUVKYPURPUN
HSSV^LKB¯D;OH[^H`0»KOH]LTVUL`ZH]LK\WILJH\ZLV[OLY^PZLPM[OLYL^LYLKY\NZPM0^LYLHSSV^LK[V
NL[OPNO0^V\SKKVHJSPLU[NL[OPNOKVHJSPLU[NL[OPNOB¯D)LJH\ZLPMP[»ZSLM[[VT`V^UKL]PJLZ[OH[»Z
^OH[0^V\SKKVB¯D)\[PM0^VYRLKPUHWSHJL^OLYL[OLY\SLZZHPKUVUL[OLU0^V\SKKVUVUL0UL]LYZU\JR
ILJH\ZL0JV\SKU»[LUQV`T`ZLSMHU`^H`PM0OHK[V^VYY`PMZVTLIVK`[OV\NO[[OH[0^HZOPNO

1. See for example Morris & Bunjun (2007); Kovach (2005); Reinharz (1982).
2. It should be noted that others were less enthusiastic about working collectively. However, Kayla (sex worker, Halifax) appreciated the
way the agency managed interpersonal relationship problems at work, “ILJH\ZL[OL`KVHUZ^LY[OLWOVULZHUKKLHS^P[OWYVISLTZ^P[O
[OLJSPLU[ZHUKWYVISLTZ^P[O[OLNPYSZB¯DJH[[PULZZHUK^OH[UV[”
3. Translation ours.
4. We expand on two-call and safe call procedures in *OHW[LY;OYLL!4HWWPUN(NLUJPLZ; see also the glossary at the end of this report.
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0[^HZZVJSLHY[OH[[OLTVUL`OHK[VILJVSSLJ[LK\WMYVU[HUKWYLMLYHIS`JV\U[LKQ\Z[ILJH\ZL`V\RUV^
`V\OH]L[VNP]LTVUL`IHJRB¯D:VTL[PTLZHZPUKLWLUKLU[Z^L»YLTVYLYLSH_LKHUK^L»YLSPRL¶TH`IL
^L»SSJV\U[[OLTVUL`H[[OLLUKHUK[OLU`V\SVVRHUKP[»ZSPRLOHSM[OLTVUL`PZ[OLYL)\[PUHUHNLUJ`
ZP[\H[PVU0OH]LU»[L]LYOHK[OH[OHWWLU
Some of the sex workers in the same focus group as Christina agreed that, “Q\Z[L]LUILPUNH[[OLHNLUJ`^OLYL`V\
OH]L[VJHSSPUHUKJVUÄYT[OH[[OLTVUL`^HZ[OLYLTHKLP[HSV[LHZPLY[VJVSSLJ[HUK[V[HSRHIV\[TVUL`” (Eva, Toronto). Thus, working for an agency can simplify financial negotiation with clients. Additionally, Christina believed that
“JSPLU[ZHYLT\JOSLZZSPRLS`[V[Y`[VM\JRHYV\UK^P[OHUHNLUJ`[OHU[OL`HYL[V[Y`[V[HRLHK]HU[HNLVMHUPUKLWLUKLU[
WYV]PKLY.” For Leda, a transsexual Toronto-based escort, as well as Eva, who was also from Toronto, another financial
advantage to working for an agency was the option to leave her money with the driver. Leda explained: “0»]LQ\Z[OHUKLK
V]LYL]LY`[OPUNILJH\ZLU\TILYVUL0OHK^VYRLKMVY[OLHNLUJ`MVYH^OPSLHUK`V\RUV^^LOHKH[Y\Z["U\TILY
[^V 0 Q\Z[ MLS[ ZHMLY ILJH\ZL 0 RUL^ T` TVUL` B¯D JV\SKU»[ IL WPUJOLK” Sex workers also spoke of the economic
advantage in another way. Rebecca (Montréal) noted: ¸;OLHNLUJ`0»T^VYRPUNMVYH[[OLTVTLU[P[»ZWLYJLU[BJ\[D
^P[O[OLKYP]LYBMLLZPUJS\KLKD(UKH[ÄYZ[0[OV\NO[!º0Z[OPZYLHSS`MHPY&0Z[OPZYLHSS`^OH[0^HU[&»)\[[OPZHNLUJ`[OL`
ULNV[PH[LOPNOLYWYPJLZZV0OH]LTVYLTVUL`PUT`WVJRL[HU`^H`:V0HTOHWW`^P[O[OH[¹
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Other sex workers spoke of increased financial security. Christina (Toronto) felt that her economic wellbeing was assured
at the agency because:

In addition, sex workers highlighted that agencies obtain clients; as Christina (Toronto) pointed out, “\S[PTH[LS`[OLPY
QVIPZ[VNL[`V\I\ZPULZZHUKI`NL[[PUN`V\I\ZPULZZ[OL`NL[I\ZPULZs,” something that is particularly important “PM
`V\»YLQ\Z[Z[HY[PUNV\[\USLZZ`V\OH]LHMYPLUKPU[OLPUK\Z[Y`^OVJHUYLHSS`ZOV^`V\[OLYVWLZI\[YLHSPZ[PJHSS`HSV[
VMNPYSZKVU»[YLHSS`[HSRHIV\[[OPZ[VHU`IVK`.” Alana (Ottawa) also suggested that third parties might have different skill
sets that can be helpful to sex workers:
0^PSS[V[HSS`NSHKS`WH`ZVTLVUL[VKLHS^P[O[OH[ZOP[(UK[OLHK]LY[PZPUN¶0JHU»[RLLW\W^P[O[OH[B¯D0[»Z
UPJLOH]PUNZVTLVULLSZLHUZ^LY`V\YLTHPSZHUKSPRL[HSR[V[OLN\`ZILJH\ZLOVULZ[S`0»TNVVKH[[OLZL_
WHY[HUKTHRPUN`V\MLLSJVTMVY[HISL0HTUV[NVVKH[HUZ^LYPUN`V\YZ[\WPKPUHULVIUV_PV\ZX\LZ[PVUZ
0»TQ\Z[UV[0SVZLT`[LTWLYHUK0ZV\UKSPRLHIP[JOHUK0»TQ\Z[SPRLº9LHSS`&;OH[»Z^OH[`V\»YLHZRPUNTL&»
3PRL`V\RUV^N\`ZJHSSTL\WHUK[OL`»YLSPRLº>OH[KV`V\SVVRSPRL&»(UK0»TSPRLº>LSS`V\ZOV\SKIL
SVVRPUNH[HUHK^P[OWPJ[\YLZ0»TUV[NVPUN[VKLZJYPILT`ZLSM»
That agencies secure work and take care of day-to-day tasks speaks to another reason sex workers work for or with a
third party – the ability to realize a healthy work-life balance. As small business owners (in any sector of the economy)
can attest, being your own boss necessitates a significant investment of time and energy. For some individuals this is
worthwhile – for others it is not. Trina, an Ottawa area woman who had worked as both an independent and for a third
party, spoke to this: “0MV\UK^VYRPUNMVY[OPYKWHY[`^HZZVT\JOTVYLZPTWSL@V\JHTLPU"`V\SLM[HUK`V\IYV\NO[
`V\YTVUL`^P[O`V\)\[ILPUNPUKLWLUKLU[`V\»YL^VYRPUNHSSVM[OL[PTL3PRL`V\»YLJVUZ[HU[S`HUZ^LYPUNLTHPSZ
JSLHUPUN`V\YSVJH[PVUZOVWWPUNMVYUL^[OPUNZ¹Moxie (Halifax) framed it a bit differently: “>LSS0KVU»[^HU[[V^VYR
L]LY`KH`OV\YZHUK^OLU`V\Y\U`V\YV^UI\ZPULZZ^OPJO0[YPLK¶SPRL[OLYL»ZUL]LYHU`IVK`[VRPUKVMOLSW`V\
0TLHUPM`V\»YLNVPUN[VW\[HUHKPU[OLUZVTLVULOHZ[VIL[OLYL[VHUZ^LY¹
Sex workers also talked about advantages in terms of the provision of supplies and workspace. Like Maxine (Ottawa),
Lee (Toronto) told us she “KPKU»[MLLSSPRL0ULLKLK[VILPUKLWLUKLU[ILJH\ZL0[OV\NO[[OLHNLUJPLZ^LYLHNVVKYL
ZV\YJLPU[OL^H`[OH[[OL`KPK[OLHK]LY[PZPUN"[OL`WYV]PKLK[OLSVJH[PVU[OL`OHKKYP]LYZ5V^ILPUNPUKLWLUKLU[
0OHK[VÄUKHSS[OVZL[OPUNZ.” For Trina (Ottawa), “[OLHK]HU[HNL^HZOH]PUNZVTLVULLSZLWYV]PKL[OLSVJH[PVU” She
explained that “[OL`^LYLPUJOHYNLVMWH`PUN[OLIPSSZJSLHUPUN¶SPRLHSSVM[OLKH`[VKH`VWLYH[PVUZ[OH[0TH`UV[^HU[
[VKLHS^P[O.” As we have seen the bawdy-house provisions mean sex workers are prohibited from seeing clients in any
space repeatedly6 – be it a brothel, an erotic massage parlour, their home or apartment, a hotel room or a parking lot.

5. Translation ours
6. The Supreme Court of Canada held in 9]7H[[LYZVU, 1967 CanLII 22 (SCC), [1968] S.C.R. 157, that proof that premises were a bawdy-
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Many of the sex workers with whom we spoke had worked both independently and for third parties, and talked about
the advantages and disadvantages of each. Maxine’s (Ottawa) reflections also alert us to the way third parties who are
hired by sex workers (contractors) (e.g., photographers, web designers) are implicated in the work of independent sex
workers:
5V^[OH[0»TPUKLWLUKLU[0JHUWPJR^OVT`WOV[VNYHWOLYPZ"0JHUWPJR[OL^VYKZ[VKLZJYPILTL3PRLZV
0»TUV[JVTWHY[TLU[HSPaLKB¯D@V\RUV^OV^[OL`BHNLUJPLZDOH]L[HNZHUK[OL`[HN`V\HZILPUNJ\Y]`VY
ISVUKLVY^OP[LVYISHJRVY^OH[L]LY¶ZV0[OPUR[OH[»ZHUHK]HU[HNL[VNVPUNPUKLWLUKLU[)\[KLÄUP[LS`B¯D
BILPUNHUPUKLWLUKLU[DPZHSV[VM^VYRHSV[VMLULYN`HUKP[»ZUV[Q\Z[[OLHTV\U[VMJSPLU[Z[OH[`V\ZLLB¯D
(SS[OL^VYR[OH[NVLZPU[VP[SPRLKVPUN[OLSH\UKY`L[JL[LYH
As an independent, Maxine (Ottawa) can control her image, but this comes with more business-related responsibilities,
which require the investment of time and energy. For Eva (Toronto), one difference was in how much control she had
over the selection of clients: “^OPSL0TH`UV[OH]LJOVZLU[OLTB[OLJSPLU[ZZOLOHKILLUHZZPNULK^OLU^VYRPUNMVYH
[OPYKWHY[`D[OL`HSZV^LYLU»[SPRLIHKJSPLU[ZYPNO[&;OL`^LYLQ\Z[WLVWSL0^V\SKU»[OH]LWYLMLYYLK[VZWLUKHUOV\Y
VMT`SPML^P[O.” Many of the advantages to working at an agency also have a ‘flip side’:
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In this context working for a third party also decreases the potential legal implications for sex workers. It meant that, as
Trina explained, “[OLSLNHSSPHIPSP[`MVY[OLT^HZOPNOLYILJH\ZL[OL`V^ULK[OLWSHJLVUWHWLY.”

0[OPUR[OH[[OLYL»ZWYVZHUKJVUZ^P[OIV[O3PRL^VYRPUNMVYZVTLVULLSZLP[»ZUPJLILJH\ZL[OL`[HRLJHYL
VM[OLTHUHNLTLU[HUK[OL`»YLIVVRPUN[OLJSPLU[ZB¯D>VYRPUNMVYT`ZLSM0SPRLK[OH[0LHYULKTVYLTVUL`
I\[HK]LY[PZPUNILJHTL]LY`L_WLUZP]LHUK[HRPUNJHYLVMT`NPYSZ¶`V\RUV^`V\NL[[OLKYHTH[OH[JVTLZ
^P[O[OH[(Kitty, Toronto).
Finally, the trajectory of sex workers was not linear. Some participants alternated between independent sex work and
working for, or with, a third party, depending on what was going on in their lives at that time (such as family, social or
personal commitments and obligations): ¸>OLU0^HZBH[[OLHNLUJ`DB¯DHUKILPUNHM\SS[PTLZ[\KLU[B¯DBZL_^VYRD
NH]LTL[OLTVUL`0ULLKLKL]LU[OV\NOP[^V\SKU»[^VYRUV^B¯D0[»ZYLHSS`UPJL[VOH]LZVTLIVK`[HRLJHYLVM[OH[
Z[\MM3PRLP[»ZILLUPUJYLKPIS`OLSWM\SPUT`SPML[VOH]L[OH[[OLYL¹(Eva, Toronto).
In short, sex workers mirror workers in the mainstream labour market in their desire (or lack thereof) to be independent
and run their own business. The analogy here is simple – some plumbers start their own small business, others prefer
not to invest the time and energy into branding, advertising, purchasing tools and a work vehicle, pricing and bidding
on jobs and billing clients or they may feel they do not have the skills or self-motivation to undertake running their own
business. In either case, these tradespeople elect to work for someone else. As we have seen, some sex workers make
the same decision for the same sorts of reasons; and may move in and out of independent work in the course of their
career.

REFLECTIONS ON WHY WORK FOR OR WITH A THIRD PARTY
We started by asking the question: why work for or with a third party? The answers, while varied and conditioned by the
personal and social situation of individual sex workers, collectively speak to the provision of useful services. Sex workers work for, with, or hire third parties for a variety of reasons. These third parties may:

÷ Provide the opportunity of working indoors which sex workers told us is safer, more pleasant (e.g., not
standing in the cold) and less subject to criminalization and harassment;

÷Provide an establishment that fosters a sense of community and workplace solidarity with others that is
not available when working independently;

house required evidence that the premises were resorted to on a habitual and frequent basis. See also )LKMVYK]*HUHKH (2010 ONSC
4264) at para 11.
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workers;

÷Take measures (e.g., screening, safe calls) that increase the safety and security of sex workers;
÷Provide an environment made more secure by the presence of others;
÷Establish rules and protocols that assist sex workers in their negotiations with clients;
÷Assume responsibility for tasks that the sex worker may not wish to do, or for which they do not have the
skill-set;

÷Assume legal liability so workers are not vulnerable to being charged as “keepers of a bawdy-house”
under CC s. 210(1);

÷Provide useful business (e.g., clients, booking) and security (e.g., drivers, security persons) services.
However, by no means do all third parties provide good services and operate in the interest of sex workers. As we will
see throughout this report, sex workers told us of problematic policies and practices by third parties. For example,
some labour practices are exploitative and some agency owners are less than transparent or ethical. What emerges is
that, as is the case in any occupation, some bosses are good, some mediocre, some bad. These findings are consistent
with those of other researchers who draw attention to the complexity and array of relationships sex workers have with
third parties.7 For example, Gillies (2013) found that sex workers who labour with, or for, third parties appreciated the
occupational health and safety measures third parties implemented as well as the “support services and infrastructure
such as administration, security, drivers, and advertising” (p.271). This was either because they “preferred to leave the
work of client management and public relations to a third party because of the emotional labour and infringement on
personal space that such service-industry interactions can entail” (Gillies, 2013, p.271), or because it was not economically beneficial and/or personally viable to assume these responsibilities.

CHAPTER 2: WHY WORK FOR, OR WITH, OR HIRE A THIRD PARTY?

÷Provide an environment where sex workers can learn about the industry from third parties and other

7. On this topic see Gillies (2013); Love (2013); van der Meulen (2010); van der Meulen & Durisin (2008); HIV/AIDS Legal Network (2006);
Childs et al. (2006); Lewis et al. (2005); Bruckert, Parent & Robitaille (2003); Lowman (2000), (1998), (1986); Lowman & Fraser (1996).
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ORGANIZATIONAL MODELS

ORGANIZATIONAL MODELS

Up to this point we have explored ^O` sex workers work with, for, or hire third parties; in the remainder of the report, we turn toOV^ sex workers work with third parties, and what this looks like. This
framing is a ‘grounded finding’ that emerged when we analyzed the interviews with third parties (50)
and sex workers (27). As we sought to identify the various relationships sex workers have with third
parties we came to appreciate that the multiple third party roles in sex work can be categorized into
three relationship models that move progressively towards less control/authority over the organization of sex workers’ labour (see Figure One). The first category, (NLUJPLZ, hire sex workers, who then
have a dependent contractor or employer-employee type relationship with the third party. (ZZVJPH[LZ
are third parties who are partners or collaborators with sex workers. Finally, *VU[YHJ[VYZ are third parties who are hired by sex workers. In the next three chapters we examine these relationships as we
map out the range and complexity of each. In the process we unpack what these third parties do and
what this means for sex workers, while reflecting on issues of power/control, occupational health and
safety and business practices.
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LARGE
AGENCY
AGENT

MENTOR

EVENT
PLANNER

WORKSITE
PROVIDER

PERSONAL
ASSISTANT

CONTRACTOR

DRIVER

SECURITY

Hired by or for sex workers.

Individual who provides a service for an independant worker
or for a 3rd party’s business.

FROM GREATER TO LESSER TO NO AUTHORITY/CONTROL OVER THE ORGANIZATION OF SEX WORKERS’ LABOUR

COLLECTIVE
AGENCY

Works with sex workers.

Hires sex workers.

SMALL
AGENCY

Individual who organizes or
facilitates transactions between
workers and clients.

Business that organizes service
transactions between workers
and clients.

MID-SIZED
AGENCY

ASSOCIATE

AGENCY

3RD PARTIES:
IN/OUTCALL WORK

WEB
SERVICES
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In this chapter we examine the third parties that sex workers work for – agencies. Agencies are businesses that organize service transactions between two other parties. In service market businesses
(including the sex industry) there is no tangible product and instead “services disappear at the point of
consumption and they cannot be processed […] [moreover] production and consumption of a service
are usually simultaneous and inseparable” (Doyle, 2011, p. 244). For example, in the ‘mainstream’
economy, commercial cleaning services coordinate and manage house and/or business cleaning for
their clients. Confronted with the intangibility and inseparability of production and consumption, the
agency must not only promote and attract clients but also endeavour to ensure that their customers
receive a ‘good service’ – a clean premise, no damage or theft, efficient, reliable and punctual service
delivery. In other words, it must manage service process and service delivery while not overseeing
the service encounter. To that end, cleaning service businesses will, among other things, hire suitable
staff, screen employees and train workers (many of whom are dependent contractors rather than employees) in cleaning techniques and safety strategies. They will also schedule appointments carefully,
offer assurances for redress in case of dissatisfaction and perhaps provide transportation for their
workers. Indeed, the managerial administration of services and quality control are precisely the ‘value
added’ components that justify the fees third parties charge customers; and the reason why their
middle and upper class clients use their services rather than hire an independent cleaner.1
Agencies in the sex industry fulfill much the same role in that they are businesses that coordinate and
facilitate the delivery of an erotic, sexual or interpersonal service to clients. Some of these are incall
agencies (e.g., massage parlour, brothel, dungeon) where clients come to the premises to receive
services that will vary by type of establishment (e.g., erotic massage, full sexual services, ‘kink’). Other
businesses offer outcall services that entail the sex worker going to the client’s hotel or home. Here
too services will vary depending on the nature of the agency and the services the individual worker is
prepared to provide. Some businesses have both an incall and outcall component.
There is also considerable diversity in the size and structure of agencies. Although other configurations may well exist, our research identified four broad models: large, mid-sized, small and collective
agencies. These models are presented in chart form, in Figure Two, along with examples to provide
a sense of the different ways they manifest. This chapter lays out the four agency models, explores
their commonalities and considers what this means in terms of expectations, services, control and
occupational health and safety.

1. Bardhan et al. (2009) writing about middlemen in production note that they play two roles: (a) value-added managerial activities essential
to organize production and transform produced goods into marketable commodities; and (b) brand-name reputations, necessary to assure
customers about product quality (p.1). Similarly managers in the service industry ensure that the ‘product’ of customer service, which is
also tantamount to both the maintenance of customer satisfaction and the company image, is adequately delivered by workers (Bolton et
al., 2010, p. 381).
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SECURITY
Screening, drivers,
2-call system, training.
SEXUAL HEALTH
SUPPLIES
Condoms.
BUSINESS SUPPORT
Booking, personal/
agency advertising.
OTHER SUPPLIES/
SERVICES
Stockings.

.....................................................................

AUTHORITY OVER
LABOUR PROCESS
Sets rates, schedules, appearance
specifications, code
of conduct enforced.

.....................................................................

SECURITY
Screening, 2 people
in agency at all
times, buzzer, hidden
camera in lobby.
SEXUAL HEALTH
SUPPLIES
Condoms, lube,
sexual health info.
BUSINESS SUPPORT
Toys, location, personal/agency advertising, costumes for
special occasions/
promotions.
OTHER SUPPLIES/
SERVICES
Body wash, shampoo, conditioner,
razors, first aid kit.

......................................................................

AUTHORITY OVER
LABOUR PROCESS
Sets rates, schedules, establishes
minimum services
offered, code of
conduct enforced.

......................................................................

BBW BROTHEL
Owner/boss, 2
receptionists, 13 female SW (2 per shift).

SECURITY
Screening.
SEXUAL HEALTH
SUPPLIES
None.
BUSINESS SUPPORT
Location, training,
booking, personal/
agency advertising,
massage oils/lotions,
towels, pays 50%
of specialty equipment and massage
course.
OTHER SUPPLIES/
SERVICES
Shampoos, body
wash.

......................................................................

AUTHORITY OVER
LABOUR PROCESS
Sets rates, schedules, restricts services offered, code
of conduct enforced.

......................................................................

PRIVATE HOSTESS
CLUB OFFERING
EROTIC MASSAGE
Owner/boss, 2 managers/receptionists,
15+ female SW (5
per shift).

A.J.
TORONTO

SECURITY
Screening, driver/
security.
SEXUAL HEALTH
SUPPLIES
Condoms, sexual
health info.
BUSINESS SUPPORT
Booking, agency
advertising, training
on industry practices
and presentation of
self.
OTHER SUPPLIES/
SERVICES
Advice on physical
and financial wellbeing, staff room,
small loans, driver
(occasionally).

......................................................................

AUTHORITY OVER
LABOUR PROCESS
Sets rates, schedules, code of conduct enforced.

......................................................................

‘BROAD APPEAL’
OUTCALL ESCORT
AGENCY
Owner/boss, drivers,
10+ male and female
SW (5 per shift).

HORETA
HALIFAX

SECURITY
Screening, 2 on-call
security personnel.
SEXUAL HEALTH
SUPPLIES
Condoms, lube,
dental dams.
BUSINESS SUPPORT
Booking, agency
advertising, location.
OTHER SUPPLIES/
SERVICES
Lodging, laundry,
taxi fare.

......................................................................

AUTHORITY OVER
LABOUR PROCESS
Sets rates, schedules
(in consultation), code
of conduct enforced.

......................................................................

HOME-BASED INCALL SERVICE WITH
OUTCALL OPTION
SW owner/boss, 3
female SW.

AVA
TORONTO

COLLECTIVE AGENCY

SECURITY
0UJHSS: screening,
manager on-site,
alarms in rooms.
6\[JHSS: screening,
driver/security, arrangement with hotel
management.
SEXUAL HEALTH
SUPPLIES
Condoms.
BUSINESS SUPPORT
Booking, location,
agency advertising.
OTHER SUPPLIES/
SERVICES
Beauty products.

......................................................................

AUTHORITY OVER
LABOUR PROCESS
Rates and behavioural
guidelines collectively
determined, schedules
organized in consultation.

......................................................................

TANDY
OTTAWA

SECURITY
Administrator or
other worker presence, mandatory
screening enforced,
building security,
internal bad client
list, on-call security
personnel.
SEXUAL HEALTH
SUPPLIES
Condoms, lube.
BUSINESS SUPPORT
Location, mentoring,
special event
coordination.
OTHER SUPPLIES/
SERVICES
Cleaning.

......................................................................

AUTHORITY OVER
LABOUR PROCESS
Collectively determined behavioural
guidelines enforced.

......................................................................

COLLECTIVE OF INDEPENDENT INCALL
PROVIDERS
SW owner/administrator, 2 male and 8
female SW.

BRENDA
TORONTO

Percentage of SW’s fees finances business expenses including drivers and/or security.

Cooperative business (with collective decision making about
organizational issues) that facilitates service transactions.

BROTHEL WITH
OUTCALL SERVICES
6 SW including
elected manager.
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SECURITY
Screening, controlled
entrance, on-site
workers/managers.
SEXUAL HEALTH
SUPPLIES
None.
BUSINESS SUPPORT
Location, towels,
alcohol, laundry,
booking, agency
advertising.
OTHER SUPPLIES/
SERVICES
Cleaning materials,
Hepatitis vaccines.

......................................................................

AUTHORITY OVER
LABOUR PROCESS
Sets rates, schedules, code of conduct enforced.

......................................................................

‘WORKING CLASS’
MASSAGE PARLOUR
Owner/boss, manager,
receptionists, 17 female SW (4 per shift).

‘EXCLUSIVE’
OUTCALL ESCORT
AGENCY
Owner/boss,
3 managers,
receptionists, drivers,
40 female SW.

ZOÉ
QUÉBEC CITY

Percentage of SW’s fees to
agency; if applicable drivers
and/or security paid flat/per call
rate.

Percentage of SW’s fees to
agency; receptionists/bookers
and, if applicable, drivers and/or
security paid flat/per call rate.

Percentage of SW’s fees to
agency; receptionists/bookers
and, if applicable, drivers and/or
security paid flat/per call rate.

MARIE
MONTRÉAL

Relatively flat, owner-operated
business that organizes service
transactions between SW and
clients.

SMALL AGENCY

MID-SIZED AGENCY
Hierarchically structured business (with 2 managerial tiers)
that organizes service transactions between SW and clients.

Hierarchically structured business (with 3+ managerial tiers)
that organizes service transactions between SW and clients.

HIRES SEX WORKERS

AGENCY MODEL

LARGE AGENCY

BEATRICE
HAMILTON

EXERCISES CONSIDERABLE CONTROL/AUTHORITY OVER THE ORGANIZATION OF SEX WORKERS’ LABOUR

LARGE AND MID-SIZED HIERARCHICAL ORGANIZATIONS
Large and mid-sized organizations are hierarchical businesses with three or more managerial tiers (large) or two tiers
(mid-sized). In mid-sized businesses there is an owner/boss and receptionists/bookers, while large organizations will
also have middle managers who run particular aspects of the operation. In addition, there may also be transportation
and/or security staff (see Chapter Five). In these establishments a percentage of sex workers’ fees are paid to the agency (up to 50%) and, depending on the amount of support staff, workers may also be expected to pay a flat fee to their
driver and receptionist/booker. Beatrice, a former sex worker who bought a small escort agency that she has expanded,
described the organizational structure of her large outcall agency:
0OH]LNV[[OYLLJVYLWLVWSL[OH[^VYR\UKLYTLHUK0KVU»[OH]L[VTPJYVTHUHNL[OLTT\JO[OL`RUV^
[OLPYQVIZX\P[L^LSS[OL`»]LILLU^P[OTLMVYZVTL[PTL;OLPYYLZWVUZPIPSP[PLZHYLHUZ^LYPUN[OL[LSLWOVULZ
JVVYKPUH[PUN HWWVPU[TLU[Z THRPUN Z\YL [OH[ [OL NPYSZ OH]L ZPNULK VU [OH[ [OL NPYSZ OH]L ZPNULK VMM [OH[
[OLKYP]LYZOH]LOHKHSSVM[OLWYVWLYPUMVYTH[PVUKPZWH[JOLKV]LY[V[OLTL[JL[LYHL[JL[LYHB¯D>L\ZL
ZVM[^HYL[VILHISL[VTHRLZ\YL^L»]LNV[L]LY`[OPUN[PTPUN^PZLILJH\ZLPUHNP]LUKH`^L»]LNV[ZVTHU`
HWWVPU[TLU[Z[OH[P[KVLZNL[]LY`]LY`JVUM\ZPUN>LSS^OLU`V\»]LNV[HIV\[ÄM[`HWWVPU[TLU[ZOHWWLUPUN
P[[LUKZ[VILPU\Z\HSS`HIV\[HZP_OV\Y[PTLZWHU\Z\HSS`IL[^LLUHIV\[WT[VHT(UKZVPU[OVZLZP_
OV\YZ`V\»]LNV[HIV\[[LUHWWVPU[TLU[ZOHWWLUPUNWLYOV\YHUK`V\»]LNV[[VTHRLZ\YL[OH[L]LY`[OPUN
JHUNVL_HJ[S`^OLYLP[»ZZ\WWVZLK[VHUK`V\»]LNV[[VTHRLZ\YL[OH[NPYS(PZHISL[VNL[MYVTHWWVPU[TLU[
VUL[VHWWVPU[TLU[[OYLL^P[OV\[HOP[JOHUKTHRLZ\YL[OH[L]LY`[OPUNNVLZZTVV[O[PTPUN^PZL;OL`OH]L
NV[]LY`]LY`KPMÄJ\S[QVIZ0»KZH`[OH[P[»ZWYVIHIS`HZJSVZL[VHPY[YHMÄJJVU[YVSHZP[JHUWVZZPIS`NL[
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AGENCY ORGANIZATIONAL MODELS

While there are definitely agency owners who are completely uninvolved in daily operations,1 these individuals would not
have fit the research criteria of the 4HUHNLTLU[7YVQLJ[ (see Appendix One). In our sample, owners of large and midsized organizations are the bosses – they oversee their businesses, are involved in the hiring, marketing and branding,
establish rules and codes of conduct, and assume varying degrees of responsibility for the day-to-day running of the
business. For example, Beatrice (outcall agency owner, Hamilton) told us – “0KVU»[^VYR]LY`T\JOHU`TVYLTHPUS`
ILJH\ZL0KVU»[HUZ^LY[OL[LSLWOVULZ0OH]LWLVWSL[OH[KV[OH[MVYTL” – however she does ensure that the organization is running smoothly:
4` YVSLZ VM ILPUN HU V^ULY PZ LUZ\YPUN L]LY`VUL»Z ZHML[` ÄYZ[ HUK MVYLTVZ[ :LJVUKS` THRPUN Z\YL [OH[
L]LY`[OPUN^VYRZPU[OLJVVYKPUH[PVUHZWLJ[ZVMP["ILPUNHSHYNLYHNLUJ`P[KVLZILJVTL]LY`KPMÄJ\S[OH]PUN
 WS\Z ^VTLU HUK KYP]LYZ HUK WOVUL Z[HMM HUK [Y`PUN [V THRL Z\YL [OH[ L]LY`[OPUN NVLZ L_HJ[S` HZ P[»Z
Z\WWVZLK[V*SPLU[ZNL[]LY`PYH[LPM`V\»YLSH[LVYPM^L^PUK\WOH]PUN[VJHUJLSH[[OLSHZ[TVTLU[ZV
OH]PUN[VTPUPTPaLHSSVM[OH[4HRPUNZ\YL[OH[0OPYLWYVWLYS`HUKLUZ\YPUN[OH[[OLNPYSZHYL[HRPUNJHYLVM
[OLTZLS]LZ
Unlike Beatrice who hires managers, Sophie (incall/outcall agency owner, Ottawa) took care of most of the businessrelated responsibilities herself:
>OLU0ILJHTLHUHKTPUPZ[YH[VYMVY[OLHNLUJ`[OH[0^VYRLKMVYP[^HZ[OLZHTLHZY\UUPUNHU`I\ZPULZZ
0[VVRJHYLVMHK]LY[PZPUNIPSSWH`PUNHUZ^LYPUNWOVULZZJOLK\SLTHUHNLTLU[IHURPUN(UK[OLUHZHU
V^ULY[OH[ZPTWS`L_WHUKLK0^HZPU]VS]LKPUOPYPUNÄYPUN[YHPUPUN
In addition to owners and managers (in large agencies) and owner/operators (in midsized agencies), there are also receptionists (also known as booking agents or ‘phone girls’) whose primary task2 in outcall agencies is coordinating calls.
Kaya, a single, working class woman, who was a receptionist in an outcall agency, explained her responsibilities:

1 For example Kathy told us the owner of the massage parlour she manages in Toronto is not involved in daily operations – he “Q\Z[JVS
SLJ[Z[OLTVUL`.”
2. Receptionists also sometimes assume responsibility for such things as placing advertisements.
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The tasks are different at incall agencies. Suzy, a massage parlour receptionist in Toronto, described her work as:
(UZ^LYPUN [OL WOVUL [LSSPUN [OL N\` ^OH[ RPUK VM NPYSZ HYL [OLYL NYLL[PUN [OL N\`Z ^OLU [OL` JVTL PU
OHUNPUNV\[^P[O[OLNPYSZB¯D@V\»YLHS^H`Z[Y`PUN[VIVVR[OLJHSSUVTH[[LY^OH[HUKSPRL[Y`PUN[VNL[[OL
N\`PUVY[Y`PUN[VNL[[OLN\`PU[V[OLYVVT)\[HSZVSPRL[Y`PUN[VTHRLP[MHPYMVYL]LY`VULHUKTHRLZ\YL
L]LY`VULNV[HJHSS([[OLLUKJHZOPUNV\[:VSPRL[OLNPYSZOHK[VWH`HMLLMVY[OLYVVTZB¯D[OLYVVTZ
OHKSP[[SLWLLWOVSLZBSH\NOZD;OL`[VSK\Z^LOHK[VNVTHRLZ\YL[OLNPYSZ^LYLU»[KVPUNM\SSZLY]PJL
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0^V\SKOH]L[VNV[OYV\NOT`SPZ[VM^VYRLYZ[OH[^HZ^VYRPUN·º>OH[HYL`V\VMMLYPUN[VUPNO[&>OH[HYL
`V\UV[VMMLYPUN&»4HRLZ\YL[OH[0OHKHU\UKLYZ[HUKPUNVMOV^WLVWSLSVVRLKILJH\ZLWLVWSLJOHUNL[OLPY
OHPYJVSV\YWLVWSL^LYLZOH]LU^OLUVULKH`[OL`^LYLU»[ZOH]LUHUKWLVWSLVMMLYKPMMLYLU[ZLY]PJLZ`V\
RUV^ZVTL[PTLZMYVT^LLR[V^LLRKLWLUKPUNVU^OH[L]LY[OL`^LYLPU[LYLZ[LKPUKVPUN0THKLZ\YL[OH[
0OHKHSS[OLKYP]LYZVUMVY[OLL_HJ[[PTLHUKTHRLZ\YL[OH[MYVT[OLSHZ[ZOPM[[OH[WLVWSL^LYLJVTWSL[LS`
WHPK[OH[[OLTVUL`^HZZLJ\YL

As we see in Kaya and Suzy’s narratives, receptionists (who are, as we have already noted, criminalized) are actively involved in security (an issue we examine below), responsible for allocating work and expected to supervise sex workers.
In short, they have significant responsibilities with very limited authority. The stress of this classic middle management
tension is exasperated when their efforts to impose consequences are undermined by owners or managers:
6ULBZL_^VYRLYDUVTH[[LY^OH[ZOLKPKZOLQ\Z[JV\SKUV[NL[ÄYLK(UK0YLHSPaLKWYL[[`X\PJRS`[OH[ZOL
^HZ]LY`JSVZL^P[O[OLV^ULY`V\RUV^^OH[0TLHU&)L`VUKHWL[0[OPURL]LU:V0IHZPJHSS`SLHYULK[V
Q\Z[^OH[L]LYÄUL`V\RUV^ºVRH`ZOL»ZUV[[OLYLHNHPU»(Jackie, outcall agency receptionist, Toronto)
In AJ’s massage parlour in Toronto, a cut of sex workers’ fees goes to the house, and for outcalls, to the driver as well.
By contrast, Miss W, a former erotic dancer and current escort who works as an outcall agency manager in Montréal,
“KPKU»[OH]LKYP]LYZB¯DILJH\ZLL]LY`VUL»ZYLZWVUZPISL[VNL[[V[OLPYV^UHWWVPU[TLU[.” Although the service rates
vary somewhat and are set by the management with some consultation with the sex workers, Miss W takes a cut of 20
percent, or 50 dollars, of the hourly fee. Their rates are low by industry standards because:
0[»Z^VTHUY\UNYV\WILJH\ZL^L»YLUV[X\P[LHUºHNLUJ`»HNLUJ`0MLLSSPRLHNLUJ`^P[OHSP[[SLºH»ILJH\ZL
^L[HRLJHYLVM[OLTVUL`HUK[OLOVWLPZHJ[\HSS`MVY[OLZLNPYSZ[VNVHUKKV[OLPYV^U[OPUNBILJVTL
PUKLWLUKLU[D0[OPUR[OLYL»ZHSZVHI\ZPULZZYLHZVUMVY[OH[>LSS[OLI\ZPULZZYLHZVUPZHSV[VMV\YJSPLU[Z
HS^H`Z^HU[UL^NPYSZ[OL`KVU»[^HU[[VYLWLH[:V^LULLKMYLZONPYSZ
SMALL AGENCIES
Small agencies are relatively flat organizations in which the owner is also the manager and booker; not infrequently (at
least in our sample) these owner/operators are also active sex workers. For example, Lisa’s incall agency in Toronto
had just four sex workers (herself included). She took care of all the business related responsibilities, including cleaning
and maintenance: “0JHU»[YLHSS`OPYLJSLHUPUNZ[HMM`V\RUV^ILJH\ZLP[»ZJYPTPUHSPaLKHUK[OLSLZZMVSRZ[OH[RUV^[OL
IL[[LY.” She described her work as:
;OPUNZ^V\SK]HY`KLWLUKPUNVU[OLKH`VM[OL^LLRILJH\ZL[OLYL^LYLZVTLKH`Z[OLHKZOHK[VILPU
VU H JLY[HPU KLHKSPUL B¯D ,UZ\YL [OH[ ^OVL]LY ^HU[LK [V ^VYR [OH[ KH` MVY [OLPY ZOPM[Z [OH[ [OL` HJ[\HSS`
ZOV^LK\WMVY^VYR4HRLZ\YL[OH[HSS[OLZ\WWSPLZ^LYLYLHK`[OH[^LOHKJSLHUZOLL[ZHUK[V^LSZ[OH[[OL
HWHY[TLU[^HZJSLHU[OH[L]LY`[OPUN[OH[VULTPNO[ULLKVPSZWV^KLYZSV[PVUZHSS[OLZLKPMMLYLU[[`WLZVM
[OPUNZ^LYLYLHKPS`H]HPSHISL<THUZ^LY[OLWOVULZB¯D.PYSZPM[OL`OHK[OLPYV^UL_PZ[PUNJSPLU[Z[OH[»Z
ÄUL[OL`JV\SKHSZVZLL[OLTH[[OLHWHY[TLU[I\[[OH[^V\SK^VYRHSP[[SLKPMMLYLU[S`:V0OHK[VRPUKVM
IHSHUJL[OH[(UK0N\LZZQ\Z[NV^P[O[OLÅV^HUZ^LY[OLWOVULZ[Y`[VIVVRHZTHU`JSPLU[ZHZ0JV\SK[Y`
[VÄ_[OLT\WHJJVYKPUN[V^OH[[OL`OHK[OLPYTPUKZL[VU^OH[WYLMLYLUJLZ[OL`^HU[LK
Stephanie (outcall agency owner, Montréal) also worked alongside her staff for the eight years she ran her agency. While
Lisa took a 40 percent cut from the hourly rates, Stephanie’s cut ranged from 30 to 40 percent. Like Lisa, Stephanie,
somewhat atypically, did not demand exclusivity from her staff – sex workers were permitted to work for other agencies
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COLLECTIVE AGENCIES
The final agency organizational model that emerged in our research is the sex worker collective. In collectives, workers
form an association and work cooperatively for their mutual benefit – be it social, fiscal, security or any other possible
advantage they may derive. In (mainstream and sex worker) collectives “workers own the business and decision making
is democratic” (RTC, nd, p. 1). Although, as Steven Bittle (forthcoming) reminds us, collective enterprises are embedded
in a capitalist market economy and cannot, therefore, be conceived of as “anticapitalist strategies WHYL_JLSSLUJL” (p.
26). They do, however, facilitate a more equitable distribution of surplus value and offer an innovative and relatively ‘flat’
organizational model in which workers are afforded greater control in the running of the enterprise.
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or independently at the same time as working for her. She used her reputation as an escort to attract both clients and
sex workers, and as she explained, her primary role was to be a “NVIL[^LLU[OH[PZ[VZH`[VÄUKJSPLU[ZMVY[OLNPYSZ
HUK[VÄUKNPYSZMVY[OLJSPLU[Z.”3

As is the case in worker collectives more generally, the specific organizational models of sex worker collectives vary,
and in our research we encountered two slightly different models. Brenda’s agency (Toronto) is a collective brothel comprised of a number of independent sex workers who share a space, which Brenda manages. Tandy’s agency (Ottawa),
on the other hand, was more than a group of independents – it involved sex workers not only making decisions but also
working together. In this respect Tandy’s agency more closely resembles the definition of a co-operative.4
However the two agencies share significant characteristics – policies are determined jointly, while day-to-day decisions
and the running of the business are the responsibility of the manager. As is the case in other agency models, either a
percentage of the sex worker’s fees or a flat per-call rate are paid by the worker to the agency. The objective is not to
accumulate profit, but to maintain the business – accordingly the monies generated are reinvested in the business (e.g.
paying for supplies, manager’s wages). Brenda, who manages a collective, was pleased to be part of a “KPMMLYLU[” business model. She explained, “P[»ZUV[SPRL0»TY\UUPUNHUHNLUJ`^OLYL`V\RUV^0»TNL[[PUNHJ\[VML]LY`IVK`»Z[HRL.”
As the manager of a collective of independents who set their own services and rates, but who share a location, Brenda’s
responsibilities include:
6YNHUPaPUNHUKIHZPJHSS`RLLWPUN[OLZWHJLWH`PUN[OLYLU[KVPUNHSS[OH[Z[\MM)\[`V\RUV^JOVVZPUN
OH]LHZH`PU^OVPZWHY[VMP[>OVPZUV[YPNO[:V0PU[LY]PL^NPYSZVUHYLN\SHYIHZPZ>LOH]LOV\ZLY\SLZ
HJVKLVMJVUK\J[[OH[L]LY`IVK`MVSSV^Z:VIHZPJHSS`PTWSLTLU[PUN[OH[JVKLVMJVUK\J[HUKTHRPUNP[HU
LX\HSS`ZOHYLKZWHJLMVYL]LY`IVK`:VP[»ZUV[Q\Z[T`ZWHJL0[»ZL]LY`IVK`»ZZWHJLB¯D;OLNPYSZ\ZLTL
HZHJOLJRPUZVPM[OL`»YLKVPUNV\[JHSSZ[OL`RUV^[OL`JHUJHSSTLH[HU`[PTL(UKPM[OL`ULLKPM[OL`
L]LYNV[PU[YV\ISL[OL`RUV^[OH[0»THWOVULJHSSH^H`(UKPM0OH]L[VKYP]LMYVTV\[VM[V^U[VJVTLOLSW
ZVTLIVK`0»KILOLYLMVY[OLT:V[OLYL»ZHZHML[`TLJOHUPZTHZHNYV\W
While the collective offers security, the sex workers are required to abide by a similar code of conduct as in other agencies. They also receive safer sex supplies and clean linens, although they are responsible for their own scheduling,
booking, and must reserve a room in the ‘upscale’ incall location through Google calendar (paying $50 for bookings of
up to two hours). In this regard, Brenda does not organize calls but rather manages scheduling conflicts. Although, as
independent workers are responsible for their own advertising, Brenda explained, “0M`V\NV[VT`^LIZP[L`V\JHUZLL
L]LY`IVK`^OV0^VYR^P[OOLYL)\[^LQ\Z[KVV\YV^UHK]LY[PZPUN.” She also organizes promotional events and wants
to expand the collective’s group activities:
>OLU0JHTL\W^P[OT`^LIZP[LHUKT`UHTL0KPKHSV[VMYLZLHYJO0KPK0ZWLU[HSV[VM[PTLJVTPUN\W^P[O
[OLº3V]PUN3HK`»(UKZV^OLU^LZ[HY[LK^VYRPUN[VNL[OLYHZHNYV\WHUK0Z[HY[LKVMMLYPUN[OLZLWHY[PLZ
[OH[ILJHTLº3V]PUN3HKPLZ7HY[PLZ»B¯D(UK[OH[»ZRPUKVM^OLYL0^HU[[VNV^P[O[OLNYV\WHK]LY[PZPUNB¯D
HUKNP]PUNPUJLU[P]LZMVYJSPLU[Z[VZ[H`^P[OPU[OLNYV\W

3. Translation ours.
4. According to the International Co-operative Alliance (2012, np): “A co-operative is an autonomous association of persons united voluntarily to meet their common economic, social, and cultural needs and aspirations through a jointly-owned and democratically-controlled
enterprise.”
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0HJ[\HSS`ÄYZ[Z[HY[LK^VYRPUN^P[O[^VV[OLYNPYSZB¯D^LZOHYLKHUHK"^LZOHYLKHSVJH[PVUHUKPMVUL
^HZU»[H]HPSHISL[OLN\`Z^LYLOHWW`[VZLLVULVM[OLV[OLYNPYSZILJH\ZL[OL`RUL^[OH[[OLX\HSP[`VM[OL
WSHJLHUKVM[OLZLY]PJL^HZZHMLHUK[OH[[OL`SPRLKJVTPUNIHJR[V[OH[
By contrast, Tandy managed an incall/outcall agency in Ottawa that was a co-operative organization. The brothel
emerged when a group of seven erotic dancers, including Tandy, “^HU[LK[VTHRLZVTLL_[YHTVUL`ZV^LHSSZH[KV^U
HUK^LKLJPKLK^L^HU[LK[VVWLU\WV\YV^UI\ZPULZZVU[OLZPKLB¯D^LZH[KV^UHUKKPZJ\ZZLK[OLI\ZPULZZWSHU
^OH[^L^HU[LK[VKVHUKOV^^L^LYLNVPUN[VKVP[.” Tandy, who had sex work experience, became the manager.
She explained, “P[^HZHTHQVYP[`KLJPZPVU0KPKU»[L]LU^HU[[VIL[OLTHUHNLY0^HZLSLJ[LKB¯DB[OL`ZHPKDº*VTL
VU`V\»YL[OLI\ZPULZZ^VTHU^L^HU[`V\[VILJVTL[OLIVZZ.’” Fifty percent of the sex workers’ service fees went
towards the house and expenses, and profits were reinvested in the business including Tandy’s salary. Tandy assumed
overall responsibility for running the business – “0OHK[VTHRLZ\YL[OLOV\ZL^HZZWV[SLZZ[OLOV\ZL^HZJSLHU[OL
ZOLL[Z^LYLHSSKVUL[OLSH\UKY`^HZKVULB¯DJVSSLJ[PUN[OLTVUL`WH`PUN[OLYLU[B¯D(UZ^LYPUN[OLWOVULL]LY`
[OPUN.” In this collective agency there was a protocol that governed the distribution of work; clients were shown pictures
and then Tandy would discuss the services with the sex worker. She explained how she ensured sex workers’ personal
boundaries (which can vary by the day or by the client) were always respected, “ZH`ZVTLIVK`^HU[LKHKVTPUH[YP_
ZLZZPVUYPNO[PM[OLNPYSKPKU»[^HU[[VKVHKVTPUH[YP_ZLZZPVU0OHK[VNVHUK[LSS[OPZWLYZVU ‘5V[OLNPYS[OH[`V\WPJRLK
PZUV[PU[V[OH[.’”
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Pinkie, who we interviewed as a worksite provider in Ottawa, gave us another example of a collective agency when she
spoke of her experience as a sex worker:

The establishment Tandy managed came to the attention of the police when “VULN\`KPKU»[MLLSM\SS`ZH[PZÄLK^OLU
[OL[PTL^HZ\WZVOL^LU[YPNO[KV^U[OLZ[YLL[HUK[VSK[OLWVSPJL;OL`W\[\Z\UKLYPU]LZ[PNH[PVUHUK^LKPKU»[
RUV^^L^LYL\UKLYZ\Y]LPSSHUJL.” They were subsequently raided and she and the sex workers were charged. That
this nominated manager of a collective brothel was criminally convicted of procuring and being the owner/operator of
a bawdy house5 illustrates not only the broad reach of the procuring laws but also the way protectionist ideology and
stereotypical tropes (on which the laws are premised), render good labour practices extraneous to findings of guilt.

THE BUSINESS OF SEX BUSINESSES
Agencies vary not only in terms of size and organizational models but also in relation to such things as the kinds of
services offered, the location of the service encounter, and branding/image. While the process of becoming an agency
owner is, as we saw in the 0U[YVK\J[PVU, sometimes fairly organic, there are a number of (more or less conscious) interconnecting market (e.g., demand, sector) and legal considerations that shape the location, services, branding and
organizational structure of an agency. While a thorough review of this process is well beyond the scope of the present
report, it is important to provide a brief sketch as it frames the subsequent reflection on issues of power, control, services and occupational health and safety.
MARKET CONSIDERATIONS
Any successful business will endeavour to cater to an un/under-fulfilled demand in the market and ‘position’ itself
in relation to competitors. In the sex industry this would require reflections regarding: What types of services are in
demand? What are other existing agencies offering? What is not being offered? What markets are not being fulfilled?
Although formal market research is not an option in the shadow economy, some third parties we encountered did cater
to what they interpreted as unexploited niches. For example, Zoe (incall agency owner, Québec City) ran a BBW agency,
whereas Andrew (outcall agency owner, Montréal) provided a selection of gender expressions at his agency to access
what he perceived to be an underserviced market for “JV\WSLZTLU^VTLU[YHUZZL_\HSZIPNIYLHZ[LK^VTLU¶[OH[
UVVULLSZLHK]LY[PZLK0[^HZZ\JJLZZM\S.”6

5. The situation is not unique, in 9]4HUPVU, (2005 ABPC 35 (CanLII)) the accused was convicted in what the Crown described as being a
“prostitute co-operative” [at 11].
6. Translation ours.
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Sex businesses brand themselves according to the market niche they have identified and the clients they wish to attract.
For example, an ‘upscale’ business will select a name and tag line that conveys exclusivity; use ‘classy’ images and/or
high quality photographs; and position themselves at the higher end of the market price range. By contrast Lisa, a sex
worker who owned and operated a small incall agency she describes as “]LY`^HYTHUKJVa`]LY`HLZ[OL[PJHSS`UPJLI\[
P[»ZUV[OPNOLUK” and whose “YH[LZOH]LU»[NVUL\WB¯D0[^HZQ\Z[HZHJJLZZPISLMVYZVTLVUL^OV^HZ^VYRPUNH
KVSSHYHUOV\YQVIHZ[VZVTLVUL^OV^HZ^VYRPUNKVSSHYHUOV\YQVI” was decidedly low key and “VSKZJOVVS” in
her approach – she did minimal advertising save for small print ads in local newspapers and corresponded by telephone
with prospective clients.
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In the sex industry, as in any other service provision business, it is not simply a question of ^OH[ services are offered and
the JVU[L_[ of the service encounter but also to whom the service will be provided. Not all market sectors are considered
desirable by all agencies. This is presumably true for any business but holds particular resonance in an illicit industry
where interpersonal services are being provided in a private setting, and where criminalization inhibits conventional security strategies (e.g., calling the police). In this context economic interests work in tandem with perceptions of risk and
personal preferences/assumptions. Perhaps it is not surprising that class, age and gender stereotypes may play out. For
example, Joe (website provider/outcall agency owner, Toronto) sought to attract upper class men on the basis of their
disposable income and his classist assumption that “[OLTVYLOPNOJSHZZWLVWSL`V\KLHS^P[O`V\`V\»YLTPUPTPaPUN
`V\YYPZR.”

LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS
In this shadow economy characterized by the criminalization of third parties, concerns about legal consequences frequently (though not always, since some third parties are poorly informed about the law)7 condition the approach to the
business. Some agency owners are deterred from running an incall agency by the potential of being charged under CC
s. 210(1) (which criminalizes the keepers of bawdy-houses). In this context incall agency owners will be very careful in
choosing the location and endeavour to balance business considerations (e.g., parking, wheelchair accessibility, image)
with security concerns (e.g., the availability of aid in case of emergency) and the need to minimize the possibility of attracting the attention of neighbours and risk coming (or being brought) to the attention of the police or by-law officers.
Others keep their businesses small in order to avoid detection. Like Adele (outcall agency owner, Montréal), Stephanie
(outcall agency owner, Québec City) told us: “0KPKU»[^HU[[VOH]LHSV[VM]PZPIPSP[`HUKHSV[VML_WHUZPVU>OLU`V\
^HU[[VTHRLTVYLTVUL``V\YPZRUV[Q\Z[SVZPUN`V\YQVII\[`V\HSZVYPZRILPUNTVYL]PZPISLILPUNZWV[[LKI`[OL
WVSPJL.”8
As we examined briefly in *OHW[LY;^V!;OPYK7HY[PLZHUK[OL3H^, some owners and managers of agencies will endeavour to protect themselves from criminal charges by distancing themselves from the provision of sexual services through
‘wilful blindness.’ In some cases these may be municipally licenced as body rub parlours, holistic health centers or
massage parlours. The first place Robyn (sex worker, Toronto) worked had an unarticulated, but fairly clear, ‘don’t ask,
don’t tell’ policy: “VMJV\YZL[OLNPYSZNVZZPWHIV\[SPRL^OVKVLZ[OPZ¶^OH[L]LY^OH[L]LY)\[ZOLB[OLHNLUJ`V^ULYD
ZWLJPÄJHSS`IYV\NO[PUNPYSZ[OH[ZOLRUL^KPKKVM\SSZLY]PJLILJH\ZLSPRL[OH[IYPUNZ[OLTVUL`YPNO[&”
For sex workers this means that they are periodically confronted with a client who is really looking for massage or aromatherapy treatment. More troubling is workers’ inability to share concerns with their employers and the lack of safer
sex supplies. For example, Eva (sex worker, Toronto) mentioned that, at a massage parlour where she had worked,
management did not make sexual health supplies available to workers “[VWYV[LJ[[OLTBHNLUJ`V^ULYZDYLHSS`MYVT
SLNHSWYVISLTZ” In ‘wilfully blind’ massage parlours the house fee is paid up front, and sex workers are left to negotiate
services (mislabelled as ‘extras’) in private:
(SS[OLYLJLW[PVUPZ[ZHPK^HZ!º@V\»SS[HRLHUOV\YZPY&7LYMLJ[[OH[»SSILKVSSHYZ@V\JHUZVY[[OLYLZ[V\[
^P[O[OLSHK`PU[OLIHJR»:VSPRLOL^LU[PU[V[OLYVVTOHKHZOV^LYZL[[SLKPU;OLU[OLNPYSVMMLYLK[OL
;OH[^HZP[. [translation ours]. (Coco, massage parlour receptionist, Montréal)

7. Some of the third parties we spoke to were unaware that they were vulnerable to charges under CC s. 212(1) (the procuring/living on the
avails law). A finding that certainly challenges deterrence rhetoric.
8. Translation ours.
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0U[OLPUP[PHSPU[LY]PL^^P[O[OLNPYS^OLU0^V\SKOPYL[OLT0^V\SKU»[[HSRVWLUS`HIV\[ZL_0[^V\SKILº0
[OPUR`V\RUV^^OH[»ZPU]VS]LK1\Z[THRLZ\YL`V\\ZLHJVUKVTHSS[OL[PTL@V\KVU»[Z[LHSJ\Z[VTLYZ»
B¯D>LHS^H`ZOHK[VV\YI\ZPULZZY\U\UKLY[OLWYL[LUJLVMKVPUNZVTL[OPUNLSZL(Joe, website provider/
outcall agency owner, Toronto)
This lack of transparency may mean employers are not providing important information to their employees: ¸0MLS[[OH[
TVZ[VM[OLTKPKU»[L_WSHPU[V\ZHIV\[SLNHS[OPUNZ[VKV^P[OZL_VYHIV\[\ZPUNJVUKVTZVYHU`VM[OH[¶ILJH\ZL[OLU
[OL`^V\SKOH]L[VHKTP[[OH[[OL`^LYLHSSV^PUNZL_[VNVVUPU[OLPYWSHJL¹(Moxie, sex worker, Halifax).
Sometimes these strategies essentially download legal liability onto sex workers. For example, Ava (incall agency owner,
Toronto) and Horeta (outcall agency owner, Halifax) had their workers sign contracts saying that they would not provide sexual services. Other agencies implement strategies that also afford workers a measure of legal protection. For
example, Gisele (outcall agency owner, Halifax) told her workers to carry around a bottle of massage oil so that they
could inform clients, as a sort of symbolic disclaimer, that they were there to give a massage. Angelica, a sex worker in
Halifax, told us her bosses “THKLZ\YL[OH[0RUL^[OH[0OHK[VHKTP[[OH[[OLZL_^HZMYLLHUK0^HZ[OLYLVUS`MVYH
WHPKU\KLIVK`THZZHNL.”
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Escort agencies may also be ‘wilfully blind’ to sexual relations between clients and sex workers, and present the fiction
that they are organizing company only:

The lack of transparency imposed by criminalization plays out in other ways as well. Even agencies that are open and
forthright with sex workers will be discreet in how they advertise their services to avoid coming to the attention of law
enforcement and/or producing potential evidence. Some will endeavour to ‘stay under the radar’ by being extremely
vague in their advertisements: at the agency Trina (sex worker, Ottawa) worked they were “]LY`]LY`SV^RL`UVWPJ
[\YLZ]LY`SP[[SLPUMVYTH[PVU:V[OH[^HZKLÄUP[LS`HIHYYPLYILJH\ZLWLVWSL^V\SKHZZ\TL[OH[^L^LYLHSLNP[PTH[L
THZZHNLWSHJL^OPJO^HZRPUKVMMY\Z[YH[PUNHUKH^R^HYK”
Lilith, an Ottawa area mentor and sex worker who has her own incall location, spoke of the challenge of attempting to
convey information in the context of criminalization:
0^PSS[LSSHJSPLU[º0KVLYV[PJTHZZHNLVUS`"0KVU»[VMMLYM\SSZLY]PJL"0KVU»[VMMLYVYHSZL_»HUKOLZH`Zº6RH`
0»TWLYMLJ[S`ÄUL^P[O[OH[»:VOLJVTLZV]LY[VHUHWWVPU[TLU[^P[OTLVY^P[OT`MYPLUKBOLYHWWYLU[PJLD
HUKZH`Zº6RH`ZV^L»YLNVPUN[VOH]LVYHSZL_&»(UK0ZH`º5V0[VSK`V\"0KVU»[VMMLYVYHSZL_»(UKOL
ZH`Zº6O0[OV\NO[`V\^LYLQ\Z[ZH`PUN[OH[`V\RUV^MVYSLNHSYLHZVUZ[VILZHML1\Z[PUJHZL0^HZH
JVW»:VJSPLU[ZL]LU^OLU`V\KVJVTT\UPJH[L[OPUNZ[OH[`V\KVU»[KV[OL`VM[LU[OPUR[OH[`V\»YLS`PUN
Q\Z[[VWYV[LJ[`V\YZLSMMYVTILPUNJYPTPUHSPaLK
Others will use ‘code’ to convey information discreetly:
B;OLSH^DOHZHUPTWHJ[VU[OLWYLZLU[H[PVUBVMZLY]PJLZD:LLPUNHZP[»ZUV[SLNHS[VZLSSZL_\HSZLY]PJLZ`V\
OH]L [V [HRL ºKL[V\YZ» PU VYKLY [V L_WSHPU ^OH[ [OL JSPLU[ JHU L_WLJ[ :V [OLYL»Z [OL [LYT .-, NPYSMYPLUK
L_WLYPLUJL ^OPJO PU [OL BPUK\Z[Y`D QHYNVU TLHUZ WHY[PJ\SHY ZLY]PJLZ :V [OL JSPLU[Z RPUK VM RUV^ )\[ P[
HSZVKVLZU»[YLHSS`TLHUHU`[OPUNBZWLJPÄJD¶.-,PZU»[PU[OLKPJ[PVUHY`[translation ours] (Karolanne, outcall
agency owner, Montréal)
As Karolanne’s quotation highlights, the use of ‘code’ can easily result in miscommunication. Not only is GFE not in the
dictionary, even among sex industry insiders the definition is not consistent. Alana, an Ottawa area escort, drew attention to the way vague terms are read: “VWLUTPUKLKILJVTLZJVKLMVY0»SSWYVIHIS`KVNYLLRHUK0TPNO[SL[`V\JVTL
VUT`MHJL.” Moreover, when agencies are less than forthright, clients may have unrealistic expectations and it is once
again the sex worker who is left to navigate this. This has the potential to exacerbate tensions.9 As Trina (sex worker,
Ottawa) explains, sometimes it can also have financial ramifications:

9. Such frustration is, of course, not a cause of situational violence. It can, however, be a contributing factor. Lowman (2000) suggests that
in the sex industry “situational violence occurs when a dispute arises during the course of a transaction and the client resorts to violence to
resolve it” (p. 1004). By contrast, an individual who presents as a client (or as a community member) but whose intention is to inflict physical,
sexual or financial harm on the sex worker is an aggressor. Lowman (2000) refers to this as predatory violence and notes that it is premeditated (p. 1005). We address this issue in greater detail in the “Occupational Health and Safety” section of this Chapter.
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HIRING PRACTICES

CHAPTER 3: MAPPING AGENCIES - THE ‘FOR’ RELATIONSHIP

;OLJSPLU[^V\SKWH`HKVVYMLL\WVUHYYP]PUNZV[OLV^ULY^HZN\HYHU[LLK[OLPYTVUL`I\[[OLU`V\^V\SK
OH]L[VULNV[PH[LPUYVVTHZ[V^OH[`V\^V\SKVMMLYHUK^OH[[OLWH`TLU[^V\SKIL(UKVM[LU[PTLZ`V\
KPKU»[ULNV[PH[LP[\WVUHYYP]HS3PRL[OL`^LYLHSYLHK`UHRLKMHJLKV^UVU[OLBTHZZHNLD[HISL¶`V\KVU»[
^HSRPUHUKZH``V\RUV^º>OH[KV`V\^HU[&»(UK[OL`»YLUV[NVPUN[VNL[\WVMM[OL[HISLHUKNL[[OL
TVUL`V\[VM[OLPYWVJRL[HUKWH``V\ZVTVZ[[PTLZ`V\^V\SKNV[OYV\NO^P[OHZLZZPVU@V\^V\SKHNYLL
[VHWYPJLKV[OLZLZZPVU([[OL]LY`LUKº6O^LSS0VUS`OH]L[OPZT\JOTVUL`VUTL»VYº6O0[OV\NO[
[OLWYPJL`V\X\V[LKTLPUJS\KLK[OLKVVYMLL^OPJO0»]LHSYLHK`WHPK»:VPM0[VSK[OLT [OL`HZZ\TL
[OH[[OL`^LYLVUS`WH`PUN HUKZV0^V\SKVM[LUNV[OYV\NOZLZZPVUZHUKYLJLP]LSLZZTVUL`[OHU^OH[
0OHKHNYLLK[V^P[O[OLJSPLU[ILJH\ZL[OL`KPKU»[OH]LP[VU[OLTVY¶SPRL[OLYL^HZUVYLJV\YZLMVYTL
;OLV^ULYHSYLHK`OHKOLYKVVYMLLI\[PM[OL`KPKU»[OH]LT`TVUL`[OL`KPKU»[OH]LT`TVUL`(Trina, sex
worker, Ottawa)

Agencies hire workers in a more or less formal process.10 Bridget, a Jamaican-Canadian woman, explains the approach
she took when deciding who to employ in her mid-sized agency. She illustrates for us how hiring practices are interconnected to the issues we have been examining - security, the law, branding and advertising:
0KVU»[SPRL`V\UNN\`ZHUK[OLYLHZVU^O`0KVU»[SPRL`V\UNN\`ZPZ[OL`OH]LHZLUZLVMLU[P[SLTLU[B¯D
(SV[VM[PTLZ[OL`»YLPU[V_PJH[LK[OLYL»ZTVYL[OHUVULHUK[OL`»YLLNNPUNLHJOV[OLYVUZVP[»ZUV[YLHSS`
HNYLH[LU]PYVUTLU[[VILPU:V0[Y`[VZ[LLYJSLHYVM[OLRPKZ0KVU»[SPRL[VHK]LY[PZLPU[OL`V\UNLYZP[LZ
:V0KVU»[SPRL[VHK]LY[PZL`V\UNNPYSZSPRL 0KVU»[SPRL[OH[KLTVNYHWOPJ"H0KVU»[SPRL[OH[P[H[[YHJ[Z
[OL`V\UNLYN\`ZHUKI0KVU»[SPRL[OL[`WLVMTLU[OH[BHYLDH[[YHJ[LK[V`V\UNNPYSZSPRL[OH[;OLTLU[OH[
HYLH[[YHJ[LK[VYLHSS``V\UNNPYSZYLHSS``V\UNNPYSZ[OL`HYLHNNYLZZP]L[OL`HYLTVYLKVTPUHU[HUK0KVU»[
^HU[[VW\[T`NPYSZPU[OH[RPUKVMZP[\H[PVUZV0[LUKLK[VZ[H`H^H`MYVTHK]LY[PZPUN[V[OH[HNL0SPRL[VZ[H`
PU[OLHUKVSKLYHNLIYHJRL[0SPRLHMÅ\LU[TLU"*H\JHZPHUHMÅ\LU[TLU0^VYRLKHSV[PU6[[H^HZV^L
SPRLK[V[HYNL[SPRL47ZNV]LYUTLU[^VYRLYZ[OPUNZSPRL[OH[:V^L[Y`[VIYHUKV\YZLS]LZHZLSP[LJSHZZ`
ZVV\YNPYSZ^V\SKOH]LUHTLZSPRL;PMMHU`(TILY:JHYSL[Q\Z[ZV^LJV\SKH[[YHJ[[OVZL[`WLZVMJSPLU[Z
:V^OLUHN\`PZNVPUN[OYV\NOHSPZ[VMNPYSZ[VJOVVZLMYVT`V\RUV^^L^HU[[OLN\`[OH[»ZNVPUN[VNV
MVY[OH[RPUKVMNPYS;OL`[LUK[VIVVRMVYSVUNLYWLYPVKZVM[PTL[OL`»YLZHMLY[OL`OH]LMHTPSPLZ[OL`OH]L
[OPUNZ[VSVZL[OL`»YLUV[NVPUN[VNL[\ZPU]VS]LKPUHU`RPUKVMIHKZP[\H[PVUB¯D0U[LYTZVMHK]LY[PZPUN0
N\LZZJOVPJLZVM^VYKZPM^LOHKWPJ[\YLZB¯DPUV\YHK]LY[PZLTLU[[OLNPYSZ^LYLHS^H`ZPU^OP[LNHY[LYZVY
ISHJRZ[VJRPUNZHUKWLHYSZ0»TYLHSS`IPNVUWLHYSZPU[OLHKZ
In the narrative above we see how the image of an agency and the clientele they want to attract also impacts on hiring
practices. In the agency model sex workers are essentially dependent contractors – they are independent workers who
labour, generally speaking, exclusively for one establishment; they are not paid a wage/salary but relinquish a portion
of their fees to the agency upon which they are reliant to work (because it provides space, clients, equipment, etc.). It is
the same contradictory labour location of many ostensibly self-employed workers in the ‘mainstream’ economy, including, for example, hair stylists and aestheticians. Alana (sex worker, Ottawa) was insistent that in her assessment “`V\
B[OLHNLUJ`D^VYRMVYTLUV[[OLV[OLY^H`HYV\UK0»TWH`PUN`V\@V\[HRLOHSM[OLMLLI\[0»TNP]PUN`V\[OH[OHSM”
In practice however, in most agencies, except of course in collective agencies, sex workers might best be described
as ‘disguised employees’; while they are denied the rights and security generally associated with employment, they are
nonetheless managed like employees. For example, they are hired (and fired), expected to respect the rules and protocols of the third party and potentially disciplined for infractions.
While hiring practices are conditioned by a number of agency-specific factors, they are also impacted by criminalization; agencies may not hire workers without the legal authority to work (e.g., irregular migrants) and consistently check
identification to ensure workers are over 18. As one agency owner put it, “[OLYL^HZUV^H`0^HZNVPUN[VNL[I\Z[LK

10. In collectives the workers are generally self-selected however if space opens up there is a hiring/selection process.
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¯KY\N[LZ[PUN0[^HZ]LY`PTWVY[HU[ILJH\ZLPM`V\OH]LHNPYS[OH[»ZUV[PU]VS]LKPUKY\NZZOLKVLZU»[NL[
VU[OLYHKHYMYVTHUV[OLYHYLH>LHSZVTHKLZ\YL[OH[[OL`NV[[OPUNZ[HRLUJHYLVMSPRLKLHSPUN^P[OJOPSK
J\Z[VK`PZZ\LZHUKNL[[PUN[OLTPU[VZ\WWVY[JV\UZLSSPUNZV[OH[[OL`JV\SKIL[[LYOHUKSL[OLPYWLYZVUHS
SP]LZZV[OH[[OL`KPKU»[LUK\WPUMHTPS`JV\Y[[OL`KPKU»[LUK\W^P[OHZZH\S[JOHYNLZILJH\ZL[OL`OP[ZVTL
N\`^P[OHMY`PUNWHU
Hiring practices are also impacted by the perceptions of owners. That many, though certainly not all, agency owners/
managers appear to have decidedly conventional and Eurocentric definitions of what is attractive can work to the disadvantage of women who fall outside the narrow definition of conventional appearance criteria – women who are older,
racialized, full figured or ‘alternative’ find their employment options limited. Miss W (website provider/outcall agency
manager, Montréal) speaks to her own discomfort and her compliance:
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MVYJOPSKHU`[OPUN`V\RUV^” (Horeta, outcall agency owner, Halifax). Many third parties we spoke to make an effort not
to employ sex workers who are more likely to come to the attention of the police (e.g., drug users). Sophie, who owned
and ran a large incall/outcall agency, was particularly rigid in her approach. Not only did she assert that she “^V\SKU»[
OPYLNPYSZ^P[OHJYPTPUHSIHJRNYV\UK” but she also implemented:

>LKVOH]LHSV[BVMJSPLU[ZDUV^^OV^HU[TVKLSZSPRLYLHSS`TVKLSNPYSZ]LY`ZRPUU`;OLJSPLU[ZZLLT[V
^HU[ZRPUUPLYHUKZRPUUPLY>L[HSRHIV\[P[HUK^LKVU»[SPRLP[I\[^OH[HYL^LZ\WWVZLK[VKV&B¯D;OL
JVTHUHNLYHUK0^L»YL[YV\ISLKI`P[ILJH\ZL^L[OPUR[OLZLV[OLYNPYSZ^L[OPUR[OL`»YLNVYNLV\Z^L
[OPUR[OL`»YLMHU[HZ[PJHUKPU[LYLZ[PUN
Maxine (sex worker, Ottawa) struggled with such sizism:
;OLWHYSV\Y^OLYL0^VYRLKH[KPKU»[YLHSS`JH[LY[VBHYHUNLVM[HZ[LZD;OL`^LYLTVYLSPRLPU[V[OLZ[YPWWLY
ÄN\YL:V^VYR^HZYLHSS`OHYK[VJVTLI`0»KOH]L^LLRZ^P[OV\[^VYRILJH\ZL[OLWHYSV\YKPKU»[HK]LY[PZL
T`IVK`[`WLVY^OH[L]LY;OL`»KQ\Z[ILSPRLº6O`LHOHUK[OPZPZ4H_PUL»B¯D@V\^V\SKNL[[OPUNZSPRL
º>LSSZOL»ZHSHYNLYNPYS»B¯D5V[`V\RUV^ºZOL»ZJ\Y]`»
Of course not all agencies are restrictive. For example, Kathy, a massage parlour manager in Toronto, affirmed, “[OLYL
HS^H`Z^HZH]HYPL[`VMNPYSZKPMMLYLU[ZOHWLZ0KPKU»[OH]LHSSZSPTNPYSZ`V\RUV^)LJH\ZLL]LY`THUOHZ[OLPYKPMMLYLU[
[HZ[LZ.” By contrast, Zoe, herself a full-figured woman, hires only BBWs and jokingly informed our interviewer she was
not voluptuous enough to work at her agency, “BHDWYL[[`NPYSSPRL`V\`V\»YL[VV[PU`.”11
In addition to sizism and classism, racism also plays out in the clandestine space of the sex industry, manifesting in
disturbing ways. We see the narrow framing of beauty intersecting with perceptions of market demand. Trina, an Ottawa
area sex worker, remarked, “[OL^VYKPUN[OH[[OL`\ZLK^HZHS^H`Z[OLZHTLBD3PRL`V\RUV^ISHJRNPYSZ^LYLHS^H`Z
YLMLYYLK[VHZJOVJVSH[L6YLIVU`(UK(ZPHU^HZHS^H`ZL_V[PJ.”
Some agencies refuse to discriminate. For example, Sylvia, a racialized woman and long-time sex worker who ran an
outcall agency in Hamilton, told us: “0»THS^H`Z^VYRPUN^P[OHSSZVY[ZVM^VTLU3PRLPUKPMMLYLU[JVTT\UP[PLZB¯D
4LHUPUN`V\RUV^SPRLX\LLY^VTLU[YHUZ^VTLUIP^VTLU^VTLUVMJVSV\YHSS]HYPV\Z^VTLU0^HU[LKHKP]LYZP[`
VM^VTLUBDZ\IJ\S[\YLHUKJYLLK¹

That said, a number of agency third parties spoke of having racial quotas:
>LSS0RUV^^L\Z\HSS`JHUOH]LTH_PT\T[^VISHJRNPYSZPUV\YNYV\WV[OLY^PZL^LJHU»[NP]L[OLTLUV\NO
^VYR,]LUVULPZ\Z\HSS`HUPZZ\L>LOHKHISHJRPUKLWLUKLU[MVYHSVUN[PTLHUKZOL^V\SKNL[]LY`\WZL[
^OLUHUL^ISHJRNPYS^V\SKQVPU\Z>L»YLSPRLº0[JHU»[Q\Z[IL`V\HUK[OPZNPYSKVLZU»[SVVRSPRL`V\H[HSS»
HUK^LOHK[V[HSROLYKV^U(Miss W, Website Provider/Outcall Agency Manager, Montréal)

11. Translation ours.
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To summarize, to this point we have seen how market and legal considerations influence the size, organizational structure and marketing strategies of agencies. We have also seen how this plays out in hiring practices that work to the
detriment of unconventionally attractive or racialized sex workers. Of course, it is not just in the context of hiring and
firing where we see power and control in sex worker/third party relations, they are evident in worksite expectations and
the disciplinary measures implemented when workers fail to meet those expectations.
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Moxie, a Halifax area sex worker of black and aboriginal descent, who has worked in various sectors of the sex industry
in cities across Canada and the US, spoke to this systemic exclusion when she recounted how agencies had told her:
“SVVR^OH[^LJHUKVPZ`V\JHUZ[H`OVTL0M^LNL[ZVTLIVK`ZWLJPÄJHSS`^HU[PUN`V\RUV^ZVTLVUL`V\RUV^
)\[PM[OL`»YLJVTPUNPU[VWPJR[OL`»YLUV[NVPUN[VWPJR`V\[VILOVULZ[.” Evidently, this system, that restricts options
for racialized and unconventionally attractive women, further privileges sex workers like Eva, a white Toronto area sex
worker who recognized “MVYTLP[»Z^VYRLK^LSSILJH\ZL0OH]LILLU^OH[[OL`^LYLSVVRPUNMVY.” Lee, another Toronto
area sex worker, spoke forcefully about how racial bias negatively impacted her. She recounted “ILPUN[VSKI`HNLUJPLZ
ILJH\ZL0»TISHJR[OH[0TH`UV[NL[JHSSZ0»TUV[WVW\SHY0»TKPMÄJ\S[[VTHYRL[:VT`VUS`^H`VMJVTIH[PUN[OH[^HZ
[VILH]HPSHISLHZT\JOHZ0JV\SK.”

DISCIPLINE, EXPECTATIONS AND CODES OF CONDUCT
Agencies not only exercise authority in relation to who works for them but also impose expectations on workers. Some
of these relate to security and sexual health, topics we address in the 6JJ\WH[PVUHS/LHS[OHUK:HML[` section of this
chapter. Other expectations interface with the image, branding, services and organizational structure of the agency.
Perhaps it is not surprising, given that agencies are service provision businesses and the sex worker is responsible for
service delivery, many of these expectations focus on professionalism (e.g., no ‘attitude’) and customer relations (e.g.
providing a good service and spending the agreed upon time with the client). Some agencies have polices around drug
use and will terminate a sex worker if they believe that the use of illicit substances will undermine the sex worker’s ability to provide good services and be a reliable employee. In other cases we see expectations about presentation-of-self
(e.g., clothing, make-up, cleanliness). Ava (incall agency owner, Toronto) explained: “0L_WLJ[LK[OLT[VKYLZZH[SLHZ[
PUHZRPY[HUKU`SVUZOPNOOLLSZ¶`V\RUV^Q\Z[KYLZZLK\WOH]L[OLPYTHRL\WKVULUPJLS`HUKOHPYB¯D0[OV\NO[P[
^HZVUS`WYVWLYPM^L^LYLNVPUN[VJOHYNL`V\RUV^[OLHTV\U[[OH[^L^LYLJOHYNPUN[OH[P[ILVUS`YPNO[[OH[`V\
ZOV\SKILKYLZZLKWYVWLYS`¹
Agencies, and in particular incall establishments, may also impose ‘house rules’ around workplace etiquette (e.g., no
smoking, no consuming alcohol, maintaining standards of cleanliness). Carole (incall agency owner, Toronto) expected
sex workers who worked for her: “;VILWVSP[L^LSSNYVVTLK`V\RUV^JHYLHIV\[[OLJSPLU[ZJHYLHIV\[[OLWSHJL
NL[HSVUN^P[O[OLV[OLYNPYSZ@V\RUV^ILMYPLUKS`ZVJPHISL[VHJLY[HPUL_[LU[H[SLHZ[@V\RUV^L]LUPM`V\»YLQ\Z[
X\PL[[OH[»ZVRH`"Q\Z[UV[YV\ISLTHRLYZ¹At the same time, Carole was insistent that “V[OLY[OHU[OH[`V\RUV^WLVWSL
HYLUL]LY[VSK^OLU[OL`OH]L[V^VYR^OH[[OL`OH]L[VKV(SS[OL`OH]L[VKVPZ`V\RUV^IYPUNPUYLWLH[ZHUKUV[
NL[JVTWSHPU[Z.”
There are also expectations around appropriate professional conduct, which in this context, includes being available
when scheduled (for outcall) and arriving on time for shifts (for incall and sometimes outcall). Vanessa (outcall agency
owner, Montréal) noted, “[OLNPYSOHZ[VILW\UJ[\HS:OLOHZ[VZOV^\W.”12 It also includes respecting the time limits of
calls, which is particularly relevant in outcall agencies. Sandra, a Toronto area sex worker, explained why she supported
not only the rule but the sanctioning of sex workers who fail to comply:
0M`V\KVU»[JVTLV\[VM[OLJHSSZPUHUOV\YVYH[[OLLUKVMP[PMP[»Z[^VOV\YZVY^OH[L]LY0M`V\KVOH]LH
KYP]LYVUT\S[PWSLJHSSZP[JHUZJYL^L]LY`[OPUN\WILJH\ZL[OL`OH]L[VNVWPJRZVTLVULLSZL\WH[[OLLUK
VMOLYOV\Y:V0HJ[\HSS`MV\UK^OLU[OL`PTWSLTLU[LK[OLÄULZHUKP[»ZHTPUVYTPUVYÄULI\[P[THKLH
O\NLKPMMLYLUJLILJH\ZLP[THKLP[TVYLLMÄJPLU[MVY[OLYLZ[VM\Z:V[OH[^L^LYLU»[Z[YHUKLKILJH\ZLH
KYP]LYOHK[V^HP[TPU\[LZL_[YHMVYOLYHUK[OLU`V\»YL^HP[PUNTPU\[LZL_[YHH[`V\YJHSS

12. Translation ours.
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While most, though not all, agencies request exclusivity (that sex workers do not simultaneously work for another
agency), an essentially universal expectation is that sex workers do not ‘steal’ clients by giving their contact information
to customers so as to bypass the agency (and thus avoid paying them a cut) in the future.
Some agencies, particularly incall establishments, also expect workers to take on additional tasks in the form of cleaning, laundry and receptionist duties. Since workers are not paid by the hour, this amounts to agencies requiring a certain
amount of ‘free (uncompensated) labour’ from sex workers. Trina (sex worker, Ottawa) describes what this looks like:
“:VTLVM[OLNPYSZ^V\SKHUZ^LY[OLWOVULH[ZVTLWVPU[0^V\SKILTHUHNPUN[OLWSHJLV\[VMKLMH\S[ILJH\ZL0^HZ
[OLTVZ[ZLUPVYNPYS[OLYLZV0^V\SKILHUZ^LYPUN[OLWOVULZHUKKVPUN[OLIVVRPUNZI\[0^HZU»[NL[[PUNWHPKMVYP[
HUK0^HZU»[Z\WWVZLK[VILKLHSPUN^P[O[OLZLPZZ\LZ¹(Trina, sex worker, Ottawa).
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As Sandra’s quote above alerts us, in addition to efficiency, good time management also impacts sex workers’ safety
(they do not have to wait in an unfamiliar neighbourhood) and financial wellbeing (being late may decrease customer
satisfaction, and thereby reduce tips and/or repeat business).

These responsibilities could result in sex workers like Trina, being charged under the same laws as a receptionist – CC s.
210(1) as they have care of the establishment and are therefore “keeping a bawdy-house,” and CC 213(1)(c) since they
are “communicating for the purposes of prostitution” in a place open to the public by right or by invitation.
In sharp contrast to the stereotypes, sex workers and third parties told us there is one very significant area that agencies
do not impose expectations – the type of sexual services that are provided:
B(NLUJPLZDHZR`V\H[[OLILNPUUPUN^OH[HJ[P]P[PLZ`V\»YLJVTMVY[HISLWLYMVYTPUNHUK^OH[HJ[P]P[PLZ`V\»YL
UV[JVTMVY[HISLWLYMVYTPUNHUK[OL`^V\SKSPZ[[OH[VU[OLPY^LIZP[LZ0KV[OPUR[OH[»ZHNVVKWYVJLK\YL
ILJH\ZL[OH[^H``V\KVU»[LUK\WPUHJHSS^OLYL[OLJSPLU[L_WLJ[Z`V\[VKVZVTL[OPUN[OH[`V\JSLHYS`
KVU»[)\[^OLYL0»]LZLLUPZZ\LZOHWWLUPZ^OLU[OLHNLUJ`KVLZSPZ[HUHJ[P]P[`[OH[[OLNPYSPUMHJ[KVLZ
UV[ WLYMVYT ^OL[OLY P[ ^HZ HU LYYVY B¯D VY H TPZJVTT\UPJH[PVU 0U YLJLU[ [PTLZ 0»]L ILLU HZRLK `V\
RUV^º>OH[HYL`V\JVTMVY[HISLKVPUN&»(UK[OL`HJ[\HSS`ZLUKTLHSPZ[VM[OLHJYVU`TZHUK[OLYL»ZHU
L_WSHUH[PVUH[[OLLUKVMHSS[OLHJYVU`TZPUJHZL`V\KVU»[RUV^[OLT(Christina, sex worker, Toronto)
Christina’s narrative speaks to the importance of communication, which as we have seen, some agencies are reluctant
to do in a criminalized context. Alana (sex worker, Ottawa), however, identifies a significant limitation of this ‘list’ approach that further highlights the importance of ongoing dialogue between third parties and sex workers:
>OLU0ÄYZ[NV[OPYLK[OL`HZRLKTL^OH[ZLY]PJLZ0^HZJVTMVY[HISLKVPUN¶I\[[OLU[OH[»Z^OH[[OL`[LSS
HSS[OLJSPLU[ZHSS[OL[PTLZVB¯D[OH[»ZQ\Z[L_WLJ[LKYLNHYKSLZZVM^OH[[OLN\`PZSPRL;OLYLPZU»[YLHSS`HU`
\UKLYZ[HUKPUNVMSPRLº`V\YTPSLHNLTH`]HY`»)LJH\ZL0^HZJVTMVY[HISLKVPUNHUHSZL_ZV[OL`^V\SK[LSS
L]LY`N\`º@LZZOL»SSKVHUHS»:V[OLU0^V\SKNL[[V[OLJHSSHUK[OL`^V\SKILSPRLº3L[»ZOH]LHUHSZL_»
(UKP[»ZSPRLº>LSSU\TILYVUL0KPKU»[RUV^[OH[[OH[»Z^OH[`V\^HU[LKZV0OH]LU»[WYLWWLK»0[»ZRPUKVM
ZVTL[OPUN`V\OH]L[VWYLWMVY(UK[^VP[»ZSPRL^OH[PM0KVU»[^HU[[VKVP[^P[O[OPZN\`&5V^OL»ZNVPUN
[VILHSSJYHUR`ILJH\ZLOL»ZILLUWYVTPZLKº:OL»SSKVHUHS»HUKUV^0KVU»[^HU[[VKVHUHS(UKP[»ZQ\Z[
SPRL`V\ZLLP[VU[OLYL]PL^IVHYKZHSS[OL[PTL¶N\`Z^OVIP[JOº;OL`ZHPKZOL^V\SKKV[OPZHUK[OLUZOL
KPKU»[KVP[»
Ava (incall agency owner, Toronto) was aware that sex workers’ preferences as to the services they wish to provide fluctuate. Accordingly, at her agency, these were not listed, but rather verified as calls came in: ¸0^V\SKHZRPMHN\`^HU[LK
HJLY[HPU[OPUN0»KZH`º>OV»Z^PSSPUN[V`V\RUV^KV[OPZ&»(UK[OL`»KZH`º4L»0»KZH`º>LSS[OLU`V\NV[[OLJHSS.’”
This allowed workers the latitude to decide if they wanted to provide a particular service at the particular time.
That said, some agencies will only hire workers who are prepared to provide the kinds of services the agency offers – for
example, because Adele’s agency was a ‘high class’ traveling GFE escort service: “[OLVUS`[OPUN[OH[0PTWVZLKHUK
0MLS[IHKMVYKVPUNP[^HZIHYLIHJRISV^QVI)\[^L^LYLJOHYNPUNZVT\JOTVYLMVYZLY]PJLHU`^H`B¯D0[»Zº0M`V\
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In other cases, workers whose boundaries are inconsistent with the norms of the agency may find themselves with less
business:
0^HZYLHSS`\WZL[^OLU0MV\UKV\[[OH[[OL`WHPKNPYSZTVYLTVUL`MVYM\SS.-,¶ZVMVYIHYLIHJRISV^QVIZ
^OPJO0KVU»[KVILJH\ZL0»TUV[JVTMVY[HISL^P[OP[)\[^OLU0MV\UKV\[[OL`^LYLWH`PUNTVYLTVUL`
SPRLL]LUQ\Z[ TVYL0^HZSPRLº;OHURZ3PRLVRH`ZV0N\LZZ0JHUKV^OH[0^HU[I\[UV^0»TUV[THRPUN
HZT\JOTVUL`»:V0L]LU[\HSS`RPUKVMNV[W\ZOLKV\[VM[OLHNLUJ`V]LY[OH[^OVSL[OPUNILJH\ZL[OL
JSPLU[ZKPKU»[^HU[[OLZLY]PJLZ0^HZVMMLYPUN(Eva, sex worker, Toronto)
We conclude this section with the corollary to the imposition of expectations and codes of conduct – disciplinary techniques. How do agencies deal with non-compliance? Our research uncovered a number of very conventional strategies
– verbal reprimands, warnings, temporary suspensions and in the case of Carole, an incall agency owner in Toronto,
“HM\YYV^LKIYV^.” In a few cases sex workers and third parties told us about the use of fines, although they were less
common than we had anticipated. Ultimately it would appear that when sex workers fail to meet the expectations of
agencies they are fired: “0»K[HSR[V[OLTHML^[PTLZHUKPM[OL`^V\SKU»[SPZ[LU[OL`»KOH]L[VILSL[NV” (Ava, incall
agency owner, Toronto).
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^HU[[VKV[OH[NVMVYP[QVPU[OL[LHT0MUV[[OLU\UMVY[\UH[LS`[OLYLHYLWSLU[`VMV[OLYHNLUJPLZ[OH[VMMLYZLY]PJLZ
PUHKPMMLYLU[^H`»¹

While it is reasonable for employers to terminate workers who are not meeting expectations, in an illicit labour market
workers like Lee have, as we saw above, little recourse when fired without cause. Christina, a 31-year-old escort from
Toronto, told us about being dismissed:
:OLB[OLV^ULYDKPKUV[^HU[[VOLHY^OH[0OHK[VZH`:VZOLQ\Z[SPRLSHZOLKV\[H[TLHUK\ZLKYLHSS`
ULNH[P]LSHUN\HNL(UKZOLÄYLKTLVU[OLZWV[IHZLKVUOLHYZH`B¯D0JHUUV[ILSPL]L[OL^H`ZOLZWVRL
[V TL HUK [OPZ ^V\SK UV[ OHWWLU PU HUV[OLY PUK\Z[Y` 0 ^V\SK NV [V [OL /\THU 9PNO[Z *VTTPZZPVU VY
ZVTL[OPUN`V\RUV^&
Christina’s quote raises the issue of sex workers’ inability to turn to labour laws for protection. Leda, who was in the
same Toronto focus group, added: “<UMVY[\UH[LS`^P[O[OPZRPUKVM^VYRWSHJLZP[\H[PVU[OLYLPZUV\UPVUVY`V\RUV^
N\PKLSPULZ[OH[[OL`OH]L[VMVSSV^YPNO[ZVP[»ZYLHSS`OHYKILJH\ZLZVTL[PTLZ`V\NL[[OLZOVY[LUKVM[OLZ[PJR.”
While sex workers are denied access to labour laws, agency owners are cognisant that the criminal law does afford a
powerful retaliatory weapon to disgruntled former employees – albeit one that current employees are, for obvious reasons, unlikely to use. Brenda, the manager of a collective agency, spoke about her concerns:
6ULNPYSPU[OLWHZ[^OV0Q\Z[JV\SKU»[ILSPL]LOLYILOH]PV\YHUK0KPKU»[L]LURUV^OV^[VKLHS^P[OP[BD
0^HZHJ[\HSS`HMYHPKVMOLY[VHWVPU[VMPM0[LSSOLY[VSLH]L0KVU»[RUV^^OH[ZOL»ZNVPUN[VKV0ÄN\YLK
[OLYL»KILHJOHUJL[OH[ZOL^V\SKJHSS[OLWVSPJLVUTLB¯D4`IPNNLZ[MLHY^HZ[OLMHJ[[OH[ILJH\ZLVM
[OLSH^ZZOLJV\SKOH]LYH[[LKTLV\[HUK[OLU0^V\SKILZJYL^LK(UKHSS[OLNPYSZ^OVHYL^VYRPUN^P[O
TL^V\SKILZJYL^LK
Brenda’s comments certainly speaks to the complexity of power relations. In this way, we are also reminded of sex
workers’ agency and ability to resist unfair labour policies and practices by, for example, removing their labour power.
That said, we have seen that sex workers are in an employee-employer like relationship with agencies at the same time
as they do not enjoy the same labour protections and security usually associated with employment. In the coming section we start by reflecting on this situation before turning to consider a specific area employers are, in principle, required
to offer safeguards - occupational health and safety.

13. Translation ours.
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It has long been recognized that work can be dangerous to the health and wellbeing of employees – indeed provincial
Occupational Health and Safety legislation speaks not only to this potentiality but also to a demonstrated need to impose standards on employers who might otherwise forgo measures in the interests of maximizing profits. In the shadow
economy however, workers are not afforded the protection of provincial law. In effect, the criminalized context works
as a de facto exclusionary mechanism that denies sex workers the legal protection and safeguards afforded to other
workers. In this regard, Kara Gillies (2013) explains:
Unlike other workers, however, sex workers are unable to reduce exploitation or seek redress through
labour or employment laws. This is due to the doctrine of paramountcy, which gives federal laws, including
the criminal sanctions against procuring, precedence over provincial laws such as labour, employment,
and human rights legislation. In this manner, the criminalization of managerial involvement in prostitution
effectively precludes sex workers from accessing the labour protections afforded other workers. (p. 274)
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OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

Criminalization also eliminates other mechanisms that may ‘encourage’ employers to safeguard their employees’ health
and safety – for example, professional associations or labour unions that can insist on measures, and (unless legislatively denied the right to strike) can threaten the withdrawal of labour power if demands are not met, and insurance companies that require protocols to be in place to minimize the risk of potential claims. Indeed, the Justices of the Ontario
Court of Appeal in )LKMVYK]*HUHKH14 implicitly acknowledge that (ironically) the criminalized legal regime exempts
third parties in sex work from the oversight of provincial regulatory (labour) bodies, and note that sex workers are: “a
group that is uniquely vulnerable because of the nature of prostitution itself and [OLSLNPZSH[P]LMYHTL^VYR[OH[Z\YYV\UKZ
TVZ[WYVZ[P[\[PVUYLSH[LKHJ[P]P[PLZ” [LTWOHZPZV\YZ].15
In the sex industry, the absence of regulatory pressures notwithstanding, agencies do appear to implement occupational health and safely strategies that echo, and in many cases exceed, the tactics of comparable ‘mainstream’ businesses. In the coming sections we examine the measures taken in relation to physical security and safety, sexual and
physical health, and emotional wellbeing.
PHYSICAL SECURITY AND SAFETY
Traditionally, occupational health and safety considerations have been preoccupied with workplace accidents and
potential health hazards. Gradually it is being recognized that workers are also vulnerable to violence at the workplace. Indeed, in 2010 the 6U[HYPV 6JJ\WH[PVUHS /LHS[O HUK :HML[` (J[ was amended to include workplace violence and harassment. The law now obliges businesses with more than five employees to establish, write and post
a workplace violence policy (32.0.1(1), 32.0.2). Employers under section 32.0.2(2) must also implement “(a) measures and procedures to control the risk […] (b) include measures and procedures for summoning immediate
assistance when workplace violence occurs or is likely to occur” and to “assess the risks of workplace violence that may
arise from the nature of the workplace” (32.0.3(1)).
The risk of the above-noted workplace violence can take different forms. According to LeBlanc and Barling (2004) individuals such as taxi drivers and gas station attendants who are “interacting with the public, working alone or in small
numbers, working in the late evening or early morning, guarding something of value and exchanging money with the
public” (p. 44) are at greater risk of “stranger-initiated workplace violence” (the offender enters the workplace for no
other reason than to commit a criminal offence). By contrast, health care and social service providers are more vulnerable to “client-initiated violence [where] ironically the perpetrators are the very people to whom care or services is being
provided” (p. 42).16 Sex workers and third parties focus on these two types of workplace violence – stranger-initiated
or predatory violence by an individual who may pose as a client but whose intent is to inflict harm on the worker, and

14. )LKMVYK]*HUHKH([[VYUL`.LULYHS, 2012 ONCA 186.
15. )LKMVYK]*HUHKH([[VYUL`.LULYHS, 2012 ONCA 186 at para 246.
16. Workplace violence can also be insider-initiated (a worker targeting a co-worker or manager in retaliation for real or perceived wrongdoing) or partner-initiated (e.g., a violent spouse who kills their partner at their place of work).
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The risks of workplace violence also intersect with social stratifications.18 This is the case in ‘mainstream’ jobs. For example, we see how gender, class, ethnicity and citizenship status intersect to increase vulnerability in the high levels of
violence, harassment and economic exploitation experienced by migrant workers who enter Canada under the Live-In
Care Program (Hodge, 2006). Sex workers who navigate intersecting marginalizations also experience elevated levels
of risk. Moreover, structural stratifications can limit employment opportunities.
In this section we are endeavouring to remove the ‘moral blinders’ and move beyond ideologically loaded rhetoric
of ‘inherent danger’, and instead think about labour process, practices and location. This positions us to nuance the
discussion, draw parallels to ‘mainstream’ occupations, and attend to how labour setting conditions risks and security
strategies. For example, outcall workers like many other occupational groups – including, for example, electricians,
plumbers and cleaners - go to the residences of clients to provide a service. To develop this further with a concrete
example, home care providers go to private homes (for periods ranging from an hour to a day) to deliver personal health
and support services to individuals. While the services depend on the needs of the particular client (e.g., toileting, bathing, providing food, feeding, cleaning and/or meal preparation), like outcall sex workers, these service providers travel
to, and provide services in, private residences – this increases potential risks:
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client-initiated or situational violence by a client who, for example, becomes aggravated and inflicts harm on the worker.
This distinction is often ignored in the dominant discourse that, by dismissing the risks as inherent, conflates situational
and predatory violence against sex workers. In practice, different types of violence necessitate different risk management strategies.17

In the home environment, safety is a more complex issue than it is in a controlled setting. There’s more for
you to think about and watch out for, and there may be more dangers facing you personally. Even in safe
homes, you’ll need to maintain a level of watchfulness that’s typically unnecessary in dedicated health care
settings. (Cray et al.,1998, p. 71)
In short, outcall sex work is not inherently risky any more than being a home care provider is inherently risky. However,
both sets of workers face additional risks as compared to workers who labour in “controlled settings.”19 In the sex industry “controlled settings,” incall locations, are precisely the space that empirical evidence has shown to be the safest
sex work venue: familiar environments where access is restricted and security/deterrence measures can be most readily
implemented.20 Incall locations are, of course, criminalized under *YPTPUHS*VKL section 210; which also renders illegal
the the kinds of informal, low-barrier, supportive housing programs documented by Krüsi et al. (2012). Justice Himel, of
the Ontario Superior Court, summed up the situation succinctly: “the evidence suggests that working incall is the safest
way to sell sex; yet, prostitutes who attempt to increase their level of safety by working incall face criminal sanction.”21
Contrary to the dominant discourse of inherent risk, sex workers and agency third parties (though the same is true of
associates and contractors) take a more measured approach based on their years of experience. Recognizing the risks,
they put them in perspective: “>LSS[OLYL»ZYPZRZ^P[OL]LY`[OPUNPUSPMLP[»ZUV[Q\Z[PU[OPZPUK\Z[Y`;OLYL»ZYPZRZPM`V\»YL
^VYRPUNVUHJVUZ[Y\J[PVUZP[LVYPUHMHJ[VY``V\»SSSVZLHSPTIVYHSLNVYIYHPUKHTHNLVYNL[LSLJ[YVJ\[LKVYKYV^U
HZHSPMLN\HYK¹ (EJ, incall agency owner, Toronto).
Here we found insider knowledge differs significantly from that of outsiders. Indeed, when we asked third parties about
the emergency protocols they had put in place, very few had actually ever had occasion to use them. At the same time,

17. Again, a mainstream example might be useful. Bank robbers often enter banks pretending to be customers until such time as they make
their intention known (pull a gun, slip a note to the teller). This is predatory violence, and banks initiate different strategies for this risk than
they do to guard against the irate customer; who, frustrated at the financial losses they have suffered, lash out against the investment advisor (situational violence) (BSI, 2001).
18. For more on this see for example Allman (1999); Brown et al. (2006); Bruckert & Chabot (2010); Chabot (2012); Namaste (2005); Petro
(2006).
19. Here too drawing analogies to ‘mainstream’ occupations is helpful. Perceptions of inherent risk deriving from sex workers being alone
with clients in establishments become dubious when we think of the provision and consumption of other intimate services. After all, many
individuals purchase the services of massage therapists and beauticians to receive services (a back rub, removal of unwanted hair) in private
rooms, yet these service providers are not considered at risk of being assaulted because they are alone with customers.
20. See Lowman (2013); Krüsi et al. (2012); Bruckert & Chabot (2010); Jeffrey & MacDonald (2006a); Shaver & Lewis (2006).
21. )LKMVYK]*HUHKH(2010 ONSC 4264) at para 361.
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- PRE-CALL STRATEGIES
Pre-call prevention strategies are intended to reduce the likelihood that a sex worker will confront a potentially unsafe
situation. In order to do this, agencies rely on a number of strategies. Some incall and outcall agencies have a zerotolerance policy and maintain ‘bad client’ lists:
0MHJSPLU[NVLZ[VZLLHNPYSHUKZOLMLLSZ\UJVTMVY[HISLPUHU`^H`ZOHWLVYMVYTVYPMOLKVLZHU`[OPUN[V
OLY[VTHRLOLY\UJVTMVY[HISLPUHU`^H`ZOHWLVYMVYTZOLPZUV[[VZLL[OLJSPLU[HNHPU0RLLWOPZUHTL
OPZHKKYLZZHUKOPZWOVULU\TILYHUK0W\[P[PUT`WOVUL\UKLYIHKKH[LZ(Mielle, outcall agency owner,
Ottawa)
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the security measures incorporated into daily operations, such as client screening (which we examine below), are likely
more expansive than those employed by other direct service provision businesses; like the cleaning agencies alluded
to above precisely because these agencies cannot readily access the security/protective services available to ‘mainstream’ businesses (e.g., police). The assessment of risk does not speak to a denial of risk, but confidence in the safety
procedures that have been put in place. In the coming section we organize these strategies in terms of pre-call, at call,
and emergency protocols.

Incall and outcall agencies also rely heavily on the collection of personal information to deter clients from acting aggressively. Kaya, an outcall agency receptionist in Toronto, explained that:
>OLU 0 ÄYZ[ Z[HY[LK [OL [OPUNZ [OH[ 0 ^HZ [YHPULK [V KV ^LYL [V NL[ HSS [OL KL[HPSZ HZ YLX\PYLK MYVT [OL
J\Z[VTLY:VTHRLZ\YL[OH[[OL`»YLJHSSPUNMYVTHU\UISVJRLKU\TILY[OH[0JHUJHSS[OLTIHJR[OH[0OH]L
HJSLHY\UKLYZ[HUKPUNVM[OLPYHKKYLZZ0^V\SKKVJOLJRZVU[OLWOVULB¯D0OHKHJOLJRSPZ[[OLYL
ILJH\ZL0^HZ^VYYPLK[OH[0^V\SKZLUKWLVWSLPU[VHZP[\H[PVU[OH[[OL`^LYLU»[WYLWHYLKMVYVY[OH[^HZ
WV[LU[PHSS`\UZHML
In the following quotation, Beatrice, the owner of a large outcall agency in Hamilton, explains the logic behind collecting
information as a security strategy:
;OH[»ZHS^H`ZZVTL[OPUN[OH[WLVWSLJVTL[VTLH[ÄYZ[HUK[OL`»YLSPRLº>OH[OHWWLUZPM[OLN\`O\Y[ZTL&»
0[»ZSPRL^LSS[OPZPZHUV\[JHSSZP[\H[PVUZV^LRUV^^OLYL[OLWLYZVUSP]LZHUKL]LUPM[OL`YLU[HOV[LSL]LU
PM[OL`IVVR^P[OHMHSZLUHTL[OLYL»ZHJYLKP[JHYKHUKKYP]LY»ZSPJLUZL[OH[»ZVUÄSL0MZVTLVUL^HU[Z[V
]PJ[PTPaLH^VTHU[OL`»YLUV[NVPUN[VKVP[^P[OPU[OLPYV^UOVTL[OL`»YLNVPUN[VNVV\[[VKVZVHUK
[OL`»YLUV[\Z\HSS`NVPUN[VNV[VHUHNLUJ`[OL`»YLNVPUN[VNV[VHUPUKP]PK\HSZL_^VYRLYILJH\ZL^P[OHU
HNLUJ`[OLYLHYLZVTHU`WLVWSL[OH[RUV^L_HJ[S`^OLYL[OH[NPYSPZH[HU`NP]LU[PTL
In addition to the deterrence that Beatrice describes above, agencies may also use this information to screen out
potentially problematic clients based on experience, perception, intuition or prejudice. For example, outcall agencies
may consider specific spaces (e.g., basements) as possibly dangerous; in other cases specific neighbourhoods are
considered ‘risky.’22 For some of the agency third parties we spoke with, client screening was focused on specific
characteristics. For example, as we saw in Bridget’s narrative on page 52, such things as the age and class of clients
were important. At other agencies the screening process focused less on profiling, but rather on attending to cues of
potentially dangerous situations:
>LSST`HNLUJ`^LHYL]LY`]LY`Z[YPJ[HIV\[[OLTHUULYZVMJSPLU[ZL]LUVU[OLWOVUL0MZVTLVULJHSSZPU
HUK\ZLZMV\SSHUN\HNL^LZH`º0»TZVYY``V\»YLUV[[OL[`WLVMJSPLU[^L»YLSVVRPUNMVY»0MHJSPLU[JHSSZHUK
ZH`Zº0»TSVVRPUNMVYZVTLVUL[VWHY[`^P[O»[OL[LYTWHY[`PZWYL[[`T\JO[VKVJVJHPULVYKY\NZ^LZH`
º>L»YLUV[[OH[[`WLVMHNLUJ`»0MZVTLVULZV\UKZKY\UR^LKVU»[ZLUKHU`VUL(Beatrice, incall agency
owner, Hamilton)

22. The Ontario Association for Community and Healthcare (2008) has a similar approach and unapologetically refers to “high-risk areas”
(p. 12) and “dangerous” neighbourhoods (p. 16).
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(S^H`Z HZR MVY YLMLYLUJLZ 0M `V\ KVU»[ OH]L HU` YLMLYLUJLZ ILJH\ZL `V\»YL H UL^IPL B¯D `V\ ^PSS UV[ IL
ZLLPUN H NPYS VM TPUL PM 0 KVU»[ OH]L `V\Y M\SS UHTL HUK H U\TILY ^OLYL 0 JHU YLHJO `V\ 0 HS^H`Z HZZ\YL
KPZJYL[PVU^P[O[OL[LSLWOVULU\TILY;OLU^OLU[OLBZL_D^VYRLYHYYP]LZHUKP[»ZHUL^JSPLU[º`V\ZOV^
`V\Y0+JHYKHUKP[IL[[LYIL[OLZHTLUHTL0MP[»ZUV[[OLZHTLUHTLL]LUPM`V\OH]L[OLTVUL`[OHURZ
I`L»[translation ours]
Of course, it should be noted that screening is not only about eliminating potentially aggressive clients, but also about
avoiding being criminally charged. In this context there is always the possibility that, preoccupied with ensuring the prospective client is not a police officer (i.e. Are they asking too many questions? Are they being too explicit on the phone?),
the third party will ‘miss’ a significant indicator of risk.
Incall establishments may also employ additional strategies: a monitored entrance and a two-call process. In the following excerpt, Lisa (outcall agency owner, Toronto) explained the two-call strategy that was, in our research, employed
quite commonly by agency third parties as well as by location providers:
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Another screening technique is to require references. As Adele (outcall agency owner, Montréal) explained:

0OHKHZJYLLUPUNWYVJLZZ[OH[[OL`^V\SKOH]L[VNV[OYV\NOILMVYL[OL`JV\SKL]LUÄUKV\[[OLHWHY[TLU[
U\TILY;OL`OHK[VJHSSMYVTHUPUKVVYU\TILYP[JV\SKU»[ILHWH`WOVULU\TILY;OL`^V\SKIVVRHJHSS
HUK[OLUOH]L[VJVUÄYTOHSMHUOV\YILMVYLJVTPUNV]LY(UK[OLU0^V\SKKPYLJ[[OLT[V^OLYL[OL`JV\SK
WHYRPU[OH[]PJPUP[`PU[OH[HYLHHUKKPYLJ[[OLT[VHWH`WOVUL[OH[[OL`^V\SKOH]L[VJHSSTLMYVTKV^U[OL
Z[YLL[0OHKHSS[OLWH`WOVULU\TILYZTLTVYPaLKZV0^HZHISL[VRUV^[OL`^LYLHJ[\HSS`[OLYL(UK[OLU
H[[OH[WVPU[0^V\SKNP]L[OLT[OLI\PSKPUNHKKYLZZHUK[OLI\aaJVKL(UK0JV\SKTVUP[VY[OLT[OYV\NO[OL
;=KV^UPU[OLSVII`HUKP[^HZU»[\U[PS[OL`HJ[\HSS`YHUN\W[OH[[OL`NV[[OLU\TILYP[ZLSM
The sex workers we spoke with appreciated the security afforded by the screening process. That said, while recognizing
that some agencies were rigorous, sex workers were dubious that all agencies consistently screened clients. Rose from
Toronto told the following story to illustrate:
0NV[JHSSLK[VNV[VHUV\[JHSS¶HUKHSS[OL`[VSKTL^HZ[OH[[OLJSPLU[»ZUHTLPZ)\KK`NH]LTLHUHKKYLZZ
[VTLL[OPTH[0[^HZH[HOV[LS¶NH]LTL[OLYVVTU\TILYNH]LTLHSSVM[OH[PUMVYTH[PVU0^HSRPU[V[OPZ
YVVTHUK[OLYL»ZT`JV\ZPUB¯D0^HZ^HSRPUNYPNO[IHJRV\[[OLKVVY(UK0NV[WLUHSPaLKMVYP["0NV[ÄULK
MVYUV[JVU[PU\PUN^P[OP[B¯DB;OLHNLUJ`ZOV\SKOH]LRUV^UDP[»ZRPUKVMVI]PV\Z4`JV\ZPUOHZ[OL
ZHTLSHZ[UHTLHZTL
- AT CALL STRATEGIES (OUTCALL AGENCIES)
The ‘safety call’ procedure was mentioned repeatedly as a strategy used by outcall agencies that hire drivers (a topic
we examine in greater detail in Chapter Five). Essentially, workers call the agency or the driver when they arrive at the
appointment to confirm that all is well, often with a prearranged code word to indicate possible trouble. Some agencies
have a ‘two-call policy’ whereby workers are required to call when they arrive at the appointment and again when they
are ready to leave. Kaya, an outcall agency receptionist in Toronto, explained how the code word is used:
;OLYL^HZH^VYKMVYZVTL^VYRLYZPM[OL`KPKU»[MLLSVRH`[OL`»KZH`º(ZR[OPZX\LZ[PVUHUKPMT`HUZ^LY
PZSPRLºYLK»VYZVTL[OPUN[OLU[OH[TLHUZZLUK[OLKYP]LYVYZVTL[OPUN»;OH[UL]LYOHWWLULK[OHURM\SS`
(Z^LSSZHML[`TLHUPUNHS^H`Z[VILH]HPSHISL@V\»]LNV[ZL]LYHSSPULZNVPUNI\[HS^H`Z[VILH]HPSHISL[V
HUZ^LYL]LY`ZPUNSLJHSSILJH\ZL[OH[JV\SKILH^VYRLYZH`PUNº0ULLK[VNL[[OLM\JRV\[VMOLYL0»TUV[
Z[H`PUN»MVY^OH[L]LYYLHZVU
According to Christina, a Toronto area sex worker:
;OL[^VJHSSWYVJLK\YL¶P[HJ[\HSS`KPKTHRLTLMLLSZHML0[^HZUPJL[VRUV^[OH[[OLYL^HZZVTLIVK`[OLYL
^HP[PUNMVYTLH[[OLLUKVM[OLJHSSHUK[OL`^V\SKNL[^VYYPLKPM0KPKU»[JHSSPU`V\RUV^H[[OLLUKVM[OL
OV\Y:V`V\RUV^0YLHSS`[OPUR[OH[»ZHNVVKWYVJLK\YLHUKP[KPKTHRLHKPMMLYLUJL0RUL^[OH[T`KYP]LY
^HZ[OLYLB¯D0[»ZHZTHSSPUJVU]LUPLUJLB¯D@V\NL[\W[V[OLJSPLU[»ZOV\ZLVYOV[LS¶ZVTL[PTLZ`V\JHU
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At call strategies also entail tactics to circumvent or avoid potentially risky situations. To this end, some agency owners
train workers in exit techniques:
+\YPUNT`PU[LY]PL^WYVJLZZ0KVNV[OYV\NOHU\TILYVMKPMMLYLU[ZHML[`HZWLJ[Z^P[O[OLNPYSZHUK0[LSS[OLT
^OH[[VKV\UKLYJLY[HPUJPYJ\TZ[HUJLZ-VYL_HTWSLPM[OL`^HSRPU[VHYVVT[OH[[OL`MLLS[OH[[OLPYZHML[`
PZJVTWYVTPZLKMVY^OH[L]LYYLHZVUZ\JOHZ[OLYL»ZKY\NZT\S[PWSLWLVWSL^OH[L]LYLSZL0[LSS[OLNPYS!(J[
JHSTHJ[HZ[OV\NO[OLYL»ZUV[OPUN^YVUN.V[V[OLIH[OYVVTHUKJVTLV\[HUKHWVSVNPaLHUKZH`º0Q\Z[
Z[HY[LKTLUZ[Y\H[PUN[OLHNLUJ`JHUZLUKZVTLVULV]LY0»TYLHSS`LTIHYYHZZLK0»TZVYY`0»TNVPUN[VNV»
;OH[^H`PM[OLYLPZZVTL[OPUN^YVUN^P[O[OLTHUTVZ[TLUHYLZJHYLKVMTLUZ[Y\H[PVUJ`JSLZHUK[OL`
^VU»[^HU[[VKVHU`[OPUN(Beatrice, outcall agency owner, Hamilton)
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NL[JHYYPLKH^H`HUK`V\MVYNL[[VJHSSHUK[OL`Z[HY[JHSSPUN`V\SPRLJYHa`HUKZVTL[PTLZ0HSYLHK`W\[T`
WOVULVU]PIYH[LZV[OH[JHUILHUPZZ\L

Part of the training can also be about how to avoid conflict. For example, AJ and Brenda, both incall agency owners in
Toronto, spoke of abandoning the money:
0[LSS[OLNPYSZ[OL`VUS`OH]L[VZH`ºUV»VUJLPM[OL`OH]L[VYLWLH[[OLTZLS]LZVYPM[OL`L]LYMLLSSPRL[OL`»YL
UVSVUNLYPUJVU[YVSVM[OH[ZLZZPVU[OL`ULLK[VLUKP[PTTLKPH[LS`0[LSS[OLT[OH[`V\KVU»[HZRMVY[OL
TVUL`0M[OLTVUL`^HZSHPKV\[`V\SLH]LP[HUK`V\Q\Z[^HSRH^H`)LJH\ZLP[»ZUV[^VY[O`V\RUV^
^OH[0TLHU`V\^HU[WLVWSL[VSLH]LMLLSPUNLTIHYYHZZLKUV[WPZZLKVMM(AJ, incall/outcall agency owner,
Toronto)
- AT CALL STRATEGIES (INCALL AGENCIES)
As we examine in greater detail in *OHW[LY-P]L!4HWWPUN*VU[YHJ[VYZ, incall (and occasionally outcall) agencies may hire
on-call or on-site security staff. Others create a ‘virtual’ bouncer and the illusion of on-site security. For example, Zoe,
who runs a midsized brothel in Québec City, keeps a pair of men’s shoes visible at the entrance. However, more often
incall agencies draw on the same strategy that retail establishments do when they schedule additional staff on night
shifts – they rely on the presence of others to deter clients from acting inappropriately or aggressively and to intervene
in cases of emergency. At small incall agencies (and at locations operated by worksite providers, see Chapter Four) it is
often the owner/operators or other sex workers who fulfill this role. Lisa, who ran a small incall establishment where she
also worked, explained: “>LSS[OLKVVY^HZUL]LYSVJRLK[OLILKYVVTKVVY^HZUL]LYSVJRLK(NHPU[OLYL^HZHS^H`Z
TVYL[OHUVULVM\Z[OLYLZV^L^V\SKV\[U\TILY[OLN\`YPNO[(UK[OL`»YLUHRLKBSH\NOD;OL`»YLHSP[[SL]\SULYHISL
^OLU[OL`»YLUHRLK¹
Midsized and larger incall agencies may also rely on receptionists or managers to deter clients or predators from acting
aggressively: “(NPYSPZUL]LYL]LYSLM[HSVUL^P[OHJSPLU[;OLYL»ZHS^H`ZZVTLIVK`LSZLPU[OL\UP[^P[O[OLT¶TPUPT\T
VULV[OLYWLYZVUPMUV[TVYLZV[OH[PM[OLYL»ZL]LYHU`[YV\ISL^OPJOBRUVJRPUNZV\UKDRUVJRVU^VVKOHZU»[OHWWLULK
@V\RUV^[OLYLPZZ\WWVY[[OLYLMVY[OLTYPNO[H^H`¹(Carole, incall agency owner).
Sex workers appreciated the security afforded by the presence of others in the establishment. Trina, an Ottawa area sex
worker, spoke of her unease when this was not the case: “[OLYL^HZHSZVUPNO[Z^OLYL`V\^V\SKOH]LH^OVSLI\UJOVM
WLVWSL^VYRPUN[OLKH`I\[`V\^V\SKIL[OLVUS`WLYZVUJSVZPUNHUK[OH[^HZYLHSS`WYVISLTH[PJMVYZHML[`.”
Additional at-call security strategies that emerged in the research were strict ‘no locked door’ policies (for service rooms)
in incall agencies and always locking outside doors, so that if people showed up unexpectedly, or if there were more
people than anticipated, third parties could prevent them from entering. As Marie (massage parlour manager, Montréal)
said, “0M0^HZU»[Z\YL0KPKU»[VWLUP[.”23

23. Translation ours.
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The final strategy, which unlike the others is reactive rather than preventative, did not figure prominently in the narratives
of the sex workers or the third parties, nonetheless warrants a brief mention. Reactive measures are implemented when
a ‘situation’ is developing or has occurred – mindful that coming to the attention of the police renders them vulnerable
to being charged with keeping a bawdy-house (CC s. 210(1)) (and their employees with being inmates (CC s. 210(2)) or
with procuring and/or living on the avails (CC s. 212(1)), some incall and outcall operators put their own security in place.
Sometimes security staff take on this responsibility (as we examine in Chapter Five) and sometimes agency owners have
informal arrangements with neighbours. It may also be the sex workers themselves who respond. Moxie, a Halifax sex
worker with many years of experience in the industry, explained, “^LOHKH[KPMMLYLU[[PTLZLPNO[YVVTZ¶VUL^VTHU
WLYYVVT(UKPM[OLYL^HZHWYVISLTPM[OH[^VTHUJV\SKTHRLHUVPZLP[^HZVUS`[^VZLJVUKZILMVYL[OLV[OLYNPYSZ
VWLULK[OLKVVYHUKILH[[OLZOP[V\[VM)\KK`.”
Horeta, a brothel manager, reminisced about her time as a sex worker:
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0YLTLTILYVULKH`H[[OL*H[»Z4LV^^LOLHYK[OPZZSHWHUK[OPZPZPUZLY]PJLZV`V\]LY`ZLSKVTYHUPU[V
]PVSLUJL[OH[T\JO)\[0OLHYK[OPZZSHWZVVMJV\YZLL]LY`^VTHUPU[OLWSHJLOHZNV[VULZOVLVMMHUK
^L»YLH[[OLKVVY9LHK`[VW\UJOOPZVULZOVLVMMHUK^LHSS^VYLZ[LLSZOHURZ[PSL[[VZ`V\RUV^[OL
^LHWVU`V\JHUJHYY`HUKUVVULJHUJOHYNL`V\^P[O
Of course, as Horeta’s reference to making noise reminds us, people can only intervene if they are aware of a problem.
Outcall agencies may be alerted by a call or text from a sex worker. Some of the incall third parties and sex workers told
us of agencies that have alert systems in place: “>LOHKHI\aaLYOVVRLK\WI`[OL^H`[VL]LY`YVVTZV[OH[P[^HZH
WHUPJI\[[VUP[^HZOVVRLK\W[V[OLMYVU[KLZR^OLYL0\Z\HSS`^HZ^OLU^L^VYRLK” (Tandy, incall agency manager).
A few sex workers also mentioned security camera in the rooms.
Considering the criminalized nature of the enterprise and given that many agency owners told us they would not (retroactively) report a problem or offence against themselves or their workers to the criminal justice system, they, surprisingly, had the same emergency strategy as ‘mainstream’ businesses; “;OLWVSPJL;OLYLJLW[PVUPZ[OHZILLU[VSK[OL
NPYSZOH]LILLU[VSKPMHU`[OPUNOHWWLUZ[VJHSS ” (Zoe, incall agency owner, Québec City).24 Carole, an incall agency
owner who is based in Toronto, spoke of priorities: “0»TUV[HMYHPK[VJHSS[OLWVSPJLVYZLJ\YP[`0TLHUPM[OH[TLHUZ0
OH]L[VNL[I\Z[LK[OLUZVILP[@V\RUV^[OLWYV[LJ[PVUVM[OLPUKP]PK\HSZOLYLPZ[OLU\TILYVULNVHS.” Andrew, an
outcall agency owner in Montréal, recounted a story of calling the police:
0JHSS[OLWVSPJL0Z[H`LKVU[OLSPUL^P[O[OLT0ZHPK!º9PNO[UV^H[[OPZHKKYLZZ[OLYL»ZHN\`^OV»Z[Y`PUN
[V¶B^OVOHZDHRUPML[V[OL[OYVH[BVMHULZJVY[D»0ZHPK!º0»T[LSSPUN`V\YPNO[UV^0»TNVPUNV]LY[OLYLVRH`
HUK0»TUV[^HP[PUNMVY`V\0»TNVPUNYPNO[UV^0»T[LSSPUN`V\ZV[OH[`V\JHUNL[VU`V\Y^H`»)LJH\ZL
[OLUOLOLHYKZVTLIHUNPUNº>OH[^HZ[OH[&»0ZHPK!º0[VYL\WHMLUJLWVZ[^P[OHZWPRLKLUKB0»TDIYLHRPUN
KV^U[OLKVVY»0W\[[OLZWPRL[V[OLJSPLU[»Z[OYVH[HUKOLMYLLKT`LZJVY[·^OVYHUH^H`;OLWVSPJLZHPK!
º>OH[»Z[OLTH[[LY&>OH[»ZOHWWLUPUN&»>LSS0ZHPK!º5V^OLOHZHIH[B¯D0MOLTHRLZHMHSZLTV]L0»T
NVPUN[VRPSSOPTP[^PSSILSLNP[PTH[LZLSMKLMLUJL»;LUJHYZHYYP]LK^P[OPUNLLaP[[VVRZLJVUKZHUK[OL`
^LYLHSS[OLYLB¯D;OLN\`^HZU»[HYYLZ[LK5VVUL^HZHYYLZ[LKPU[OH[^OVSL[OPUN)LJH\ZLUVVUL^HU[LK
[VSVKNLHJVTWSHPU[[translation ours]
As Andrew’s story serves to illustrate, it is not always possible for sex workers to call the police themselves in an emergency situation. In those cases, having a colleague, friend or third party who knows where they are, and is prepared to
call the police and/or act, is crucial.

SEXUAL HEALTH
Sex workers face assorted health risks by virtue of their jobs. However, as with other kinds of jobs, health risks vary by
industry sector and labour site. For example, just as factory workers may come into contact with hazardous chemicals

24. Translation ours.
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0[Y`[VNP]L[OLNPYSZHZT\JOPUMVYTH[PVUHZO\THUS`WVZZPISLILJH\ZL0RUV^[OH[PMHZP[\H[PVUKVLZJVTL
HIV\[ZH`[OL`KVJVU[YHJ[HU:;00JHU»[OLSW[OLT^P[O[OH[3PRL[OL`»YLUV[^VYRPUN^L»YLUV[^VYRPUN
:V[Y`[VTHRLZ\YLKVU»[[HRLHU`HTV\U[VMTVUL`MVYHU`[OPUNL_[YH^P[OV\[HJVUKVTP[»ZUV[^VY[OP[
(Bridget, outcall agency owner, Toronto)
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that vary according to what is being manufactured; sex workers face different and specific risks depending on their sector. While erotic massage providers risk backaches if tables are improperly positioned, BDSM specialists are vulnerable
to Repetitive Strain Injury (RSI) (OSH, 2004). In the sex industry, individuals who provide sexual services must also mitigate their risk of contracting a sexually transmitted illness. In this context, employers may, in principle, have a responsibility to provide safer sex supplies and ensure workers are well informed about how to protect their sexual health. Our
research revealed that in the context of criminalization and absent occupational health and safety regulations, agencies
exhibit a range of positions – from hyper-conscientious to less than desirable to negligible. That said, in our sample of
agencies we found consistent recognition of the importance of safer sex practices. Some offered advice:

Some managers, like Jane (incall agency owner, Halifax), had doctors come in to the establishment; while others encouraged testing. Still others, like Leah (incall/outcall agency manager, Ottawa), made it mandatory: “0»KTHRLZ\YLHSS
[OLNPYSZ^LYL[LZ[LK;OL`»KOH]L[VNV[OYV\NOHWO`ZPJHSHUKZ[\MMSPRL[OH[[VTHRLZ\YL[OL`»YLUV[/0=WVZP[P]L[OL`
KVU»[OH]L/LW*.”
Many agencies also had mandatory condom use policies: 0M0MV\UK[OH[HNPYS^HZUV[\ZPUNJVUKVTZ0^V\SKQ\Z[ZH`
[VOLY[OH[º0\UKLYZ[HUK`V\»YLUV[»HUK^HYUOLY[OH[ZOLZOV\SK(UKPM0JVU[PU\V\ZS`MV\UK[OH[ZOL^HZU»[[OLU0»K
OH]L[VSL[NVVMOLY)LJH\ZL[OLU[OLV[OLYNPYSZVUZ[HMM^V\SKILWYLZZ\YLKPU[VUV[\ZPUNJVUKVTZMYVTJ\Z[VTLYZ
(Joe, website provider/outcall agency owner, Toronto)
In comparison to Joe’s fairly casual approach, Sandra, a Toronto area sex worker, told us that at the agency where she
worked, “[OL`»SSHJ[\HSS`[LYTPUH[L`V\PM[OL`ÄUKV\[`V\»YLKVPUN[OH[BOH]PUN\UWYV[LJ[LKZL_D.” Such policies take
away sex workers’ discretion at the same time as they provide a powerful tool in their negotiations with clients and position them to forcefully insist on safer sex practices.
The approach to the provision of condoms also varied widely. Amidst the agency owners, managers and receptionists
we interviewed: seven provided condoms only, ten provided condoms and lube, six provided condoms and lube as
well as additional safer sex supplies (including, for example, gloves and/or dental dams), four provided condoms in extenuating circumstances, whereas 23 did not provide any safer sex equipment at all. In other words, some agency third
parties provide materials, like Beatrice (outcall agency owner, Hamilton) who told us that she is “I\`PUNJVUKVTZ
H`LHY” while many others expected workers to supply their own.
We see the way criminalization impacts on sex workers’ access to safer sex supplies when they are working for an
incall or outcall agency that is ‘wilfully blind’ to the provision of sexual services. These establishments will not provide
condoms or other safer sex supplies, as these would potentially be used as evidence in a criminal trial. Sex workers in
these agencies do not have ready access to safer sex supplies and must not only procure, but also dispose of, condoms. Robyn (sex worker, Toronto) explained that “`V\^LYLU»[HSSV^LK[VOH]LJVUKVTZPU[OLYVVT0M[OL`MV\UKSPRL
JVUKVTZPU[OLNHYIHNL[OH[^HZSPRLHIPNPZZ\LILJH\ZL^L^V\SKNL[PUZWLJ[LKI`[OLWVSPJL(UKZV`V\JV\SKU»[
BL]LUDOH]LHJVUKVT^YHWWLYZVTL^OLYL”
EMOTIONAL HEALTH
The importance of safeguarding workers’ emotional health is often overlooked by employers in many labour sectors and
has certainly historically been seen as outside of the expectations mandated through provincial occupational health and
safely legislation. This may, however, be changing. On January 16, 2013, the Federal Government unveiled voluntary
standards on psychological health and safety in the workplace aimed to provide: “systematic approach to develop and
sustain a psychologically healthy and safe workplace, including: the identification of psychological hazards in the workplace; the assessment and control of the risks in the workplace associated with hazards that cannot be eliminated” (Mental
Health Commission of Canada 2013, p. 1).
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In terms of general emotional support, Carole (incall agency owner, Toronto) laughingly told us she thought of herself as
“[OLOV\ZLJV\UZLSSVY/V\ZLN\PKHUJLJV\UZLSSVr.” She explained that, “HSV[VMNPYSZSPRL^PSSZ[H`HM[LYOV\YZ[VSPRL
KPZJ\ZZ[OPUNZPU[OLPYSPML^P[OTLHUK`V\RUV^RPUKVM^OLYL[OL`ZOV\SKNVVY^OH[[OL`ZOV\SKKV.” Although Coco
also offered “HJ[P]LSPZ[LUPUN0VMMLYLKHMYPLUKS`LHY,”25 she lamented that the Montréal area massage parlour where she
worked did not offer any kind of psychological support to sex workers. Sophie (incall/outcall agency owner, Ottawa)
was unique (in our sample) in that she actually did offer this service: “>LOHKHJV\WSLVMNVVKTLU[HSOLHS[OWYVMLZZPVU
HSZ>LOHKHWZ`JOVSVNPZ[[OH[ZH^V\YNPYSZHUK^LOHKHU4:>B4HZ[LYZVM:VJPHS>VYRD:V0^V\SK[Y`[VNL[[OLT
PU[VJV\UZLSSPUN.” While she did not organize this directly, Mielle (outcall agency owner, Ottawa) referred sex workers to
resources when she identified a need: “PM0OH]LHNPYS[OH[»ZKLHSPUN^P[OHUHI\ZP]LIV`MYPLUK0[LSSOLYKPMMLYLU[ZOLS[LYZ
PU6[[H^H[OH[ZOLJHUHJJLZZ”
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The above-noted innovation notwithstanding, the restricted vision of many ‘mainstream’ employers was also characteristic of agencies in our research. While for the most part agency third parties were aware of the need for security
and sexual health protocols, they were less preoccupied with safeguarding the emotional health of their workers. Some
did however offer general emotional support, active listening, resource provision, preventative advice, debriefing and
specific support after a crisis.

Some agency third parties recognize that sex work is challenging both as emotional labour and because of the stress
that its stigmatized status can cause. For example, Adele felt that it was her responsibility as an agency owner to:
2LLW[YHJRVM[OLNPYSZ»^LSSILPUNUV[Q\Z[[OLPY^LSSILPUNH[^VYRI\[PU[OLPYWYP]H[LSP]LZOV^[OH[JHUOH]L
HUPTWHJ[VU^VYROV^^VYRJHUOH]LHUPTWHJ[VUWYP]H[LSPMLHZ^LSS:VH[[OLZHTL[PTL[OLYL^HZ
HUV[OLYYLZWVUZPIPSP[`VMWZ`JOVZVJPHSZ\WWVY[ILJH\ZLL]LUWLVWSL^OV^VYRLK^LYLU»[ULJLZZHYPS`ºV\[»PU
[OLYLZ[VM[OLPYSP]LZ:V0^HZ[OLWLYZVU[OL`JV\SK]LU[[VB¯D0[^HZYLHSS`^LHYPUN[OLIVZZOH[I\[HSZV
[OLMYPLUK^OVSPZ[LUZ^OLU`V\^HU[[V]LU[OH[[translation ours]
Justine (outcall agency manager, Montréal) had a different approach to emotional health – rather than think of it as psychological support, she wanted to support sex workers by boosting their sense of confidence, “0JVUÄYT[OLMHJ[[OH[
[OL`»YLHSSNVYNLV\ZVY^OH[L]LY»ZNVYNLV\ZVU[OLT[OH[KH`0NVVUHIV\[P[HUK0SL[[OLTRUV^`V\RUV^º@V\»YL
ZTHY[`V\»YL[OPZ>OH[L]LY`V\HYL`V\HYL»B¯D0THRLZ\YL[OL`»YLOHWW`.”
It appears as though the emotional support offered at agencies – when it was offered – was largely informal. However,
Zoe (incall agency owner, Québec City) built a debriefing element into her training: “>OLUP[»ZUL^NPYSZ^OVOH]LUL]LY
KVUL[OPZB¯D[OLYL»ZYLHSS`HULZ[HISPZOLKWYVJLZZ^OLYLZOLPZHJJVTWHUPLKMYVT[OLZ[HY[VMOLYÄYZ[JSPLU[[V[OLLUK
VMOLYKH`^OLU[OLYL»ZSPRLHYLWVY[[OH[»ZKVULVU!º/V^KPK`V\ÄUKP[&+V`V\MLLSVRH`&¹
By contrast, Joe (outcall agency owner, Montréal) employed preventative (albeit rather crude) measures to safeguard
sex workers’ emotional health: ¸0\ZLK[VQ\Z[[LSS[OLNPYSZº+VU»[NL[PU]VS]LK^P[O[OLJ\Z[VTLYZ»B¯Dº+VU»[[HRL[OLT
ZLYPV\ZS`»0\ZLK[V^HYU[OLT[OH[P[»ZVUS`^VYRº+VUV[NL[WLYZVUHSS`PU]VS]LKHUKQ\Z[MVYNL[HZZVVUHZ`V\SLH]L
[OLYL^OH[[OL`ZH`[V`V\»¹
In addition to general and preventive measures, our research also revealed measures taken by third parties after a negative experience. Honey, a Montréal sex worker, told us about emotional support she appreciated after a bad experience
at work: ;OLIVZZYLHSS`[VVR[OL[PTL[V[HSR^P[OTLILJH\ZL0^HZZOHRPUNB¯D(UKOLYLHSS`[VVR[OL[PTL[VZP[TL
KV^UHUK!º(YL`V\VRH`&+V`V\^HU[[VNVOVTL&»B¯Dº(YL`V\VRH`[VRLLWNVPUN&»@V\RUV^OLKPKU»[MVYJLTL
[VZ[H`:VYLHSS`[OLYLHYLWSHJLZ^OLYL[OLIVZZLZH[[OLLTV[PVUHSSL]LS^PSSIL[OLYLMVY`V\;OL`^PSSH[[LUK[V`V\
0»]LUL]LYOHKHWSHJLHJ[\HSS`^OLYL[OL`^LYLU»[[OLYLBMVYTLD

25. Translation ours.
26. Translation ours.
27. Translation ours.
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As the focus groups made clear, Honey’s experience of consistently encountering emotionally supportive bosses was
not necessarily the norm. This section has, so far, focused on the labour practices and occupational health and safety
measures that agencies do provide and, in this respect, foregrounded the good labour practices that exist in the sex
industry. We now turn to the question of exploitation and bad labour practices and examine the shortcomings and unethical practices of some agency third parties. Here, our findings echo those of other scholars who, rather than framing
all individuals who have personal or professional relationships with sex workers as pimps, have documented the complexity and array of relationships sex workers have with third parties.28 While these authors argue that third parties can
offer valuable services to sex workers, they also recognize that some third parties economically and/or sexually exploit
their employees.29
Policies and practices that are harmful or fall short of meaningfully addressing the risks that workers face, are reprehensible. Recognizing them as labour exploitation allows us to contextualize them in a larger framework of worker rights
and labour practices. Indeed, such shortcomings and inconsistencies are certainly not specific to the sex industry, as
we have seen with the attrition of labour rights across ‘mainstream’ sectors in Canada (Vosko, 2000). Additionally, according to Tucker (2003), occupational health and safety measures have deteriorated with the shift towards (inadequate)
industry self-regulation since the 1980s. Moreover, in the sex industry the potential for poor or exploitative labour practices and policies is exacerbated by criminalization which pushes the industry into the shadows and (ironically) away
from oversight by regulatory labour bodies. It also (as we have already noted) denies sex workers recourse to labour
protections afforded to other workers. It is interesting to note here that in New Zealand, where sex work has been decriminalized, sex workers were included in “the /LHS[OHUK:HML[`PU,TWSV`TLU[(J[, which applies to the sex industry
as it does to any other” (OSH, 2004, p. 11).
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REFLECTIONS ON AGENCIES AND THE QUESTION OF ETHICS AND EXPLOITATION

So what are some of these bad practices? As we have already seen, agencies have different fee systems in place; in the
focus groups, sex workers complained about excessive, hidden or extra fees. Molly (Montréal) had worked at an agency
where she felt there were too many fees: “[OL`THKL\ZWH`MVY[OLYVVTZ3PRL^LHSYLHK`NP]LHSTVZ[OHSMBVM[OLOV\YS`
YH[LDWLYJSPLU[0ÄUK[OH[[OH[»ZHSYLHK`HSV[B¯DP[»ZSPRL`V\»YLNP]PUNTVYL[OHUOHSMVM`V\YZHSHY`”30 A mandatory driving
fee, even if she drove herself, was what finally compelled Christina (Toronto) to quit one agency.
Maxine (Ottawa), Alana (Ottawa) and Leslie (Montréal) had all worked for agencies whose advertising was inadequate
and/or who wanted sex workers to pay additional fees for this service. Kayla (Halifax) described the drawbacks of third
parties’ promotion strategies:
0^HZSPRLWYVIHIS`HIV\[¶B¯DHUK`V\ZLLT`OHPY»ZMHYMYVTISVUKLI\[[OL`»YLHK]LY[PZPUNTLHZH
ISVUKLWV\UKZI\Z[`:V¶HUK[OLUVMJV\YZLBJSPLU[ZDWPJRTLHUK[OLU0NV[V[OPZYVVTI\[0KVU»[
RUV^^OH[ZOLOHZZHPK¶`V\RUV^^OH[0TLHU&:OLQ\Z[ZH`Zº2H`SH`V\OH]LHJHSS»0NL[[V[OLYVVTHUK
[OLNLU[SLTHU»ZSPRLº>LSS`V\»YLUV[ISVUKL»HUK0»TSPRLº5VI`UVTLHUZ»(UKOL»Z`V\RUV^º@V\»YL
UV[WV\UKZ»º5VI`UVTLHUZ»B¯D(UKHSV[VM[PTLZ[OL`^PSS[\YU`V\H^H`
Whereas Kayla’s comment above speaks to the ramifications of dishonest advertising, Leslie (Montréal) explained the
consequences of a lack of transparency in hiring practices:
@V\OH]LHJSPLU[MVYL]LY`[`WLVMNPYS`V\OH]LHJSPLU[MVYL]LY`IVK`[`WL)\[0[OPURP[»Z[VVIHK^OLUH
NPYSZH`^OVOHZHJLY[HPUWO`ZPX\LKVLZU»[KV^LSSB¯D0[OHWWLULK[VTLILPUNPUHTHZZHNLWHYSV\Y0
KPKU»[Ä[[OLJSPLU[LSL[OLYLB¯D0TH`ILKPKT`[^V[OYLLJSPLU[ZHKH``V\RUV^Q\Z[LUV\NO[V[LSST`ZLSM!
º0OH]LZVTLTVUL`:V0^VU»[JVTWSHPU»)\[`V\RUV^^OLU`V\ZLL`V\YV[OLYJV^VYRLYZKVPUNZL]LU
LPNO[BJSPLU[ZDHKH`;OLUH[ZVTLWVPU[`V\YIVZZ[LSSZ`V\!º3PZ[LUTH`IL`V\^HU[[V[HRLML^LYZOPM[Z&

28. On this topic see for example Gillies (2013); van der Meulen (2010); van der Meulen & Durisin (2008); Currie & Gillies (2006); Lewis et al.
(2005); Bruckert, Parent & Robitaille (2003); Lowman (2000).
29. On this topic see Gillies (2013); Love (2013); van der Meulen (2010); van der Meulen & Durisin (2008); HIV/AIDS Legal Network (2006);
Childs et al. (2006); Lewis et al. (2005); Bruckert, Parent & Robitaille (2003); Lowman (2000), (1998), (1986); Lowman & Fraser (1996).
30. Translation ours.
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Alana (Ottawa) described another kind of communication problem at the agency where she worked:
;OL`^V\SKUL]LY[LSSTLSPRLPMP[^HZHJSPLU[[OH[0OHKZLLUILMVYLILJH\ZLHSV[VMT`JSPLU[ZOH]LZWLJPHS
YLX\LZ[ZSPRL[OL`^HU[`V\[V^LHY`V\RUV^SPUNLYPLHUKZ[VJRPUNZHUKZ[\MM(UKZV[OL`^V\SKU»[[LSSTL
(UKP[»ZSPRL0HS^H`ZOHK[V¶THRLZ\YL[OH[0OHKZ[\MMPUT`IHNQ\Z[PUJHZLP[OHWWLULK[VILZVTLVUL[OH[
0RUL^HUK[OL`^V\SK^HU[HZWLJPÄJ[OPUN
Similarly, Lee (Toronto) had worked at an agency where she only received clients’ room numbers, not even their names,
and “OHSM[OL[PTL0UL]LYL]LURUL^BPMD0^HZZLLPUNZVTLVUL^OVZH^TLILMVYL” This also begs the question of how
much Lee’s agency knew about their clients – in other words, it casts doubt on the rigour of their screening process.
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0OH]LZVTLVUL^OV^V\SKSPRLTVYLZOPM[Z»0UZ[LHKVMJSLHYS`[LSSPUNTL!º0»TZVYY`I\[TH`IL`V\KVU»[Ä[
^P[OT`JSPLU[LSL»[translation ours]

Although several focus group participants had said they appreciated the client screening agencies undertake, others felt
it was inadequate. In regard to drugs, Maxine (Ottawa) complained:
([ [OL THZZHNL WHYSV\Y ^OLYL 0 ^HZ ^VYRPUN PU 4VU[YtHS ^L HSZV OHK [OPZ V\[JHSS ZLY]PJL HUK [OPZ VUL
J\Z[VTLYNV[WHZ[[OLZJYLLUPUNMVY[OLPUJHSSSVJH[PVUHSZVKPKHSV[VMV\[JHSSZHUKP[^HZRUV^U[OH[OLKPK
ISV^HSS[OL[PTLB¯D(UKSPRLOL^V\SKIYPUNJVRLPU[V[OLWHYSV\YHUK[OLV^ULYRUL^HIV\[[OPZ"ZOL
^V\SKZH`SPRLº;LSSOPTUV[[VIYPUN[OH[ZOP[V]LYOLYL»B¯D)\[[OLUOL^V\SKJHSSMVYHUV\[JHSSHUKSPRL
ZOL»KZLUKOLYNPYSZ[OLYLHUKVI]PV\ZS`[OLYL»ZISV^L]LY`^OLYLZVZOLRUL^[OH[[OPZN\`^HZ\ZPUNHSS
[OL[PTLB¯D)LJH\ZLOLZWLU[HSV[VMTVUL`ZOL»KQ\Z[ZH`º6O^LSSOLQ\Z[^HU[Z`V\[OLYLMVYHJV\WSL
VMOV\YZZV`V\N\`ZÄN\YLP[V\[»
Sex workers told us some third parties operate primarily in the interest of their ‘bottom line’ to the neglect of workers’
emotional and physical safety. As Moxie (Halifax) told us:
0»]LZLLU[PTLZ^OLYL0»]LOHKHIHKKH[LHUKHSS[OLTHUHNLTLU[[OLUJHYLKHIV\[PZOV^SVUNPZP[NVPUN[V
[HRL[VNL[`V\YZLSMÄ_LK\W[VNL[[V[OLUL_[N\`B¯D3PRLP[^HZU»[HIV\[º(YL`V\VRH`&3L[TL[HRL`V\
[V[OLOVZWP[HS+V`V\^HU[TL[VJHSS[OLJVWZ&»5VULVM[OH[0[^HZ!º/V^SVUNILMVYL`V\JHUNL[Ä_LK\W
LUV\NO[VNVVU[V[OLUL_[JSPLU[ILJH\ZL0»]LNV[HJSPLU[^HP[PUNMVY`V\»:VP[^HZU»[HIV\[JHYPUNHIV\[
\Z0[^HZHIV\[JHYPUNHIV\[OV^THU`JSPLU[Z^LNV[KVULZVOV^T\JOTVUL`[OL`NV[
Trina, an Ottawa area sex worker, also spoke of a striking disregard for her emotional (and physical) wellbeing:
(UKPU[LYTZVMLTV[PVUHSZ\WWVY[0^HZHZZH\S[LKH[[OLZLJVUKWHYSV\Y0^VYRLKH[HUK^OLU0^HZ^VYRPUN
HSVULHUK^OLU0WOVULK[OLIVZZ[V[LSSOLYZOLKPKU»[VMMLY[VSPRLJVTLV]LYZLUKHU`VULV]LY0^HZ
L_WLJ[LK[VJVTWSL[LT`ZOPM[0^HZL_WLJ[LK[V[HRLHJSPLU[^P[OPUHUOV\YVMOH]PUNILLUHZZH\S[LK
The above examples speak to a disconcerting callousness among some agency third parties. Sex workers also identified instances of poor management. One such issue was that some third parties created unhealthy work environments.
Although not as extreme as the above examples, the following stories also demonstrate a lack of solidarity by third parties. For example, Trina (Ottawa) found that her boss “ZVTL[PTLZ\ZLK[V[HSRZOP[HIV\[[OLV[OLYNPYSZ”
Another poorly managed area identified by sex workers was that of work distribution by third parties. For example,
Alana’s (Ottawa) boss would not book calls for her in advance; while for Christina (Toronto), “[OLIPNNLZ[PZZ\L0OHK
^VYRPUN^P[OBV\[JHSSDHNLUJPLZPZ[OLYL^LYLZPTWS`[VVTHU`NPYSZVU[OLYVZ[LYUV[LUV\NOI\ZPULZZUV[LUV\NO]VS
\TLVMI\ZPULZZMVYL]LY`NPYS” Lilly (Montréal) thought the distribution of work was uneven at a massage parlour where
“^LKPKSPUL\WZHUKP[^HZ[OLJSPLU[Z^OVJOVZLB¯D)\[[OH[TLHU[[OH[[OLYL^HZHNPYS^OVOHKÄ]LJSPLU[ZPUHZOPM[
HUKV[OLYZ^OVOHKaLYV”31 Maxine (Ottawa) found that there was favouritism at her agency, which she thought was
deeply unfair:

31. Translation ours.
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Maxine’s comment also alerts us to the expectation of ‘free’ labour at incall agencies (this seems to have been particularly common in massage parlours) – sex workers are expected to do tasks such as laundry, cleaning and/or answering
the phone at the establishment, even though they pay a fee to use the facility and do not receive a salary.
Focus group participants also identified more profoundly unethical practices at agencies. Some of this reflected the
‘lookism’ and discrimination against individuals we also see play out in decreased employment, advancement opportunities and lower earnings for those for those deemed unattractive or ‘overweight’ in ‘mainstream’ jobs (YWCA, 2008). In
particular, racism manifested in disturbing ways including: racial quotes; in the presentation of racialized women as the
erotic/exotic other; in shift distribution.32 While Lee (Toronto) described agencies refusing black women because “^L
HSYLHK`OH]LHISHJRNPYSVUZ[HMMHUK`V\»YLWHY[PJ\SHYS`KPMÄJ\S[[VTHYRL[” Moxie (Halifax) described an agency that
had no black women on staff at all:

CHAPTER 3: MAPPING AGENCIES - THE ‘FOR’ RELATIONSHIP

;OLYL^HZ[OPZVUL^VYRLY[OH[0OH]LPUTPUK[OH[^V\SKILZJOLK\SLKVUZOPM[HUK[OLU`V\^V\SKIVVR
OLY¶ILJH\ZLZOL^HZHS^H`ZM\SS`IVVRLK¶HUKZOL^V\SKKLJPKLUV[[VZOV^\W3PRLZOL^V\SKJVTL
PU^OLUZOL^HU[LK)LJH\ZLZOLOHK[OLWYP]PSLNLVMTHRPUN[OLV^ULYHSS[OPZTVUL`ZOL[OV\NO[[OH[ZOL
JV\SKQ\Z[^HSRPUHUKTHRLTVUL`^OLUZOL^HU[LKSLH]LH[!WT¶[OYLLOV\YZILMVYL[OLLUKVMOLY
ZOPM[¶^L»KKVHSSOLYSH\UKY`:VILJH\ZLZOLYHJRLKPUZVT\JOJHZOV\YIVZZ^V\SKU»[^HU[[VNL[YPKVM
OLY:V[OH[^HZM\JRPUNHUUV`PUN0[^HZSPRL[OL^VYZ[

;OLYL^HZVULWSHJL[OH[0UL]LY^LU[ILJH\ZL[OLYL¶P[^HZ[OH[SP[[SLVSKSHK`PU5L^6YSLHUZ¶ILJH\ZL
OLYJSPLU[ZSPRLISVUKLZHUKZTHSSNPYSZYPNO[&:VZOLRUL^^OH[OLYJSPLU[Z^HU[:V[VQ\Z[[HRLHUV[OLYNPYS
Q\Z[[VOH]LHUL_[YHIVK`PZ\UMHPY[V[OLNPYSILJH\ZL0TLHU`V\RUV^[OH[[OPZWHY[PJ\SHYI\ZPULZZ`V\OH]L
[OLZLZHTLJSPLU[Z"`V\RUV^[OLNPYSZ[OL`\Z\HSS`WPJRZVZH`º3VVR`V\RUV^0»TYLHSS`NSHK`V\HWWSPLK
I\[T`JSPLU[ZSPRL[PU`ISVUKLZOVU`V\RUV^HUK`V\»YLISHJRHUKIPN0[»ZQ\Z[UV[NVPUN[V^VYR»
In addition to discrimination, other problematic practices sex workers spoke of were sexual harassment and bullying.
For example, a third party that Moxie (Halifax) had worked for expected sexual favours from those who worked for him,
“(UK[OLNPYSZ^OV^V\SKKVOPTNV[[OLL_[YH¶NV[[OLIL[[LYJSPLU[Z¹Similarly, Christina (Toronto) told us about one
experience:
>OH[[OPZV^ULY^V\SKKVPZOL^V\SKPU]P[LNPYSZMVYPU[LY]PL^Z\WH[OPZJVUKVHUK`V\RUV^HUKQ\Z[[HRL
OPZ[PTL[HSRPUN[V`V\KLTHUKLK[VZLL`V\YIVK`@V\RUV^0Z[YPWWLKKV^U[VT`SPUNLYPLHUKQ\Z[ZOV^LK
OPT 0 TLHU I\[ [OH[ ^HZ Q\Z[ SPRL H KVKN` WYHJ[PJL ILJH\ZL `V\ RUV^ ^L KVU»[ OH]L ^VYR HUK ZHML[`
WYVJLK\YLZPUWSHJLSPRLV[OLYPUK\Z[YPLZ3PRLPUHU`V[OLYPUK\Z[Y`[OPZ^V\SKUV[ILHJJLW[HISL(UK`V\
RUV^OLOPU[LK[OH[OL^V\SKOH]LSPRLKHMYLLZLY]PJLHUK0RUV^0OH]LWLYZVUHSS`TL[NPYSZ^VYRPUNMVY[OL
HNLUJ`^OVKPKKV`V\RUV^ZLY]PJLMVYMYLLB¯D0WYL[LUKLK0KPKU»[RUV^^OH[OL^HZ[HSRPUNHIV\[
At another workplace, Christina described a female third party who subjected her workers to “HUNLYV\[I\YZ[ZB¯DV\[YH
NLV\ZILOH]PV\YB¯D`LSSPUNHUKUHTLJHSSPUN” Christina’s suggestion that scenarios such as these can happen in the
sex industry because of sex workers’ inability to access labour regulatory mechanisms, further highlights the drawbacks
engendered by criminalization.
For the most part, the problems sex workers described – poor labour practices, issues with organizational strategies
and employer-employee relationship – are comparable to the problems encountered in other employment sectors. Indeed, business owners that prioritize their own interests above those of their employees is a drawback to working for
someone else in any sector, just as being an entrepreneur is more time consuming, encompasses more responsibilities,
and is not necessarily more rewarding. As Kitty (sex worker, Toronto) said, “P[»ZHIP[VMNP]LHUK[HRLVUIV[OLUKZVMP[
HUK0[OPURWYVIHIS`P[IHSHUJLZV\[H[[OLLUKVM[OLKH`”

32. For more on racism in the sex industry see Ross (2009).
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CHAPTER FOUR:
MAPPING ASSOCIATES - THE ‘WITH’ RELATIONSHIP

MAPPING ASSOCIATES - THE ‘WITH’ RELATIONSHIP

Associates are individuals who collaborate or work with sex workers in various capacities to facilitate
or expedite the sex worker’s business. These are symbiotic and mutually beneficial affiliations: for
example, an independent sex worker could work, albeit perhaps less often or less securely, without
the services of an associate. For the most part, we found that this relationship emerges out of, or is an
offshoot of, other business ventures by the associate (most often sex work). As such, it is a sideline
and therefore a secondary source of income for these individuals. Although it is likely that there are
other associate relationships, our research identified four types: agents, mentors, event promoters
and worksite providers. In this chapter we examine each of these occupational categories, reflect on
‘mainstream’ equivalents before we unpack the roles in terms of services, control, authority, skills and
relationships.
In Figure Three we present an overview of the Associate Model detailing these service relationships
organized from the greatest to least authority/control over the organization of sex workers’ labour. As
was the case in the Agency Model, the lowest (white) tier of the chart provides examples, drawn from
the research, to give a sense not only of the range of associate relationships but also the diversity
within specific roles.
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SECURITY
On-site presence.
SEXUAL HEALTH
SUPPLIES
None.
BUSINESS SUPPORT
Booking, referrals,
transportation.
OTHER SUPPLIES/
SERVICES
Lodging, drugs,
social events.

.......................................................................

AUTHORITY OVER
LABOUR PROCESS
Schedules events,
establishes rates,
informal code of
conduct established.

.......................................................................

BROKER BETWEEN
ESCORTS AND
CLIENTS
Informal representative of 4 SW.

SECURITY
On-site presence.
SEXUAL HEALTH
SUPPLIES
Condoms, lube.
BUSINESS SUPPORT
Booking, personal
advertising.
OTHER SUPPLIES/
SERVICES
Taxi fare if not paid
by client.

.......................................................................

AUTHORITY OVER
LABOUR PROCESS
Sets rates, determines location,
establishes services
offered.

.......................................................................

OCCASIONAL
AGENT
SW and informal
agent for several
male, female and
trans SW.

EDOUARD
MONTRÉAL

SECURITY
Screening.
SEXUAL HEALTH
SUPPLIES
Condoms.
BUSINESS SUPPORT
Booking, location, driver, photos
organized, advice on
fees.
OTHER SUPPLIES/
SUPPORT
Advice on client
interaction, appearance and hygiene.

.......................................................................

AUTHORITY OVER
LABOUR PROCESS
Code of conduct
enforced.

.......................................................................

TRAINER FOR IN/
OUTCALL
Independent SW
who mentors 1 or 2
novices on business
and service aspects
of sex work.

BRITNEY
OTTAWA

SECURITY
Screening, on-site
presence.
SEXUAL HEALTH
SUPPLIES
Condoms, lube,
gloves.
BUSINESS SUPPORT
Event logistics,
transportation, S&M
equipment.
OTHER SUPPLIES/
SUPPORT
Debriefing.

.......................................................................

AUTHORITY OVER
LABOUR PROCESS
Schedules events,
sets rates, determines location,
establishes activities.

.......................................................................

EVENT ORGANIZER/
PROMOTER
Engages SW to work
at the special events
she organizes.

SANDI
MONTRÉAL

Fee for service.

Organizes, promotes and staffs
special events.

EVENT PLANNER

EXERCISES SOME AUTHORITY/CONTROL OVER THE ORGANIZATION OF SEX WORKERS’ LABOUR

SECURITY
Screening training,
screening for duos,
on-site presence if
requested, pepper
spray.
SEXUAL HEALTH
SUPPLIES
Condoms, finger
cots, sexual health
info.
BUSINESS SUPPORT
Advice, location,
advertising/booking
of duos, massage
lotion, bodywash,
bottled water,
candles.
OTHER SUPPLIES/
SERVICES
Cleaning, laundry.

.......................................................................

AUTHORITY OVER
LABOUR PROCESS
Sets hours of operation, insists fees appropriate for space/
image, code of
respectful, safe and
discreet conduct.

.......................................................................

MENTOR IN ‘UPSCALE’ MASSAGE
STUDIO
Independent SW
who accepts one
(informal) apprentice
to share workspace.

LILITH
OTTAWA

Fee for service.

Fee for service or portion of
SW’s earnings.

DADDY
TORONTO

Shares knowledge, skills and
information in an apprenticeship-like arrangement.

MENTOR

Working on behalf of another,
secures and books appointments.

AGENT

WORKS WITH SEX WORKERS

ASSOCIATE MODEL

WORKSITE PROVIDER

SECURITY
Camera in lobby,
on-site presence,
screening of
workers.
SEXUAL HEALTH
SUPPLIES
None.
BUSINESS SUPPORT
Location, schedule coordination,
towels, oils, shower
products.
OTHER SUPPLIES/
SERVICES
Mentoring/advice,
stereo, cleaning,
laundry.

.......................................................................

AUTHORITY OVER
LABOUR PROCESS
Code of respectful,
safe and discreet
conduct, expectation
of workers to offer
‘higher end’ service.

.......................................................................

PROVIDES ‘HIGH
END’ MASSAGE
LOCATION
Owner/manager
of erotic massage
space for other independent SW.

JONATHAN
OTTAWA

Fee per use.

SECURITY
Security camera,
on-site presence of
manager (at times).
SEXUAL HEALTH
SUPPLIES
Condoms, lube.
BUSINESS SUPPORT
Equipment, toys,
location.
OTHER SUPPLIES/
SERVICES
Mentoring/advice, alcohol, food, internet.

.......................................................................

AUTHORITY OVER
LABOUR PROCESS
Code of respectful,
safe and discreet
conduct enforced.

.......................................................................

RENTS INCALL
WORK SPACE
Co-owner/manager
of incall work space
for other independent SW.

RHONDA
TORONTO

Provides, organizes and
maintains work space for select
workers.

Agents fulfill many of the same roles that we saw in outcall agencies; here however, it is an PUKP]PK\HS who works with
one (or several) sex workers, providing a customized service. In the ‘mainstream’ economy, agents act on another’s behalf – they are the representatives who negotiate between clients and workers. We can think, for example, of modeling
agents who secure and book assignments for fashion models for a percentage of the fees. A good modeling agent is
not only well connected with potential clients (e.g., magazine publishers, clothing designers, advertisers) but is sensitive to the strengths and capabilities of those she/he represents. An effective agent endeavours to ensure a good ‘fit’, a
smooth modeling ‘gig’ and satisfied models (who are the agent’s clients after all). At the same time, in order to generate
repeat business, the advertising executives (who are also clients) must be satisfied. In the sex industry, agents fulfill the
same middle-person role between clients and escorts. For example, Daddy, a 40-year-old “]LY`JSHZZ`ISHJRTHU” from
Toronto, spoke of how it made good business sense not only to connect clients and workers but also to ensure a good
match:
B0^V\SKD[Y`HUKTHRLZ\YL0OVVRLK[OLT\W^P[OHNPYS^OVZLWLYZVUHSP[`^V\SKU»[JSHZO^P[O[OLPYZ:V
PM[OL`»YLOHWW`[OL`JHSS`V\ÄYZ[/HWW`WLVWSLJHSS`V\ÄYZ[:V0RUV^JLY[HPUWLVWSL^P[OJLY[HPUNPYSZ
[OPZN\`^V\SKKYP]LOLYJYHa`ZV0JHU»[ZLUK[OLTV]LY[OLYL:V[OLYL»ZHSP[[SLIP[VMWH`PUNH[[LU[PVUHUK
WLYZVUHSP[`TH[JOPUN`V\RUV^HUKZLLPUN^OVOHK[OLYPNO[H[[P[\KL
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AGENT

By contrast, Vicky, who described herself as a “NLUKLYÅ\PK” sex worker from an ultra conservative family, was aware
that a failure to match well increases the risk of boundary violation and framed ‘matching’ as important to safeguard the
physical and emotional health of the sex worker whom she represented (who was also her intimate partner):
0^V\SKHYYHUNL[OH[^P[O[OLV[OLYPUKP]PK\HSBJSPLU[DB;OLD[`WLZVMZLY]PJLZB¯D0^V\SKHYYHUNL[OH[^P[O
[OLV[OLYWLYZVUHZ^LSSB¯D5VNYLLRVYHU`[OPUNSPRL[OH[¶0^HZ[OLVUL^OVTHKL[OVZLIV\UKHYPLZJSLHY
[V[OLV[OLYWLYZVUB¯D0N\LZZ`V\»YL[OLÄS[LYYPNO[&B¯D;OH[^HZWYVIHIS`[OLOHYKLZ[WHY[MVYTL0[^HZ
ILPUNYLZWVUZPISLMVYZVTLIVK`LSZL»ZTLU[HSHUKWO`ZPJHS^LSSILPUN
Agents not only match clients and sex workers, they also book appointments. This scheduling function affords them a
measure of control over sex workers’ labour process since they establish the time and location of the service encounter.
More significantly, at least in the case of Édouard and Vicky, they negotiated the services as well. As Vicky, who was very
conscientious about respecting her partner’s boundaries, said, “0RPUKVM0N\LZZWSH`LK[OLYVSLVMILPUN[OH[TPKKSL
WLYZVUHUKZOLQ\Z[ZOV^LK\WKPK^OH[ZOLKPKB¯DL]LY`[OPUNLSZL^HZKVULI`TL.”
In addition, agents may have access to customers through other businesses. For example, Daddy explained that his
sex worker agent activities intersected with his drug dealing business: “*SPLU[Z[OH[^HU[LK^LLKVY^OH[L]LYLSZLH
SV[VM[OLTLUKLK\WSH[LYVU^HU[PUN[OLNPYSZ:V^LTPNO[OH]LJHTLMVY[OLNPYSZHUK[OL`LUKLK\W^HU[PUNWHY[`
MH]V\YZ6Y[OL`TPNO[OH]LJHTLMVY[OLWHY[`MH]V\YZHUK[OL`LUKLK\W^HU[PUN[OLNPYSZ@V\RUV^P[HS^H`Z^VYRLK
^LSS[VNL[OLY¹
Édouard’s role as an agent serves to expand his business as a sex worker by offering more of a variety, in terms of both
services and providers. It also enables him to retain his clients by sending a reliable sex worker when he himself is unavailable. His role as an agent also supplements his income as he ages. He explained:
:VTL[PTLZ0^PSSZLUKVULBZL_^VYRLYDI\[ZVTL[PTLZ0»SSNVB¯D(SZV^OH[0Z\NNLZ[[VT`JSPLU[PZ[OH[
[OL[^VVM\ZNV[OLUL_[[PTL;OH[^PSSJVZ[OPTKV\ISL)\[0»SSHZROPT^OH[OL^HU[ZB¯D(UKH[HJLY[HPU
WVPU[^OLU0OH]L[VVTHU`JHSSZH[[OLZHTL[PTL0OH]L[VJHSSZVTLVULB¯D0ULLK[VOH]LZVTLVUL^OV
PZHISL[VOVZ[BJSPLU[ZDH[[OLPYWSHJLILJH\ZLV[OLY^PZL0»TSVZPUNJSPLU[ZHUK0»TSVZPUNB¯D[OLVWWVY[\UP[`
MVYT`LTWSV`LLZ[VTHRLTVUL`[translation ours] (Édouard, agent, Québec City)
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>LHK]LY[PZLKHZX\LLY(UK[OH[`V\JV\SKZLLIV[OVM\Z:V[OLYL»ZKLÄUP[LS`[OLK\VHZWLJ[HUK[OH[^L
^LYLHJ[\HSS`X\LLY>LHK]LY[PZLK[OH[^L^LYLPU[OLRPURHUKML[PZORPUKVMYLHST(UK0N\LZZV\Y[HYNL[
^HZUV[[OL[`WPJHSN\`VY[OL[`WPJHSWLYZVU0[^HZZVTLIVK`^OV^HZHS[LYUH[P]LPU[OLPYZL_\HSP[`^HU[LK
ZVTLIVK`^OV^HZHS[LYUH[P]L(UK[OH[»ZOV^^LHK]LY[PZLKP[
Agents also offered security services. Daddy told us:
0M [OL` ^LYL KVPUN ZVTL[OPUN 0 ^V\SK HJJVTWHU` [OLT ^HP[ MVY [OLT 0»K ZOV^ \W ^P[O [OLT ZV P[ ^HZ
VI]PV\Z[OH[[OL`^LYL[HRLUJHYLVMB¯D>LSS[OLYL»Z[PTLZ^OLU[OL`»K^HU[TL[VJVTLYPNO[[V[OLZWV[
^P[O[OLTL]LU[HRLJHRLB[OLMLLDHUKNVOH]LHKYPURPU[OLSVII`VM[OLOV[LS^OPSL[OL`KPK[OH[6Y0TPNO[
Q\Z[ILPU[OLSVII`[OL^OVSL[PTLRUV^PUN^OH[YVVT[OL`^LYLPUHUK^OH[L]LYHUK[VHUZ^LYT`WOVULPM
[OLYL^HZHWYVISLTHUKJHSS[OLTPUH[[OLKLZPYLK[PTLB¯D>LOHKJVKL^VYKVYHJVKLZH`PUNHUK[OLYL
^HZHJLY[HPU[PTL[VJHSSJHSSOLYWOVUL[VTHRLZ\YL`V\[L_[TL[OLZL^VYKZ0»SSILYPNO[[OLYL
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Whereas Édouard advertised in the newspaper, Vicky, an agent in Toronto, solicited clients for herself1 and her partner
online. She described the niche market they were targeting:

Vicky would also provide transportation and sometimes waited in the lobby while her girlfriend was on a call. However,
her security was preventive rather than about a menacing presence: screening calls, check-ins and debriefs. She also
provided guidance in the form of “HSV[VM[HSRHYV\UKZHML[`HUKSPRLP[ILPUNVRH`[VZH`º5V»HUKZ[PJRI``V\YIV\UKHY
PLZ.”
By contrast, although Édouard also told us that he screens clients, he is largely preoccupied with his own risk of being
robbed by the sex workers he works with: “P[»ZYHYL[OH[0»SSZLUKZVTLVUL[VZVTLVULLSZL»ZWSHJL0^V\SKYH[OLYKVP[
H[OVTLHUKL]LUSLH]LT`YVVTH]HPSHISLHUKILHYV\UK[VTHRLZ\YL[OH[^OLUP[»ZB[OLHWWVPU[TLU[DV]LY0NL[T`
TVUL`.”2 He also worries about being assaulted by the sex workers he represents – and he told us that the only situation in which he would call someone “SPRLHIVK`I\PSKLY^OVYLHSS`SPRLZTLB¯DBPZD[VWYV[LJ[TLMYVTT`LTWSV`LLZ.”3
Édouard’s comments speak to how perceptions of risk may be conditioned by the gender of the workers and/or the
third parties involved.
In short, considerable diversity emerged in the interviews with third parties and sex workers which highlights the range
of ways the agent relationship can ‘play out.’ This is also reflected in the different ways income and fees are distributed.
While Édouard’s fees are sometimes negotiable, he likes to pay the sex workers he represents a greater percentage of
the rate than he keeps: “^OH[0L_WLJ[^OLU0ZLUKZVTLVULPZ[OH[OLNL[Z[^PJL^OH[0NL[:VPM0NL[KVSSHYZOL
NL[Z0MOLZ[H`Z[^VOV\YZ[OLUP[B[OLWYPJLDOHZ[VNV\WP[OHZ[VNV[V^LSS[OLU0OH]L.”4 For Édouard,
this is a strategy to ensure loyal colleagues who do not feel exploited by virtue of having to pay an unfair cut to the
agent.
For Vicky, the distribution of income was more complicated because her relationship with the woman she represented
was both professional and personal:
0 HIZVYILK HSS [OL JVZ[Z 6U OLY WHY[ [OLYL ^HZU»[ YLHSS` T\JO JVZ[ >OLU ^L KPK ^VYR ^L WVVSLK [OL
TVUL`[VNL[OLYB¯D;OLYL^LYLJLY[HPUSPRL0U[LYUL[ZWLJPÄJHSS`^HZQ\Z[ZVTL[OPUN[OH[^LIV[OWHPKMVY
0[^HZWHY[VM`V\RUV^V\YKHPS`IPSSZ0KPKOH]LSPRLTVYLWOVULIPSSJVZ[Z(UK[OH[^HZZVTL[OPUN[OH[0
HIZVYILKB¯D0[^HZJHZLI`JHZLILJH\ZLHSV[VM[OL[PTLZ^L^VYRLK[VNL[OLY[VZ[HY[VMM^P[O(UK^L
IV[OQ\Z[\ZLK[OH[TVUL`[VWH`IPSSZHUKSPRLYLU[>OLUZOLZ[HY[LK^VYRPUNVUOLYV^UZOLKLÄUP[LS`
VMMLYLK[OLTVUL`:OLZHPKº;OPZPZMVY[OLIV[OVM\Z»+LWLUKPUNVU^OLYL^LIV[O^LYLÄUHUJPHSS`P[^HZ

1. Although both Vicky and her girlfriend worked as sex workers, her partner was more successful because: “0»TUV[[OLZ[LYLV[`WPJHSSVVR
0»TUV[[OLZ[LYLV[`WPJHSZPaL0»TUV[[OLZ[LYLV[`WPJHSHU`[OPUNB¯DI\[ZOL^HZHZ[LYLV[`WPJHS^OH[L]LY`V\RUV^ÄSSPU[OLISHUR(UK
ZOLTHYRL[LKT\JOIL[[LY.”
2. Translation ours.
3. Translation ours.
4. Translation ours.
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When we consider the role of agents the image of the ‘pimp’ comes to mind. Indeed Édouard told us “0»THWPTW”5 and
Daddy, clearly cognisant of the black pimp stereotype, laughingly explained “0»TUV[HWPTWI\[0WSH`VULVU;=.” There
are certainly aspects of the agent relationship that raise ‘flags.’ For example, in a narrative above Daddy told us he will
sometimes “[HRLJHRLHUKNVOH]LHKYPURPU[OLSVII`VM[OLOV[LS” while the sex worker does her call. This collection
of the fees and menacing presence could easily be the enactment of classic ‘pimp’ behaviour. However it may also be a
service Daddy is offering - as we examine in Chapter Five, sex workers sometimes appreciate being able to leave their
money with third parties to mitigate the risk of being robbed. In the following narrative Wendy, a former sex worker in
Ottawa6, describes her relationship with a drug dealer she casually referred to as her ‘pimp.’ Wendy had a professional,
rather than romantic, relationship with this agent who afforded her the opportunity to work as an outcall escort instead
of soliciting clients on the street – an option she welcomed but one she was not, at that time, able to coordinate herself.
In Wendy’s account we see the importance of attending to specificity and lived experience; the actions and behaviours
that are assumed to be markers of exploitation are experienced, and therefore must be understood, in contextuallyspecific ways:
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HNP]LHUK[HRL:VPMZOL^HZPUHWSHJL^OLYLZOL^HZVRH`ÄUHUJPHSS`HUK0^HZU»[[OLU^LWVVSLKP[B¯D
0UNLULYHSP[^HZOLY^VYRZOLTHKLP[ZOLRLLWZP[<USLZZ^L»YLZ[Y\NNSPUN>OPJOKPKOHWWLU

/LWHPKMVY[OLWOVUL/LWHPKMVY[OLHKPU[OLWHWLYB¯D0»KTHRL[OLHYYHUNLTLU[Z[VNVBVUHJHSSDHUK
[OLUOL^V\SK[HRLTL[OLYLHUK^HP[:VPMP[^HZHOHSMOV\YJHSSOL^V\SKILV\[ZPKL[OLKVVY^HP[PUNMVY
TLPU[OH[OHSMOV\YHUKPMUV[OL^V\SKRUVJR(UKPMP[^HZHUOV\YJHSS[OLUOL^V\SKKV[OLZHTL[OPUN
B:V`V\^LU[MYVTZ[YLL[IHZLK[VV\[JHSS&D@LZ0[^HZHSV[IL[[LYZP[\H[PVU^P[OOPT0TLHU0^V\SKWH`OPT
3PRL^L^V\SKZWSP[[OLTVUL`5V0»TS`PUN¶UV[ZWSP[[OLTVUL`0NV["OLNV[;OH[PUJS\KLKOPT`V\
RUV^ILPUN[OLYLHUK[OLNHZHUKL]LY`[OPUNB¯D/LWYV]PKLKL]LY`[OPUN/LIV\NO[TLZVTLJSV[OLZHUK
OLNV[T`UHPSZKVULHUKT`OHPYKVULHUK`V\RUV^:VP[^HZHT\JOIL[[LYZP[\H[PVU[OH[^H`0[^HZHSV[
ZHMLYB¯D>P[O)YLU[0JV\SKU»[NVPM0^HZOPNO:VOL^V\SKTHRLTLSP[LYHSS`THRLT`HWWVPU[TLU[ZHUK
[OLUVUJL0NV[OVTLHSS[OLTVUL`^HZ[HSSPLKZV0JV\SKI\`^OH[0^HU[LK`V\RUV^&0\Z\HSS`LUKLK\W
ZWLUKPUNP[HSSI\[[OH[»ZUV[OLYLUVY[OLYL)\[`V\RUV^[OLU0JV\SKZ[H`OVTLMVY[OLUPNO[YPNO[&
In some cases there is a personal relationship that intersects with the professional one, and this complicates the power
relations. In the case of Daddy, the four sex workers not only lived with him but they also socialized and ‘partied’ together – this afforded him a disciplinary technique:
0»TUV[VUL[VW\[T`OHUKZVUNPYSZZV0^V\SKJ\[[OLTVMMB¯D3PRLTHRL[OLTUVSVUNLYHWHY[VM^OH[
^L^LYLKVPUNB¯D;OLYL^HZ[PTLZ^OLUNPYSZV^LKTVUL`HUK^L^LYLHSSNVPUN[VHIPNWHY[`P[»ZSPRLºUV
`V\JHU»[JVTL[V[OLWHY[`ILJH\ZL`V\NV[^VYR[VKV»BSH\NODº:VHU`^VYR[OH[JVTLZ[OYV\NO`V\»YL
[HRPUNP[»º@V\RUV^^OH[0TLHUº@V\»YL^VYRPUN[VUPNO[ILJH\ZL`V\»YLILOPUK»
Vicky told us that it was not “\U[PS0ZH^[OLWVZ[PUNMVY[OPZZ[\K`[OH[0YLHSPaLK[OH[0^HZPUHTHUHNLTLU[ZVY[VMYVSL
B¯D0[KPKU»[YLHSS`VJJ\Y[VTL[OH[[OH[^HZZVTL[OPUN[OH[^HZUV[SLNHS.” She was profoundly destabilized by how her
role as a third party subsequently played out in her relationship:
0[BZL_^VYRDKPKJH\ZLHZ[YHPUPUV\YYLSH[PVUZOPW-VYZ\YL(WYL[[`IPNZ[YHPU\T[OH[^HZX\P[LKPMÄJ\S[
(UKSLK[V\ZUV[ILPUN[VNL[OLYHU`TVYLB¯D)LJH\ZLZOLOHKUL]LY^VYRLKILMVYLB¯D(UK[OLUILPUN
[OLWLYZVU^OVOHK[HRLU[OH[YVSLVM0N\LZZTHUHNPUN^OVZOLZH^HUK^OLU(UK[OPURPUN[OH[P[^HZ
VRH`MVYOLY^OLUP[YLHSS`^HZU»[0[^HZQ\Z[YLHSS`OHYK)LJH\ZLP[JHUILYLHSS`OHYK^VYRB¯D(UK[OLU0
MLS[[OH[[OLYL^HZ0N\LZZ0YLJVNUPaLKV[OLYWSHJLZ^OLYL^LKPKU»[JVTT\UPJH[LHUK[OLYL^LYLWYL[[`
ZPNUPÄJHU[WYVISLTZ

5. Translation ours.
6. Wendy was interviewed in the focus group for street-based sex workers. Like many sex workers she had moved between industry sectors and spoke at length of her experience as an escort.
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In some occupations, such as brick laying and carpentry, apprenticeship is an institutionalized method by which experienced tradespersons impart their knowledge. In others, for example in medicine and law, there is a mandatory training
period (such as an internship or articling). In many other occupations, though not institutionalized, there is an established
expectation that skills and knowledge will be transferred to newly hired staff through more or less formalized mentoring.
In all of these cases the novice has the opportunity for ‘hands on’ learning of concrete skills, is provided with information
on official rules and is positioned to ascertain the many unarticulated expectations that govern an occupation.
It would appear that this same process operates in the sex industry. While often unrecognized, research has demonstrated that sex work necessitates a range of competencies including interpersonal, social, sexual and organizational
skills7. Independent sex workers require an additional skill set. They must not only administer a small business and
provide services, but also manage their security in a criminalized context – a dynamic that increases their vulnerability
to aggressors.8 At the same time, sex work’s illicit status restricts access to information about how to work safely, navigate the criminal justice system, intra-industry codes of conduct and professional ethics.9 In this context the question
becomes, how can novice sex workers acquire this knowledge? Some will ‘pick up’ this information from an agency.
In these cases, however, the learning process may be impeded by agency third parties’ efforts to protect themselves
from coming into conflict with the law and specifically facing charges of enticing or procuring someone who is not a sex
worker (CC ss. 212(1)(b) and (d)):
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MENTOR

)LJH\ZLVM[OLSH^Z[OLV^ULYZILPUNHMYHPKVMILPUNTPZ[HRLUMVYWYVJ\YPUNVYHU`[OPUN^OLU`V\^LU[[V
^VYRMVYHUHNLUJ`[OL`KPKU»[[LSS`V\HU`[OPUN"[OL`L_WLJ[LK`V\[VHSYLHK`RUV^P[VY[VNL[[OLPUMVYTH[PVU
MYVT[OLV[OLYNPYSZI\[`V\^LYLU»[Z\WWVZLK[VHZR[OLTHU`[OPUN(Pierrette, personal assistant, Ottawa)
Other workers are informally trained by an acquaintance or by “HMYPLUKPU[OLPUK\Z[Y`^OVJHUYLHSS`ZOV^`V\[OL
YVWLZ” (Christina, sex worker, Toronto). At times, sex workers may receive information in other associate relationships.
For example, both Rhonda, a Toronto-based sex worker and workspace provider, and Pinkie (location provider, Ottawa)
mentor less experienced colleagues. It would also appear that some sex workers are provided with information from individuals they hire as contractors, such as Pierrette, a personal assistant, who coached sex workers new to the industry.
In some cases, an experienced sex worker may mentor new workers in an apprentice-like arrangement; sharing her/his
knowledge, skills and information in order to foster the novice’s professional development. Here we see echoes of the
arrangement detailed in Heyl’s outstanding 1978 ethnography of ‘Ann’; a madam who trained neophyte prostitutes in
sexual skills, strategies to maintain their physical and psychological wellbeing, and client interaction. She also socialized
these ‘turn outs’ into the ‘life.’ It would appear that mentoring today is both similar and qualitatively different. On the one
hand, while instruction on skills such as fellatio may be less frequently required in our post-sexual revolution world, there
are a plethora of sexual specialty services (for example within BDSM) that require particular expertise - without which
serious injury can result (i.e. erotic asphyxiation). Knowledge of safer sexual techniques may also not be as widespread
as sometimes assumed. For example, Pinkie, a sex worker and worksite provider, told us of acquiring safer sex skills
when she started work: “0^HZ[YHPULK^OLU0ÄYZ[Z[HY[LKº6O`V\»]LNV[[V\ZLHY\IILYMVY[OPZBHUKD[OPZPZOV^`V\
KVP[»@V\RUV^ILJH\ZL0KPKU»[RUV^OV^[VNP]LHISV^QVI^P[O[OLY\IILYVU\U[PS0Z[HY[LK^VYRPUNPUHULZJVY[
ZLY]PJLYPNO[0[UL]LYL]LUVJJ\YYLK[VTL[OH[[OH[»Z^OH[`V\^V\SKKV¹

There also continues to be knowledge transfer about the standards and practices of the industry; but unlike Ann, who
trained brothel workers for pimps,10 today novice sex workers are coached to be successful independent workers/entrepreneurs. Not surprisingly, the guidance they receive focuses on business strategies (including advertising, pricing,

7. On this topic see for example Law (2011); Bruckert, Parent & Robitaille (2003); Rickard (2001); Brewis & Linstead (2000).
8. See for example Jeffrey & MacDonald (2006a); Allinott et al. (2004).
9. This is not to deny the dissemination of important information by sex worker rights groups, in particular the BCCEC’s ;YHKL:LJYL[Z(2011)
and Stella’s*VU:[LSSH[PVU:WLJPHS>VYRPUN*VUKP[PVUZ (2009). See also Brooks (2009).
10. Towards the end of her career Ann was also accepting “outlaws” or, in today’s language, independents. The times had changed, in part
because of “women’s lib.” Sex workers were increasingly refusing to work under the auspices of a pimp; Ann found she had to adjust when
the supply of trainees evaporated (Heyl, 1978).
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Lilith, who is mentoring a young woman who shares her incall location, explains the logistics of this work:
;OLYL»Z IHZPJHSS` [^V HZWLJ[Z [V T` ^VYR! VUL PZ TLU[VYPUN HUK [OLU [OL V[OLY B¯D PZ ZLY]PJLWYV]PKPUN
(UK ZV B¯D ZLY]PJLWYV]PKPUN PZ THRPUN Z\YL [OH[ HSS [OL Z\WWSPLZ HYL H]HPSHISL HUK [OH[ [OL YVVT B¯D PZ
YLHK`MVYOLY[V^VYR(UK[OLU[OLTLU[VYPUNHZWLJ[PZSVVRPUNV\[MVYOLY^LSSILPUNSVVRPUNV\[MVYOLY
I\ZPULZZTHRPUNZ\YL[OH[ZOL»ZZHMLHUK[OH[ZOL»ZOHWW`^P[O^OH[ZOL»ZKVPUN)LPUNH]HPSHISL[VHUZ^LY
OLYX\LZ[PVUZILPUNJVUZJPV\ZVMOLY^VYR:VPM[OLYL»ZHWYVISLT[OH[»ZHYPZPUNB¯D0JHUWVPU[[OH[V\[
[V OLY :V 0 N\LZZ [OL TLU[VYPUN HZWLJ[ PZ V]LYHSS SVVRPUN V\[ MVY OLY ^LSSILPUN HZ H WLYZVU HUK HSZV [OL
^LSSILPUNVMOLYI\ZPULZZ
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branding), information on avoiding criminalization, and practices to maximize safety and security. The trainers bring
to the task their years of experience in the sex industry, as well as other competencies. For example, Britney (mentor,
Ottawa) has managerial experience in the food and beverage industry, and Lilith, a 26-year-old Ottawa area erotic massage provider and mentor, has pedagogical skills gleaned from her work as a modern dance instructor.

We see then that mentors are current sex workers who, in a fee-for-service arrangement, work with new workers. They
provide advice and training, as well as various logistical supports. For example, Britney, another Ottawa area student
and sex worker, provides a range of services in addition to mentorship. Britney sees herself, and brands her business,
as “[OLNPYSOLSWPUNV\[”:
+LWLUKPUNVUOV^T\JOL_WLYPLUJLZOLOHZSPRLPMZOLOHZUVL_WLYPLUJLZ[HY[PUNMYVTNYV\UKVUL-PYZ[
`V\Q\Z[[LHJO[OLT[OLYLN\SHYIHZPJ[OPUNZHIV\[Q\Z[KVPUN[OLPYQVIJVYYLJ[S`¶JSLHUSPULZZO`NPLULNLULYHS
RPUKVM^H`VMZWLHRPUN^P[OV[OLYZHUKJHYY`PUN`V\YZLSMB¯D4H`ILNP]PUN[OLTPUMVYTH[PVUVUWSHJLZ[V
HK]LY[PZLWLVWSL[OL`ZOV\SK[HSR[VIHZPJZ[\MMSPRL[OH[B¯D7YVTV[PVUHK]LY[PZPUNIVVRPUNHWWVPU[TLU[Z
HUKKYP]LYB¯DVYPMZOL^HU[Z[VZL[\WH^LIZP[LVYNVKHU`[OPUNLSZLZOLJV\SKYLHSS`[OPUR0MZOL^HU[Z[V
Z[HY[[V\YPUN0OH]LWLVWSLPU[OL:[H[LZ^OLYL[OL`JV\SKNVB¯DB)VVRPUNHDOV[LSYVVT0WYLMLY[OH[`V\
KVP[`V\YZLSMOV^L]LYPMP[»Z`V\YÄYZ[[PTL`V\KVU»[OH]LHJYLKP[JHYK^OH[L]LY0»SSJV]LYP[MVY`V\MVY[OL
ÄYZ[JV\WSLVM[PTLZI\[0»SSNL[`V\ZL[\WZV[OH[`V\JHUKVP[`V\YZLSMILJH\ZL[OH[»ZWHY[VM[OLSLHYUPUN
WYVJLZZ0KVU»[^HU[[VIL[OLYL[VKVL]LY`[OPUNMVY`V\0»KYH[OLY[OH[`V\WYVNYLZZP]LS`SLHYUNV[OYV\NO
Z[HNLZZV[OH[`V\JHUKVP[`V\YZLSMHUK[OLU`V\»YLT\JOTVYLZ\JJLZZM\SHUK0[OPUR[OH[»Z^OH[0»TYLHSS`
[OLYLMVY
Lilith’s mentoring, though less expansive, is self-consciously about giving another woman the assistance she herself
once received, as well as training her in safety and security strategies. Lilith explained what her what mentoring around
screening looks like:
>OLUZOLÄYZ[Z[HY[LK^LKPKHSS[OLZJYLLUPUN[VNL[OLY:V^OLUHJSPLU[¶L]LY`[PTLHJSPLU[^V\SKLTHPS
OLYL]LY`[PTLZOL^HZHIV\[[VZLUKHULTHPSZOL^V\SKJHSSHUKY\UP[[OYV\NOTLÄYZ[[VTHRLZ\YLP[
^HZKVULWYVWLYS`(UKZOL»ZILLU^VYRPUNOLYLUV^MVYHIV\[ZP_TVU[OZZV0»TH[[OLWVPU[^OLYL0SL[
OLYZJYLLUVUOLYV^UHUKZOLQ\Z[JHSSZTLPMZOLOHZHX\LZ[PVUB¯D0[VSKOLY[OH[ZOLULLKZ[VHZRZP_
X\LZ[PVUZVMJSPLU[ZHUKZOLULLKZ[VHZRMVYHYLMLYLUJLHUKZOLULLKZ[VNL[HSLNP[PTH[LWOVULU\TILY
HUK [HSR [V [OLT VU [OL WOVUL :V ^OLU H JSPLU[ HUZ^LYLK [OL X\LZ[PVUUHPYL ^L ^V\SK NV [OYV\NO [OL
HUZ^LYZ[VNL[OLYHUKPM[OLYL^HZZVTL[OPUN[OH[^HZTH`ILHSP[[SLIP[VMM0^V\SKWVPU[P[V\[[VOLYSPRL
º@V\RUV^[OPZPZU»[NVVK»VYº@V\ULLK[VJSHYPM`[OPZ^P[OOPT»
Lilith’s training is also about strategies to mitigate sexual and physical health risks:
0[H\NO[OLYOV^[VUV[`V\RUV^[V\JOOPTIL[^LLUOPZSLNZHUK[OLU[V\JOOLYZLSMB^P[O[OLZHTLOHUKDHUK
0HSZVOH]LOHUKZHUP[PaLYHUK0[LSSOLY[VHS^H`Z\ZLP[HM[LY`V\»YLKVUL`V\YHWWVPU[TLU[ILMVYL`V\NYHI[OL
ZOV^LYILJH\ZL`V\KVU»[^HU[[VIL[V\JOPUNKVVYRUVIZHUK[OPUNZSPRL[OH[VU`V\Y^H`[V[OLZOV^LY>L
KVU»[VMMLYRPZZPUN[VJSPLU[ZHUKWHY[VM[OH[PZQ\Z[JVTMVY[I\[P[»ZHSZVUV[[VILZ\ZJLW[PISL[VJVSKZHUKÅ\Z
While Britney charges “HZTHSSWLYJLU[HNLJ\[SPRLYLHSS`ZTHSSWLYJLU[HNLJ\[V\[VMLHJOJHSSQ\Z[MVY[HRPUN[OL[PTL
[VIVVRHUK[OH[»SSQ\Z[PUJS\KL[OLHK]LY[PZPUNHUKHSS[OLV[OLYZ[\MM[OH[0»]LILLUKVPUN” Lilith does not charge for
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In terms of control over rates, it is worth noting that the fees the novices charge their clients do not impact the income
of either of the mentors we interviewed. Nonetheless, Lilith exercises a measure of control in that she insists that the
fees charged are comparable to her own rates, and in keeping with a ‘high end’ massage parlour. Britney, on the other
hand, offers advice:
0M [OL`»YL Z[HY[PUN HUK [OL`»YL UV[ Z\YL 0»SS Q\Z[ [HRL H SVVR H[ [OL THYRL[ HUK 0»SS ZL[ [OLPY WYPJL MVY [OLT
)LJH\ZL[OL`»SSLP[OLYV]LYZOVV[VY\UKLYZOVV[ZV`V\KVU»[^HU[[OLT[VKV[OH[LP[OLY(UK[OLUHZ[OL`
NVPM[OL`KLJPKL[OH[[OL`^HU[[VYHPZL[OLPYWYPJLZ[OLU[OH[»ZVU[OLT;OH[^VU»[HMMLJ[TLH[HSSPUHU`
^H`B¯D^OH[L]LY»ZJVTPUN[VTLPZJVTPUN[VTLYLNHYKSLZZ
Like Lilith, Britney is clear that she exercises no control over sexual services: “sLY]PJLZVMMLYLKHYLHS^H`Z\W[V[OLNPYS
SPRL0^V\SKOH]LUVPUÅ\LUJLVU[OH[^OH[ZVL]Lr.” However, they both exert a measure of authority over the neophytes’
non-sexual labour and are quite specific in their expectations:
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mentoring but builds it into her ‘use of space’ charges of “ÄM[`KVSSHYZWLYOV\YHUK[LUKVSSHYZMVYL]LY`OHSMOV\Y[OLYL
HM[LY.”

*SLHU JSLHU JSLHU 7SLHZL HS^H`Z KV [OL SH\UKY` HS^H`Z MYLZO ZOLL[Z ^PWL KV^U [OL JV\U[LYZ ]HJ\\T
WSLHZLKV[OLSH\UKY`^OH[L]LYULLKZ[VILKVUL[VRLLWP[HS^H`ZJSLHUMYLZOVYNHUPaLKSPRLUVIVK`»Z
ILLU[OLYLSPRL[OLTHPK»ZQ\Z[SLM[[OH[»ZOV^P[ZOV\SKHS^H`ZSVVR(Britney, mentor, Ottawa)
For mentors, like other third parties, business concerns intersect with other preoccupations about safety, security and
criminalization. Mentors, like Lilith and Britney, are not only potentially guilty of living on the avails of another’s prostitution (CC s. 212 (1)(j)) and aiding for gain (contrary to CC s. 212(1)(h)), but are also according to CC s. 212(1)(a), in that
they are encouraging or aiding those who are not already sex workers to work in the industry. They are also keeping a
bawdy-house (CC s. 210(1)) – indeed both women could be guilty of the latter offence even if they were not mentoring
a novice. In this context, avoiding legal entanglement is a preoccupation. Lilith explains her rules:
0L_WLJ[OLYUV[[VZTVRLBJPNHYL[[LZDPUT`HWHY[TLU[:OL»ZUV[HSSV^LK[VNVPUHUKV\[HSS[OL[PTLILJH\ZL
ZOLNVLZV\[[VZTVRLI\[PM0OH]LWLVWSLJVUZ[HU[S`NVPUNPUHUKV\[[OLKVVY[OLUP[KYH^ZH[[LU[PVU[V
TLB¯D0HS^H`Z[LSSOLY[OH[PM`V\»YLNVPUN[VIL[HSRPUNHIV\[^VYRVY[HSRPUNVU[OLWOVUL^P[OHJSPLU[`V\
OH]L[V[HSRPU[OLTHZZHNLYVVTUV[PU[OLV[OLYWHY[VM[OLHWHY[TLU[ILJH\ZLT`ULPNOIV\YZJHUOLHY`V\
B¯D;OLYL»ZUV[HSRPUNPU[OLOHSS^H`VM[OLHWHY[TLU[^P[OJSPLU[ZHUKZOLOHZ[V[LSSJSPLU[ZUV[[VRUVJRHUK
[OL`OH]L[V^HP[\U[PS[OL`»YLPU[OLTHZZHNLYVVTHUK[VZH`ºOP»BX\PL[S`DZVT`ULPNOIV\YZ^VU»[OLHY
Lilith also imposes restrictions on her mentee’s clientele in the interests of security:
4`L_WLJ[H[PVUZVMOLYHYL[OH[ZOL»ZNVPUN[VJVUK\J[OLYI\ZPULZZPUH^H`[OH[0[OPURP[»ZWYVWLYPU[LYTZ
VMLUZ\YPUN[OH[HSS[OLJSPLU[Z[OH[JVTLOLYLHYLZHMLNVVKWLVWSL[OH[UVIVK`»ZNVPUN[V¶UVIVK`»ZNVPUN
[V YLWVY[ TL [V T` HWHY[TLU[ I\PSKPUN" UVIVK`»Z NVPUN [V JH\ZL H ZJLUL PU [OL OHSS^H`" UVIVK`»Z NVPUN
[VSVP[LY"UVIVK`»ZNVPUN[VJVTLIHJRH[OV\YZ[OH[[OL`»YLUV[PU]P[LK:V0Q\Z[L_WLJ[OLY[VMVSSV^[OL
ZJYLLUPUNWYVJLK\YLZ[OH[0»]LNP]LUOLY[VTHRLZ\YL[OH[[OH[KVLZU»[OHWWLUB¯D0L_WLJ[OLY[VMVSSV^HSS
T`WYV[VJVSZ[VH]VPK\ZJVTPUNPU[VJVUÅPJ[^P[O[OLSLNHSZ`Z[LT
The control exercised by these mentors has to be understood in the context of both women’s vulnerability to *YPTPUHS
*VKL charges. If the new sex worker fails to screen properly, is sloppy in her selection of clients, brings the establishment into disrepute, or draws the attention of the police, by-law officers or neighbours, at a minimum their own livelihood is threatened – at worst, their security and liberty.
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Event planners are service providers who design, organize and manage/administer activities such as meetings, parties, shows or conventions. These professionals assume logistical responsibility including budgeting, venue selection,
transportation, entertainment, catering as well as ensuring that the event is well executed. In the sex industry, event
planning is more likely a sideline that supplements and interfaces with an independent sex worker’s business, rather
than a full-time occupation. Sandi is a Montréal-based, part-time independent sex worker with a Master’s degree in
administration. She also has BDSM expertise “OH]PUNHWWYLU[PJLKMVY[^V`LHYZ^P[OHTPZ[YLZZ¹She explained how
she became an event planner:
>OLU0Z[HY[LKKVPUNNYV\WZJLULZ0ILJHTLHTHUHNLY0^V\SKVYNHUPaLL]LY`IVK`(UKZL[\WL]LY`[OPUN
B¯D0»TX\P[LWLYZVUHISL(UKJSPLU[ZHYLYLHSS`JVTMVY[HISL^P[OTL:V[OL`^V\SKLUK\WJHSSPUNTL[V
OLSWZL[\WL]LU[Z(UKHSZV0^HZ^VYRPUNHZHUPUKLWLUKLU[(UK0YLHSPaLK0OHKJSPLU[Z[OH[^LYLTVYL
JVYWVYH[LHUKVM[LUOHKN\LZ[ZMYVTV\[VM[V^U:V0^V\SKZL[\WWHY[PLZ
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EVENT PLANNER

Now, in addition to her part-time sex work and ‘straight’ management job, she runs a small business arranging, at the request of clients, special events including: hot tub parties, private corporate-type parties, SM parties, group role-playing,
fetish club nights and dungeon parties. Sandi described one such event:
0[[\YULKV\[P[^HZH[HJV\U[Y`JS\IBSH\NOZD>OPJO^HZX\P[LMHYV\[VM[OLJP[`:V0OHK[VYLU[HJHYHUK
YV\UK\WSPRLMV\Y^VTLU^OV^V\SKILPU[LYLZ[LKPUKVPUN[OPZRPUKVM^VYR(UK^LZL[[OLWHYHTL[LYZVM
^OH[^L^V\SKILKVPUN(UKP[^HZH]LY`ZVM[RPUKVM[OPUN)HZPJLU[LY[HPUTLU[(UK^OLU0HYYP]LK[OLYL
P[^HZL_HJ[S`OV^[OL`OHKKLZJYPILKP[;OLYL^LYLHIV\[[LUJSPLU[Z[OLYL(UKZVTLVM[OLTOHK[OLPYV^U
TPZ[YLZZLZ(UK^L^LYL[OLOPYLKOLSWMVY[OLUPNO[
Event planning entails a set of tasks and responsibilities. First, there is a staffing component:
0OH]L[VRUV^[OH[0JHU^VYR^P[O[OLT;OL`OH]L[VILWYL[[`ZVJPHISL(UKJVUNLUPHSHUKP[OLSWZPMP[»ZH
WS\ZPM[OL`JHUHJ[\HSS`OVSKHJVU]LYZH[PVUPU[LSSPNLU[S`(UKNYVVTPUN^HZHS^H`ZPTWVY[HU[(UK[OLPYSVVR
0M[OL`OHKHSVVR[VNL[OLY[OH[^VYRLKHUK0[OV\NO[0OHKJSPLU[ZMVY[OH[[OH[^HZ[OH[^HZ[OLIV[[VTSPUL
(UKH[[P[\KL7\UJ[\HSP[`(UKHNVVKZLUZLVM[PTLBSH\NOZD(UK[OL`OH]L[VOH]L^VYRL[OPJ:VTLIVK`
^OV^HU[Z[V^VYR(Sandi, event planner, Montréal)
Sandi does not dictate sex acts, but matches workers with “^OH[[OLJSPLU[PZWYVWVZPUN.” Her 15 years of experience in
the sex industry positions her to invite suitable workers for specific events: “0RUV^[OLZLWLVWSL(UK0RUV^^OH[[OL`
KVHUK[OL`KVU»[KVB¯D:V`V\RUV^`V\Q\Z[^VYR^P[O^OH[`V\OH]LHUKTHRLP[]LY`JSLHY[OL`BJSPLU[ZDOH]L[V
YLZWLJ[[OLIV\UKHYPLZ.”
There are, of course, also logistical responsibilities. These include: arranging transportation, providing safer sex equipment, bondage and BDSM equipment (when required), collecting and distributing payments, tracking time during the
event, and being on hand to ensure things go smoothly. Sandi also assumes responsibility for the health and safety of
workers. She explained her strategies:
)VVR^P[OWLVWSLV]LYBSH\NOZD-VYHZ[HY[7LVWSL^OVZ[PSSOH]LHZLUZLVMTHUULYZBSH\NOZD(UKSV[Z
HUKSV[ZHUKSV[ZVMNSV]LZSPRLIV_LZVMNSV]LZHUKIV_LZVMJVUKVTZPUSPRLS\ILKHUK\US\ILK>OH[
LSZL&1\Z[SV[ZVMHSJVOVSZWYH`JHUZHUKSPRLJVWPV\Z\ZLVM[OLZL[OPUNZHSTVZ[HZHYP[\HSB¯D>LRLLW
[OLKVVYZVWLUPU[OVZLRPUKVMZJLULZQ\Z[ILJH\ZLP[JHUNL[ZWYLHKV\[V]LYHJV\WSLVMJVUKVZ9PNO[&
:V^L^HU[[VILHISL[VOLHYWLVWSL1\Z[SPRLRLLWPUNLX\PWTLU[JSLHUHUKZLWHYH[LKHUKJOLJRPUNPU
^P[OWLVWSLBDSPRL[OLPYJVTMVY[º/V^HYL`V\KVPUNPU[OLYL&(YL`V\VRH`&»B¯D(UKPUHWSHJLSPRL[OH[
VUL^HZHJV\U[Y`JS\I[OLYL»ZHS^H`ZZLJ\YP[`VUZP[L:VOHK[OLYLOHKILLUHU`WYVISLT^L^V\SKOH]L
Q\Z[JVU[HJ[LKZLJ\YP[`0HS^H`ZOHKZVTLIVK`IHJRH[[OLYHUJO[VJHSS(UK^LKPKHZLJ\YP[`JOLJR^P[O
[OLT
After the events, Sandi, in a process that speaks to her awareness of emotional wellbeing as an occupational health and
safety issue, makes sure to do a “KLIYPLÄUNHM[LY^HYKZ3PRLÄUKPUNV\[º6RH`OV^KPK[OH[NVMVY`V\&º/V^JV\SK^L
KVP[IL[[LY&»º/V^JV\SK^LOH]LTVYLM\U&»B3H\NOZDº>HZ[OLMVVKNVVKLUV\NO&’”
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WORKSITE PROVIDER
Worksite providers supply an incall location on a fee-per-use basis to independent sex workers.11 The relationship between sex workers and worksite providers is somewhat analogous to hair salons that rent booths/chairs to hairdressers;
workers pay ‘rent’ to the owners of the worksite. In this type of salon, the hairdresser is responsible for her or his own
supplies, service, and clientele (Gonzales 2010). In the sex industry, the worksites being provided vary. For example, it
can be a room in the provider’s apartment or an apartment/house/condo used solely for sex work. Both Jonathan, who
in addition to managing a restaurant has been providing erotic massage to men for seven years, and Pinkie, a 20-year
sex work veteran, offer rooms in their own homes. By contrast, Rhonda and her business partner have set up an apartment they rent for their own use that they also make available to other sex workers.

CHAPTER 4: MAPPING ASSOCIATES – THE ‘‘WITH’’ RELATIONSHIP

What does Sandi’s business mean for the independent sex workers she hires? On the one hand, since Sandi organizes
the events, workers must be confident in her ability to screen, offer security and manage event logistics. On the other
hand, it means that workers are freed from these responsibilities. Sweet (sex worker, Halifax), speaking of a manager
who organized duos, noted, “0KPKU»[OH]L[VWH`MVYT`V^UKYP]LB¯D>L^V\SKILNVPUNVU[OLZHTLJHSS.” Working
at these types of events can be financially lucrative for sex workers since Sandi’s fees are added to their usual rates: “0
^V\SKHZR[OLT^OH[[OL`JOHYNLHUOV\Y(UKPM[OL`ZHPKHUK0JOHYNL0^V\SK[HRLHBSH\NOZD(UK[OL`
^V\SKILOHWW`HUK0^V\SKILOHWW`”

This service is not just about providing a physical space, but also supplies: “0WYV]PKLL]LY`[OPUNPU[LYTZVM[OL[V^
LSZ[OLTHZZHNLVPSZ[OLZOV^LYWYVK\J[ZB¯D(SSVM[OLZ\WWSPLZYLX\PYLKMVY[OLPYL_WLYPLUJLHUK[OLPYZLY]PJLPZHSS
WYV]PKLK” (Jonathan, worksite provider). Rhonda (worksite provider, Toronto) told us she subcontracts some services:
“0OPYLBWLVWSLDMVYZLJ\YP[`HUKMVYJSLHUPUNHUKMVYOLSWPUN\ZNL[KPMMLYLU[WLVWSLPUHUKV\[VM[OLI\PSKPUNB¯D0OPYL
ZVTLIVK`[VJSLHU[OLWSHJL0OPYLZVTLVUL[VWHZZV\[RL`Z[VWLVWSL^OLU[OL`ULLKP[.” She also offers extensive
supplies and services:
>LOH]LZVTLZL_ZWLJPÄJZ\WWSPLZSPRLYVWLZHUK[PL\WZ[\MMHUKISPUKMVSKZHUKZL_[V`ZHUKZHMLYZL_
LX\PWTLU[0[PUJS\KLZJVUKVTZHUKS\ILZHUKNSV]LZ(UK[OLU^LOH]L[OLV[OLYRPUKVMZ[\MMSPRLSPULUZ
HUK`V\RUV^ZOLL[ZHUK[V^LSZ0U[OLRP[JOLU^LOH]LZVTLIVVaLWLVWSLJHUOH]LHJJLZZ[VPM[OL`
^HU[[VZOHYLHKYPURNSHZZ^HYLZUHJRZPMWLVWSLULLKP[>OH[LSZL&1\Z[[OLHJ[\HSLX\PWTLU[ZVSPRLILKZ
HUK[HISLZHUK[OLILKMYHTL[V[PLWLVWSL\W[V>LKVOH]LHJV\WSLSPRLJVZ[\TLZHUKZ[\MMSPRL[OH[
[OH[^L^V\SKILVWLU[VZOHYPUNPMWLVWSLZWLJPÄJHSS`HZR0¶^LOH]LHÄYZ[HPKRP[MVYZ\YL>LOH]LHÄYL
L_[PUN\PZOLYPU[OLRP[JOLU^LIV\NO[>LOH]LQ\PJLPMZVTLVULB¯D`V\RUV^MHPU[Z>LOH]LMVVKZWLVWSL
JHUOH]L¶WHPURPSSLYZTHRL\WPMWLVWSLMVYNV[ZVTL[OPUN^LOH]L[OH[>LOH]LZ\WWSPLZMVYJSPLU[Z[V\ZL
¶TV\[O^HZOIVK`^HZO[VNL[[OLTZLS]LZJSLHULK\WMVY\ZB¯D(ZLJ\YL0U[LYUL[JVUULJ[PVU^OPJOPZ
PTWVY[HU[ILJH\ZLHSV[VM[OLWLVWSL^OV^VYROLYLKVHSV[VM[OLPYHK]LY[PZPUNHUKJVTT\UPJH[PVUZVUSPUL
(UK^LOH]LHRP[JOLUB¯D(UK^LOH]LSH\UKY`MVYWLVWSL[V\ZL
For sex workers (and beauticians), this type of arrangement may be appealing if they do not have the resources, inclination, skills, commitment or time to set up and maintain their own facilities. As Maxine, an Ottawa-area escort who had
recently established her own incall location, noted, “^O`KPKU»[HU`VUL[LSSTLP[^HZ[OPZOHYKILJH\ZLP[»ZHSV[VM^VYR.”
In some cases, paying to use an incall facility is a security strategy for individuals who have their own workspace. Trina,
now an independent escort in Ottawa, periodically rents space from the agency where she previously worked:
>OLUZOLB[OLHNLUJ`V^ULYDMV\UKV\[[OH[0^HZNVPUNPUKLWLUKLU[BZOLZHPKD[OH[PM0L]LY^HU[LK[VIVVRH
YVVTMYVTOLY0JV\SKB¯D0OH]LVULJSPLU[[OH[0^PSSZLLH[[OLWHYSV\YQ\Z[ILJH\ZL0KVU»[^HU[[VZLLOPTPU
T`WYP]H[LBZWHJLDZV0KVYLU[[OLYVVTHUKWH`OLYHMLLHUKSPRLIVVR[OLYVVT[OYV\NOOLY

11. The way rates were calculated varied. Pinkie, an Ottawa area worksite provider, charged “I\JRZMVYOHSMHUOV\YKVSSHYZMVYHUOV\Y
KVSSHYZMVYHUOV\YHUKHOHSMHUKKVSSHYZMVY[^VOV\YZ”; Rhonda, in Toronto, charged “KVSSHYZMVY\W[VH[^VOV\YJHSS.”
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0»T[HRPUN[OLYPZR^OLU[OL`»YLZLLPUNJSPLU[ZPM[OL`»YLOPNO]VS\TLVY[OLYL»ZTVYL[OHUVULNPYSOLYL;OH[»Z
HSV[VM[YHMÄJOLYL5V^B[OH[ZOLUVSVUNLYYLU[Z^VYRZWHJLD[OLYL»ZUV[YHMÄJOHYKS`H[HSSZV`V\RUV^P[»Z
SPRL0ZLLVULJSPLU[HKH`VYTH`ILVULL]LY`[^VKH`Z;OH[»ZWLYMLJ[(Pinkie, worksite provider, Ottawa)
Rhonda, as we have already seen, provides many services but does draw some lines to minimize the legal risks she
faces by being a worksite provider: “0KVU»[^HU[[OLSLNHSYPZRVMHK]LY[PZPUNV[OLYWLVWSL\UKLY[OLWPTWPUNSH^ZB¯D
`V\RUV^]PVSH[PUN[OH[VULBIH^K`OV\ZLDPZLUV\NOMVYTLB¯D0[Y`UV[[VJVTLPU^P[OWLVWSL^OVHYLJVTPUNPU[V
[OLZWHJL.”
There is also the risk of by-law charges in cities that require licenses. For example, because his location is effectively an
unlicensed Body Rub Parlour, Jonathan (worksite provider, Ottawa), like a number of the third parties we spoke with, is
vulnerable to being charged with by-law violations. Jonathan speaks to the layering of municipal regulation over federal
laws (see Chapter One) when he identifies the risk of “ILPUNHJJ\ZLKVMOH]PUNHIVK`Y\IWHYSV\YVYHU`ZVY[VMIVK`
Y\IOV\ZLB¯DBPZD[OLIPNVUL” (Jonathan, worksite provider, Ottawa).

CHAPTER 4: MAPPING ASSOCIATES – THE ‘‘WITH’’ RELATIONSHIP

Renting space from a worksite provider may have additional attraction for sex workers who are anxious to avoid being
criminally charged under CC s. 210(1) (keeping a bawdy-house).12 Worksite providers assume this legal liability. Indeed,
Pinkie, who was fearful of being criminally charged again,13 recognized that providing a workspace to others increased
the likelihood that her activities would come to the attention of neighbours and that this made her more vulnerable: :

Worksite providers also endeavour to mitigate their legal risks by exercising a measure of control over the sex workers
with whom they associate. Like Rhonda, who is clear that her incall location is “UV[HWHY[`ZWHJL” Pinkie discourages
sex workers from bringing friends to her home. Worksite providers also require those who use their space to operate
discreetly: “0HZR[OH[WLVWSLHYL]LY`X\PL[]LY`YLZWLJ[M\SUV[VUS`VMT`V^UWSHJLI\[VMUVPZLHZ^LSSB¯D[OH[»Z
YLX\PYLKPUVYKLY[VRLLW[OLI\ZPULZZY\UUPUN” (Jonathan, worksite provider, Ottawa).
While only Jonathan restricts the services that can be offered to erotic massage with manual release, all worksite providers we interviewed insist that other sex workers screen properly and follow established protocols in order to mitigate
security risks:
0[»ZT`SVJH[PVUZVT`Y\SLZOH]L[VILRLW[0M[OL`»YLNVPUN[VNP]LV\[[OLHKKYLZZILMVYLOHUK0»TNVPUN[V
NL[YLHSS`HUNY`B¯D;OLWYV[VJVSPZ¶^P[OT`JSPLU[ZHUK^P[O[OLPYZ¶PZ[OL`THRLHUHWWVPU[TLU["`V\»]L
NV[[VOH]L[OLPYWOVULU\TILYZV`V\JHUJHSS[OLTIHJRHUK[OL`ULLK[VJHSSMYVT[OLPU[LYZLJ[PVUJSVZL
I`H[[OH[[PTL[OH[[OL`HYYP]LH[[OLWYLHYYHUNLK[PTL(UK[OLUHUKVUS`[OLU`V\NP]L[OLT[OLHKKYLZZ
@LHO(UK0^HU[[OLT[VWHYRV]LY[OLYLUV[PUT`KYP]L^H`(Pinkie, worksite provider, Ottawa)
Another way worksite providers attend to security is to remain on-site. Rhonda (worksite provider, Toronto) will greet
clients when requested to do so. She explained:
;OLJSPLU[Q\Z[RUV^ZTLHZHMYPLUKVYHUV[OLY^VYRLYHUK0ZH`º/H]LHM\U[PTL»HUK[OLUNVV\[[OLKVVY
ZV[OLJSPLU[RUV^Z[OH[ZVTLVULLSZLOHZZLLU[OLTPU[OLZWHJLB¯D(UK[OLU[OL^VYRLYTPNO[MLLSTVYL
JVTMVY[HISL[VVOH]PUN[OLJSPLU[RUV^[OH[[OPZPZU»[Q\Z[OHWWLUPUNPUHULTW[`]HJ\\TVMHZWHJLHUK
[OH[[OLYL»ZV[OLYWLVWSLHYV\UK^OVRUV^^OH[PZNVPUNVUZV[OL`^V\SKU»[ILHZ^PSSPUN[VKVZVTL[OPUN
YPZR`
By contrast, Jonathan (worksite provider, Ottawa) is also on-site but rather than seeing this as a deterrence strategy, for
him it is an emergency protocol: “0SPRL[VILVUZP[LRPUKVMV\[VMZPNO[V\[VMTPUK[VILH[HULHYZOV[VMHU`WYVISLTZ
[OH[TH`JVTL\W” Of course, there is a tension inherent to ensuring security in a criminalized enterprise: “0[»ZHIHSHUJL

12. As we saw in Chapter Two, under the current legal regime a single sex worker who receives clients in his/her own home is guilty of an
offence punishable by up to 2 years in jail. By contrast, being an inmate of a bawdy-house has a maximum penalty of 6 months.
13. Pinkie’s prostitution related convictions (from when she was working alone) have a significant impact on her life, including preventing
her from entering the United States.
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The need to protect themselves and the other sex workers from both criminalization and violence also plays into whom
they invite to use the workspace. Unlike agencies that may recruit sex workers, in our sample sex workers request access to the workspace – those who share the philosophy, work ethic and principles of the worksite provider may be
accepted.
Additionally, and in contrast to salon ‘landlords,’ who exercise no control over the behaviour of the stylists and do not
provide any direction, sex industry worksite providers may offer some mentoring. Pinkie, who describes her approach
as, “Q\Z[HK]PZLUL]LYZ\WLY]PZL” provided an example:
0YLTLTILY[OLÄYZ[KH`ZOLZ[HY[LK[VB¯D\ZLT`MHJPSP[PLZB¯DZOLOHK^H`[VVT\JOWLYM\TLVUYPNO[H^H`
HUK0ZHPK[OLÄYZ[[OPUN[VOLYPZº@V\ULLK[VNV[HRLHZOV^LYILJH\ZL`V\»YLNVPUN[VNVOVTLZTLSSPUN
¶[OLJSPLU[ZHYLNVPUN[VNVOVTLZTLSSPUNVMWLYM\TL+PK`V\[OPURVM[OH[&»@V\RUV^HUKZOL»KILLU
HSYLHK`^VYRPUNMVYH^OPSL:OL^HZU»[IYHUKUL^I\[0»]LOHK[OH[RPUKVML_WLYPLUJLHML^[PTLZ^OLYL
NPYSZHYL[OH[ZPSS`[OH[[OL`[OPUR[OL`»YLNVPUNVUHYLHSKH[L

CHAPTER 4: MAPPING ASSOCIATES – THE ‘‘WITH’’ RELATIONSHIP

IL[^LLU^HU[PUN[V^VYRPUHI\PSKPUNHUKOH]L[OPZPUJHSSPUHI\PSKPUN[OH[PZZHMLPU[OH[JSPLU[ZJHU»[NL[PU[VVLHZPS`
I\[HSZVOH]LP[ILZHMLPUH^H`[OH[[OLYLPZU»[[VVT\JOZ\Y]LPSSHUJLVM^OH[^LKV” (Rhonda, worksite provider).

As Maxine’s (sex worker, Ottawa) quote earlier in this section attests, running an incall location is “HSV[VM^VYR” that is
invisible to the uninitiated. Rhonda detailed what that work entails:
0[»ZQ\Z[THRPUNHSVJH[PVU^VYRZTVV[OS`HUK[OH[TLHUZTHUHNPUNYLSH[PVUZOPWZ^P[OSV[ZVMKPMMLYLU[RPUKZ
VM WLVWSL 3PRL THUHNPUN YLSH[PVUZOPWZ ^P[O [OL V^ULY VM [OL \UP[ [OH[ 0 YLU[ HUK \ZL" [OLYL»Z THUHNPUN
YLSH[PVUZOPWZ^P[O[OLI\PSKPUNWLVWSLHUKHSZVOPKPUN^OH[»ZYLHSS`NVPUNVUMYVTHSS[OVZLWLVWSL:V[OH[»Z
SPRL BSH\NOZD THRPUN Z\YL [OH[ [OL` RUV^ TL I\[ KVU»[ RUV^ [VV T\JO HIV\[ TL ¶ [OH[»Z H IPN YVSL B¯D
;OLU[OLYLPZ[OLWPLJLVM^VYRPUN^P[OWLVWSL[OH[0OPYLMVYZLJ\YP[`HUKMVYJSLHUPUNB¯D(UK[OLU[OLSHZ[
JH[LNVY`0N\LZZVM^VYRPZ¶HUK[OPZVULPZ[OL[YPJR`VUL¶PZ[OLTHUHNPUN[OLJVU[YHJ[VYZZVHRHV[OLY
^VYRLYZ ^OV ^HU[ [V \ZL [OL ZWHJL :V [OH[ PUJS\KLZ `V\ RUV^ ZJYLLUPUN WLVWSL ^OV ^HU[ [V \ZL [OL
ZWHJLHZZLZZPUNPM[OL`»YL[OLRPUKVMWLVWSL^OV0[Y\Z[HUK^OV^VYR[OL^H`[OH[0KV
In light of the labour worksite providers invest, the question becomes: what benefits do they derive from the arrangement? First and foremost, one would presume it would be financial. Certainly Jonathan appreciated the additional
income that supplemented his job as a restaurant manager and erotic massage provider. For Pinkie and Rhonda the motivation was less clearly financial. Rhonda spoke of her pride in providing a “NVVK^VYRPUNZWHJL.” Pinkie, who stopped
providing a worksite because “[OLYPZRZV\[^LPNOLK[OLILULÄ[Z” explained that:
;OLTVUL`[OH[0L]LYTHKL^HZU»[YLHSS`ILULÄJPHS`V\RUV^0HS^H`ZLUKLK\WMLLKPUNVYWYV]PKPUNV[OLY
[OPUNZMVY[OLNPYSZHUKZ[\MMSPRL[OH[(UKP[^V\SKJVZ[TLJSPLU[ZHZ^LSSILJH\ZL^OLU[OL`^LYLZLLPUN
ZVTLIVK`0^V\SKU»[ILHISL[VZLLZVTLIVK`ZV0\Z\HSS`KPKP[HZH^H`[VOLSWZVTLVULLSZLNL[HSLN\W
PU[OLPUK\Z[Y`YH[OLY[OHU[VTHRLWYVÄ[
Finally, for the worksite providers we spoke with, the provision of an incall location to other sex workers was about
building, or being part of, a community. Pinkie framed it in terms of breaking the isolation of the sex industry, providing
her with “[OH[^OVSLRPUKVMJHTHYHKLYPLVM^VYRPUN[VNL[OLY^P[OV[OLYWLVWSL[OH[0TPZZPUHUVMÄJL"ZV[OH[NYV\W
H[TVZWOLYL.”
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CHAPTER FIVE

MAPPING CONTRACTORS
THE ‘HIRED BY’ RELATIONSHIP

MAPPING CONTRACTORS – THE ‘HIRED BY’ RELATIONSHIP

The Contractor Model is the final organizational model that emerged from our research. Here we are
referring to freelance workers who are hired (and paid on a fee-for-service or shift rate), by independent sex workers or by agencies, to provide specific services or clusters of services including such
things as administrative assistance, transportation, security and web support. Figure Four presents
an overview of the Contractor Model, along with a description and examples of the four types of contractors that were interviewed for the 4HUHNLTLU[7YVQLJ[.
In the coming pages we unpack the work of these third parties, paying particular attention to the
power/control/service nexus. In the process the variability within each occupational category in terms
of tasks, responsibilities and expectations, will come to light. Consistently though, these particular
third parties exercise little or no control over sex workers’ labour process. Indeed, as a general rule,
sex workers have considerable authority over when and how these service providers perform their
tasks although this is less clearly the case when these third parties are hired by agencies to provide
services for sex workers and/or for the agency. Contractors, like all third parties, are criminalized
because their occupation “would not exist if the women were not prostitutes” (2012 ONCA 186 at
para 270). However, there is some recognition, at least by the judges of the Ontario Court of Appeal
in )LKMVYK]*HUHKH, that “the legislation as drafted and interpreted, however, prevents a prostitute
from hiring a security guard, a personal driver, or an assistant who could work to reduce the risk of
violence” (2012 ONCA 186 at para 240). In fact, the potential benefits of contractors (from the perspective of sex workers) extend beyond reducing sex workers’ vulnerability to acts of aggression;
these third parties also offer other forms of support and assistance upon which independent and
agency-based sex workers rely.
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PERSONAL ASSISTANT

SECURITY
Screening, on-site
presence, check-in
call for (occasional)
outcalls.
SEXUAL HEALTH
SUPPLIES
Condoms and lube.
BUSINESS SUPPORT
Advertising, answers
phone, books calls,
location (without
sheets or towels).
OTHER SUPPLIES/
SERVICES
Mouth and body
wash, hand towels.

.......................................................................

AUTHORITY OVER
LABOUR PROCESS
Expects SW to be
courteous, responsible, discreet and
clean.

.......................................................................

ADMINISTRATIVE
SUPPORT
Manages the business of one independent trans SW.

ADMINISTRATION
AND LOCATION
PROVIDER
‘Low volume’ SW
who manages incall
business for independent SW.

SECURITY
Screening, call-in,
emergency protocol,
concealed presence
in hotel room (occasionally).
SEXUAL HEALTH
SUPPLIES
None.
BUSINESS SUPPORT
Answers phone,
books calls.
OTHER SUPPLIES/
SERVICES
Cleaning, does duos
with the SW she
assists.

.......................................................................

AUTHORITY OVER
LABOUR PROCESS
None.

.......................................................................

MERCEDES
MONTRÉAL

PIERRETTE
OTTAWA

Fee for service.

Provides administrative or
business support/services.

JOHN
OTTAWA

SECURITY
Proximity, emergency call with code
words.
SEXUAL HEALTH
SUPPLIES
Condoms (back-up
supply only).
BUSINESS SUPPORT
Transportation,
advice on marketing
and screening.
OTHER SUPPLIES/
SERVICES
Personal transportation, back-up
supplies (sponges),
answering phone if
SW is busy.

.......................................................................

SECURITY
Stays in proximity
with new clients.
SEXUAL HEALTH
SUPPLIES
None.
BUSINESS SUPPORT
Transportation.
OTHER SUPPLIES/
SERVICES
None.

.......................................................................

AUTHORITY OVER
LABOUR PROCESS
None.

.......................................................................

PERSONAL DRIVER/
SECURITY
Provides transportation and some security for one outcall
escort employed by
an agency.

SECURITY
On-site presence,
deterrence, retribution (if required).
SEXUAL HEALTH
SUPPLIES
None.
BUSINESS SUPPORT
None.
OTHER SUPPLIES/
SERVICES
None.

.......................................................................

AUTHORITY OVER
LABOUR PROCESS
None.

.......................................................................

SECURITY
One of two security
people at Asian massage parlour/brothel
run by organized
crime network.

BRAD
TORONTO

WEB SERVICE PROVIDER

SECURITY
None.
SEXUAL HEALTH
SUPPLIES
None.
BUSINESS SUPPORT
Promotion, advertising, webpages.
OTHER SUPPLIES/
SERVICES
None.

.......................................................................

AUTHORITY OVER
LABOUR PROCESS
None.

.......................................................................

SYLVIA
HAMILTON

SECURITY
None.
SEXUAL HEALTH
SUPPLIES
None.
BUSINESS SUPPORT
Promotion.
OTHER SUPPLIES/
SERVICES
None.

.......................................................................

AUTHORITY OVER
LABOUR PROCESS
None.

.......................................................................

WEBSITE OWNER/
MODERATOR
Owns and manages
a review board and
several websites
where independent
SW and agencies
advertise.

JOE
TORONTO

Fee for service/monthly subscription.

Develops and manages Internet
sites and/or advertising.

WEBSITE OWNER/
ADMINISTRATOR
Moderates a website
and coordinates
online advertising for
30-40 independent
SW.

EXERCISES VERY LITTLE CONTROL/AUTHORITY OVER THE ORGANIZATION OF SEX WORKERS’ LABOUR

SECURITY
Accompany to door
(if requested), on-call
for emergencies, advice about security
and anonymity.
SEXUAL HEALTH
SUPPLIES
Condoms (back-up
supply only).
BUSINESS SUPPORT
Transportation.
OTHER SUPPLIES/
SERVICES
Food.

.......................................................................

AUTHORITY OVER
LABOUR PROCESS
None.

.......................................................................

AUTHORITY OVER
LABOUR PROCESS
None.

.......................................................................

DRIVER/SECURITY
Transportation, security and coaching for
4 independent SW.

FRANKIE
MONTRÉAL

Fee for service/shift.

Fee for service.

DRIVER/SECURITY
Transportation and
some security for
two outcall escort
agencies. Responsible for driving several
SW (to different calls)
at the same time.

SAM
QUÉBEC CITY

Provides protection services.

SECURITY

Provides transportation.

DRIVER

HIRED BY/FOR SEX WORKERS

CONTRACTOR MODEL

Personal assistants are typically seen to be the purview of elites who can hire an individual to provide professional (e.g.,
scheduling appointments, note taking, correspondence, booking travel) and personal (e.g., errands, shopping) support,
thereby liberating them from routine organizational and practical tasks and, presumably, facilitating the more effective
use of their time. While there is little evidence that this is common practice within the sex industry, some independent
sex workers do hire personal assistants to assume responsibility for a range of tasks. Some of these are similar to those
provided by personal assistants in ‘mainstream’ sectors, while others are clearly unique to the sex industry.
It would appear that by hiring personal assistants, these sex workers have found a strategy that allows them to work as
an independent without having to engage with aspects of the sex work business they find unappealing. We see this in
the following narrative by Pierrette, a 50-year-old Franco-Ontarian sex worker who “HS^H`ZKPKVMÄJL^VYR” She speaks
of how she first came to be a personal assistant:
B(M[LY^VYRPUNH[HUHNLUJ`D0^LU[PUKLWLUKLU[^P[OHNPYSILJH\ZL^L^LYLZPJRVMILPUNIVZZLKHYV\UKI`
[OLZLHNLUJPLZ:OL^HZ[V\ZLHIL[[LY^VYKHSP[[SLKP]H"ZOLKPKU»[SPRL[HSRPUNVU[OLWOVULZOLKPKU»[
SPRLKL[HPSZ:OLOHKJSHZZPJTVKLSSVVRZZVVI]PV\ZS`^V\SKNL[TVYLJHSSZ[OHUTL:VZOLZHPKº0[LSS`V\
^OH[PM`V\HUZ^LYT`WOVUL0»SSNP]L`V\[LUI\JRZL]LY`[PTL0KVHJHSS»B¯D:V[OH[^HZT`ÄYZ[QVIPU
THUHNPUNZVTLVUL
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PERSONAL ASSISTANT

The tasks and expectations of individual personal assistants will vary depending on the job/sector, expectations and
personality of the sex worker who employs them. Pierrette described her principal role in her current arrangement as:
;VYLWYLZLU[`V\YJSPLU[;V[Y`[VMHJPSP[H[LNL[[PUN[OLTJHSSZ;OL[OPUNPZ[OH[0»T^VYRPUNMVY[OLTILJH\ZL
[OLTVYLJHSSZ[OH[NL[IVVRLK[OLTVYL0THRLYPNO[)\[HSZV[VILHSTVZ[SPRLSVVRPUNV\[MVY[OLPYILZ[
PU[LYLZ[:VZH`ZVTLIVK`»ZJHSSPUNHUKVUOLYWOVULZOL»ZNV[HWYVNYHT[OH[ZOL»ZZLLU[OPZWLYZVUILMVYL
0[TPNO[ILIL[[LY[V[HRLHJOHUJLHUKSL[[OH[WLYZVUJVTLYH[OLY[OHUHUV[OLYWLYZVU[OH[»ZZ\WWVZLK[V
JHSSIHJRI\[[OL`OH]LU»[JHSSLKIHJR[VJVUÄYT:V[OLYL»ZKLJPZPVUZ`V\OH]L[VTHRLZVTL[PTLZ6YQ\Z[
[VZH`º6OOPZOL»ZUV[H]HPSHISL»HUK[Y`[VNP]L[OLTV[OLYVW[PVUZ0N\LZZ^OH[0»T[Y`PUN[VZH`PZSVVRV\[
MVY[OLWLYZVU»ZILZ[PU[LYLZ[KVU»[Q\Z[ILTLJOHUPJHSHIV\[P[
Pierrette’s responsibilities extend beyond being a booking agent; she also provides a work space (but not sheets and
towels), screens clients, remains on-site as a security measure during calls, places advertisements and also provides
more personal support: “4HRPUNZ\YLZOL»ZH[OVTLº@V\OH]L[VILOLYLPUTPU\[LZ(YL`V\ZOV^LYLK&(YL`V\
YLHK`[VNV&»ILJH\ZL0JHU»[RLLW[OPZN\`^HP[PUN:VP[»ZJVTT\UPJH[PVUJVTT\UPJH[PUN^P[O[OLWLYZVUB¯D^OLU
ZOLZH`Zº(T0MH[&»0ZH`º5V»BSH\NOD¹(Pierrette, personal assistant, Ottawa).
Not surprisingly, the job, like that of personal assistants in ‘mainstream’ occupations, necessitates an eclectic skill set:
4\S[P[HZRPUN@V\OH]L[VILHISL[VKVHML^[OPUNZH[VUJL"HISL[V[`WL^OPSL`V\»YLVU[OLWOVUL"ILPUN
TPUKM\SVM[PTLSPRLJHSLUKHYTHUHNLTLU["P[»ZNVPUN[VILOLYTVU[OS`J`JSLVU[OPZKH`HUK[OH[N\`^HU[Z
[VZLL`V\[OH[»ZUV[NVPUN[V^VYR"SPRLILPUNHUHKTPUHZZPZ[HU[`V\OH]L[VZVY[VMILPUN[OPURPUN!0M0KV
[OPZ^OH[KVLZP[TLHU&(YL[OLYLNVPUN[VILHU`JVUZLX\LUJLZVYYHTPÄJH[PVUZ&@V\RUV^VOUV[OH[
^VU»[^VYRZOL»ZNV[[VILOVTLILJH\ZL[OLRPK»ZNVPUN[VILOVTLMYVTZJOVVSHUK[OLO\ZIHUK»ZUV[
[OLYL[OH[KH`ZV0JHU»[IVVR[OLN\`H[[OPZ[PTLILJH\ZLZOL^VU»[OH]LLUV\NO[PTL[VNL[OVTL1\Z[
ILPUNVU[VWVM^OH[»ZNVPUNVU7PLYYL[[LWLYZVUHSHZZPZ[HU[6[[H^H
Because Pierrette’s tasks vary, she does not set or take a cut of the service rates of the sex worker whom she assists.
She does, however, charge a booking fee and various sums for other services, including for the use of a room in her
apartment, for which she charges 20 dollars for every half hour.
One other research participant, Mercedes, a transsexual woman living in Montréal, also (until recently) supplemented
the income she earned as a part-time sex worker by working as a personal assistant. Mercedes’ principal role was to
“HUZ^LY[OLWOVULHUKIVVROLYJHSSZ” However, she too provided additional services: “0^V\SKTHRLZ\YL[OLOV[LS
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4HRLZ\YL0NV[[OLBJSPLU[»ZDÄYZ[HUKSHZ[UHTL[OLPYYVVTU\TILY[OLOV[LS[OL`»YLZ[H`PUNH[OV^T\JO
`V\^LYLZWLUKPUN(UV[OLY[OPUNPZ0»KNL[1\SPHB[OLZL_^VYRLYD[VNP]LTLHJHSSHZZVVUHZZOLNV[[V[OL
OV[LSYVVTMYVT[OLOV[LSWOVUL[VSL[TLRUV^ZOL^HZVRH`(UK[OLUPM0KPKU»[OLHYIHJRMYVTOLYPUSPRL
OHSMOV\YTPU\[LZ[OLU0»KILVUT`^H`V]LY[OLYLYPNO[&(UKPM0KPKU»[OLHYMYVTOLY[OLU0»KPU]VS]L
[OLWVSPJL
Mercedes also provided assorted personal services; she would “THRLJVMMLLY\UZB¯DTHRLZ\YLOLYV\[Ä[^HZWPJRLK
V\[ZVTL[PTLZ” However, while Pierrette takes care of advertising, Mercedes did not assume this responsibility.
As we have already seen with mentors and workplace providers, successful personal assistant arrangements are also a
mechanism to combat the isolation of working in a criminalized and clandestine industry:
B0MD0»TOH]PUNHIHKKH`HUK0ULLK[V[HSR[VZVTLIVK``LZ0KVOH]LMHTPS`TLTILYZHUKMYPLUKZ[OH[HYL
LZJVY[MYPLUKS`)\[[OL`KVU»[KV^OH[0KV[OL`»YLUV[NVPUN[V\UKLYZ[HUK(UK0KVU»[^HU[[VILILZ[
MYPLUKZ^P[OL]LY`IVK`V\[[OLYLILJH\ZLSPRLHU`I\ZPULZZ`V\»YLUV[NVPUN[VILMYPLUKZ^P[OL]LY`IVK`
B¯D:VTLKH`Z[OPZQVIJHUILNYLH[P[»ZQ\Z[IHUNIHUN0^PZOL]LY`JSPLU[^HZSPRL[OH[(UK[OLYL»ZV[OLY
KH`ZVOT`NVK0Q\Z[OHKVULN\`[OH[^HZZ^LH[PUNVUTLVY0OHKHSS[OLZLUVZOV^Z`V\Q\Z[^HU[[V
]LU[`V\RUV^B¯D0[KVLZU»[OH]L[VIL`V\Y^OVSLSPMLI\[`V\Z[PSSOH]L[VJVUULJ[`V\JHU»[^VYRPU
PZVSH[PVU(Pierrette, personal assistant, Ottawa)
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YVVT^HZJSLHULK0TLHU[OLYL^LYLTHPKZHS^H`ZIYPUNPUNJSLHU[V^LSZHUKL]LY`[OPUNI\[0^V\SKHS^H`ZTHRLZ\YL
P[»Z[PK`PU[OLYL0^V\SK[HRLJHYLVM[OL[PTLZHUK[OLKH[LZHYYHUNL[OLWYPJLZ” She also provided security by hiding
in the bathroom of the hotel rooms the sex worker rented as temporary incall locations. For outcalls, Mercedes implemented security strategies similar to those used at agencies. She would:

The personal assistants we spoke with did not dictate whom sex workers see. They, however, did exercise a measure
of control in that they scheduled appointments according to the availability of the sex worker. Indeed, the relations of
power are clear – while an agency is an employer and an agent is a sex worker’s representative, the personal assistant
is an employee. Pierrette struggled with this in her first personal assistant position:
0[^HZSPRLº0^HU[`V\[VIVVRT`JHSSZI\[0Z[PSS^HU[[VILPUJOHYNL»>LSS[OL[OPUNPZ^OLU`V\OH]LH
THUHNLY`V\OH]L[VRPUKVM[Y\Z[[OLT[V\ZL[OLPYQ\KNTLU[B¯D0KPKU»[YLHSS`HNYLL^P[OZVTLVM[OL[OPUNZ
ZOLKPK:OL^V\SKIVVRN\`ZSPRLKV\ISLIVVRº6O^LSSQ\Z[RLLW[OLTVMM[LSS[OLT[VNV[V[OLJVYULY»
>LSSHSV[VMN\`Z^V\SKNL[\WZL[HUKSLH]LHUK[OLUZOL»KNL[THKH[TL[OH[0KPKU»[RLLW[OLT6YZOL»K
[HRLMVYL]LY[VNVVUHUV\[JHSSHUK[OLU[OLN\`^V\SKJHUJLS;OLYL^LYLHSS[OLZL[OPUNZ[OH[0OHKUV
JVU[YVSV]LYHUK`L[0^HZZ\WWVZLK[VWLYMVYTTPYHJSLZ
As the narrative above suggests, it would appear that in order to be successful, the relationship between the sex worker
and personal assistant requires trust and a certain synchronicity. Mercedes and the woman she worked for had “RUV^U
LHJOV[OLYMVYHSTVZ[`LHYZ”; Pierrette also has a long standing relationship with her current ‘employer,’ but more
importantly, “^LOH]L[OLZHTL^VYRWYPUJPWSLZZVP[^VYRZ(UK0RUV^OLY0RUV^^OH[ZOL^V\SKKV^P[OHJSPLU[^OH[
ZOL^V\SKU»[KVB¯D0[Y\Z[OLYHUKZOL[Y\Z[ZTLHUK0[OPUR[OH[»ZPTWVY[HU[”

DRIVER
Drivers are contractors (generally working on a fee-for-service basis) whose principal, but not necessarily only, task is
to drive sex workers to appointments. Drivers ensure sex workers arrive punctually at an engagement and are promptly
picked up after the call is completed. This task has a straightforward skill set according John, a personal driver for his
friend who was an agency-based Ottawa sex worker, “KYP]LY»ZSPJLUZLJHYÅL_PISLZJOLK\SL[OH[»ZHIV\[P[”
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6UL Y\SL [OH[ TVZ[ HNLUJPLZ OH]L PZ [OL` KVU»[ HSSV^ KYP]LYZ [V NL[ PU]VS]LK ^P[O [OL NPYSZ B¯D (UK `V\
RUV^0KV[OPUR[OH[»ZHNVVKWYVJLK\YL0TLHUQ\Z[SPRLPUHU`^VYRWSHJL`V\Q\Z[KVU»[^HU[[VOH]LHU`
H^R^HYKULZZB¯D:V[OH[HSZVTHKL\ZMLLSZHMLRUV^PUN[OH[[OH[Y\SL^HZPUWSHJL¶[OH[[OLZLN\`Z^LYL
UV[NVPUN[VILOH]LPUHJYLLW`^H`ILJH\ZL`V\RUV^`V\»YLKYP]PUNPUHJHYM\SSVMWYL[[`^VTLUKYLZZLK
PUZRPTW`JSV[OLZ
Some agencies had more expansive expectations of how drivers should behave towards sex workers:
;OL`JHU»[ÅPY[^P[O[OLNPYSZ[OLKYP]LYZ5V[L]LUQVRLB¯DILJH\ZL[OLZLNPYSZQ\Z[^LU[PUB[VZLLHJSPLU[D
TH`IL[OL`KVU»[MLLSSPRLOLHYPUNHKHTUQVRLUV^º)LUVYTHS(ZR[OLTOV^[OL`»YLMLLSPUN+V[OL`^HU[
[VOLHYT\ZPJVYUV[&+V[OL`^HU[HJPNHYL[[L&>OH[L]LY@V\RUV^KVU»[ILM\UU`:OLOHZ[VKLHS^P[OH
N\`SPRL`V\\WZ[HPYZ.VKSPZ[LU»@LZ0[LSS[OLTYPNO[H^H`B¯Dº;OL`»YLUV[NL[[PUNWHPK[VZP[PU[OLJHY^P[O
`V\HUKTHRL`V\MLLSNVVKN\`:VKVU»[[Y`[VKV[OH[»(Justine, outcall agency manager, Montréal)
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Some drivers, like Frankie in Montréal, are hired by an independent sex worker. Others, like John (driver, Ottawa), are
engaged and compensated1 by an agency worker. Still others, like Guy (driver, Montréal), are employed by agencies. At
one level, this distinction is not inconsequential – drivers hired by a sex worker are responsible only to her/him; while
those employed by an agency are supervised and answer to the agency owner, manager or receptionist who also allocates their work. In practice, however, the interests of sex workers and agencies converge around the desirability of
reliable and efficient transportation. Both sex workers and third parties told us that they expected drivers to be dependable, have functioning cars, be good time managers, and professional in their attitude towards sex workers. Christina,
a 31-year-old escort in Toronto, explained that she appreciated the latter policy:

That said, the organization of the driver’s labour, which is determined by their employer – be it a sex worker or an agency
– conditions their ability to provide a good transportation service. Some drivers simply chauffeur one worker to an encounter and wait nearby, although not so close as to be obvious since, “[OL`»YLUV[Z\WWVZLK[VZ[H`PU[OLKYP]L^H`”
(Sandra, sex worker, Toronto). Having a driver in the area and on-call was a security strategy that Sylvia, a web service
provider and outcall agency owner, used: “>LKPKOH]LHKYP]LY[OH[0^VYRLK^P[O/L^HZYLHSS`NVVK/L^HZYLHSS`
YLSPHISLB¯D/L»KKYP]L[OLT[V[OLPYJHSSZ/L»KWOVUL/L»KTHRLZ\YL[OH[L]LY`[OPUN^HZJVVS`V\RUV^^OH[0TLHU
0M[OLYL^HZHU`WYVISLTZOL^V\SKJVTL[V[OLKVVY¹
In those cases the driver can also deter wrongdoing by a client; Sylvia explains the value of having the driver “THRLZ\YL
OLRUVJRZVU[OLKVVYPUTPU\[LZ1\Z[[VTHRLZ\YL[OLJSPLU[RUV^Z[OH[`V\»YLZHMLHUKZVTLVUL»Z[OLYL.” Even
when not called upon, the presence of a driver in the vicinity can be a deterrent: “[OLJ\Z[VTLYZZVY[VMRUL^[OH[[OLYL
^HZHS^H`ZHUVW[PVU[OH[[OLN\`PU[OLJHY^V\SKIL[OLYL,]LU[OV\NOZOLKPKU»[[LSS[OLTP[^HZ`V\RUV^OLYUPJL
N\`MYPLUK^HZKVPUN[OLKYP]PUN” (John, driver, Ottawa).
Some agencies, like the one Guy worked for, use the ‘all girls in the car’ model. In those situations drivers and sex workers spend the entire shift together in the vehicle (often interspersed with coffee shop breaks), and workers are dropped
off and picked up throughout the evening. In other cases, drivers juggle picking up, and dropping off, several sex workers from their homes and calls:
;OLKYP]LYZVTL[PTLZPZKYVWWPUNVMM[^VVY[OYLL^VTLUZVOL»SSKYVWVMMZH`:\LH[VULWSHJL)L[[`H[
HUV[OLY1HULH[HUV[OLY;OLU^L»YL[VJHSS[VSL[[OLTRUV^^OLU^L»YLYLHK`[VSLH]L^OLYLOLJV\SKIL
V]LYKYVWWPUNVMM)L[[`^OPJOTLHUZ^LTH`OH]L[V^HP[TPU\[LZMVYOPT[VWPJR\Z\WB¯D0»]LOHK[V
Y\UV\[VMJHSSZYPNO[HUK^HP[ZVTL^OLYLOVWPUN[OH[T`KYP]LY^V\SKJVTL(Moxie, sex worker, Halifax)
As Moxie’s quote alerts us, when drivers are providing transportation service to several sex workers, the workers may
find themselves stranded outside waiting for their driver to return while doing their best to avoid drawing attention – a
potentially unpleasant and even dangerous situation. More importantly, this practice can undermine the security strategies agencies implement; the effectiveness of the two-call system, safety call (check ins) and emergency protocols

1. John did not want to be paid for his service and instead his friend would cover expenses and periodically treat him to dinners and drinks out.
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;OLYLVM[LU^LYLU»[LUV\NOKYP]LYZZV[OLYL^HZU»[SPRL[LU^VYRLYZHUK[LUKYP]LYZ>OH[0OHK[VKV^HZ
[OH[PM0OHKHKYP]LY[HRPUN^VYRLYZOLYL[Y`[VZL[P[\WZV[OL`JV\SK[HRLTVYL[OHUVUL^VYRLYPMP[»ZNVPUN
[VILPU[OLZHTLYLNPVU(UKTHRLZ\YL[OH[PM[OL`ULLKLK[VSLH]L[OLKYP]LY»ZH[SLHZ[JSVZLI`LUV\NO[V
NL[[OLYLX\PJRS`(Kaya, outcall agency receptionist, Toronto)
Jackie, who had started work as a receptionist in an outcall agency when she took time off sex work due to health issues, explained her preoccupation:
0OHKOHKZVTLL_WLYPLUJL^P[OKYP]LYZ^OV^LYLU»[ULJLZZHYPS`[OLILZ[0UMHJ[VULVM[OVZLL_WLYPLUJLZ
^HZH[[OH[HNLUJ`:V0THKLHIZVS\[LS`Z\YL[OH[UL^KYP]LYZJHTLVUVI]PV\ZS`P[^HZU»[PUT`W\Y]PL^[V
[YHPU[OLTI\[^OLU[OL`JHSSLKPU0^V\SKSL[[OLTRUV^0»KZH`º;OPZPZ^OH[`V\ULLK[VKV`V\ULLK[V
Z[H`\U[PS`V\NL[[OLJHSSMYVT[OH[^VYRLYHUKZOLZH`ZL]LY`[OPUNPZÄULHUK[OLU`V\JHUNV+VUV[SLH]L
ILMVYL[OLU»B¯D:VQ\Z[THRPUNZ\YL[OL`\UKLYZ[VVKJSLHYS`^OH[[OLPYYVSL^HZHUK\UKLYZ[VVK[OH[[OL`
ULLKLK[VILPUJVU[HJ[^P[OTLPM[OLYL^HZL]LYHU`RPUKVMWYVISLT
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detailed in *OHW[LY;OYLL!4HWWPUN(NLUJPLZ of this report, are contingent on drivers being reachable, in proximity and
competent. Ensuring this can be a logistical challenge:

When the system works well, it does, as we have already seen, increase sex workers’ security. That said, some of the
sex workers we spoke with complained that not all drivers are diligent: “0OHK[VZP[HUK^HP[MVYHOHSMOV\YTPU\[LZ
\U[PS T` KYP]LY NV[ IHJR ILJH\ZL OL ^HZ H[ ;PT /VY[VUZ OH]PUN H JVMMLL” (Kayla, sex worker, Halifax). Other times,
it would appear that not all third parties are as conscientious as Jackie and Kaya in the narratives above. Alana, an
Ottawa-based escort, echoed the sentiments of a number of the sex workers we spoke with:
>LSSP[^V\SKILOLSWM\SPM[OL`HJ[\HSS`HWWSPLKZVTLVM[OVZL[OPUNZB¯DILJH\ZL0TLHUPU[OLVY`0OH]L
HKYP]LYI\[OLKVLZU»[HJ[\HSS`^HP[HYV\UKB¯D/LQ\Z[NVLZVMM[VKYP]LZVTLVULLSZLVYKYVWZVTLVUL
LSZLVMMHUK[OLUQ\Z[JVTLZIHJRH[[OLLUKVM[OLJHSS:VPM0[L_[VY^OH[L]LYHUKL]LY`[OPUN»ZVRH`HUK
Z\KKLUS`[OPUNZNV^YVUNOL»ZUV[HJ[\HSS`[OLYL
Finally, in addition to transportation and security, drivers may also have other tertiary responsibilities depending on the
particular employer. If they work for an agency or for an independent worker they may be tasked with carrying supplies (e.g., for Beatrice, a Hamilton area escort agency owner, drivers were expected to have stockings and condoms
on hand) or sometimes it is the policy of the driver himself to have supplies (such as condoms and lube) should a
sex worker forget or run low. Furthermore, many agency owners told us they entrusted the driver with collecting the
agency’s money. At the agency where he worked, Guy (driver, Montréal) also occasionally took on the responsibility of
booking appointments. Sam, who started driving for an outcall agency owned by an organized crime syndicate when
he was unable to secure work in his occupational field, had certain supervisory responsibilities in that he reminded sex
workers of agency protocols. Finally, although this was not the experience of most sex workers we spoke with, Lee (sex
worker, Toronto) was disciplined by a driver at one of the agencies where she had worked:
0M0KLJPKLKUV[[VZ[H`MVYHWHY[PJ\SHYJSPLU[B¯D0^V\SKNL[PU[YV\ISL0^V\SKNL[`LSSLKH[B¯D(UK[OLU
[OL`»YLSPRLº>LSSUV^`V\»YLKPMÄJ\S[[VIVVRILJH\ZL`V\»YLUV[[HRPUNHSS[OLJHSSZ[OH[[OL`NP]L`V\»B¯D
+YP]LYZ`LSSPUNH[TL0JHU»[NL[KYP]LUOVTLYPNO[H^H`"0»TPU[OLJHY[OL^OVSLUPNO[B¯D:V0»TPU[OL
JHYPUH[LUZPVULU]PYVUTLU[HUK0TH`UV[NL[HUV[OLYJHSSMVY[OLYLZ[VM[OLUPNO[ILJH\ZL0YLM\ZLK[OH[
WHY[PJ\SHYJHSS
Focus group participants also spoke of other (unofficial) services provided by drivers – sometimes sex workers find drivers useful simply as “ZVTLVUL[V[HSR[VHM[LYHUK0MV\UKKYP]LYZ[VILHNVVKZVJPHSZ\WWVY[HJ[\HSS`” (Eva, sex worker,
Toronto). Several mentioned that they periodically ask drivers to hold their money, rather than take large sums of cash
with them on a call. Eva, who had worked in various sectors in the sex industry since 1996, said: “;OLKYP]LY^V\SKRLLW
T`TVUL`B¯DILJH\ZL0KPK[Y\Z[[OLKYP]LYHUK0UL]LYOHKHU`YLHZVUUV[[V;OL`HS^H`ZWHPK0HS^H`ZNV[WHPK)\[
0KPKU»[^HU[[VNVPU^P[OHJSPLU[OH]PUNHSS[OH[TVUL`VUTL[OH[JV\SKOH]LILLUIHK”
In general then, drivers are service providers who appear to exercise very little control over the labour of sex workers.
Indeed, sex workers and third parties indicated that, for the most part, this category of contractors has remarkably little
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SECURITY
As we have already seen, security in the incall and outcall sex industry may consist of a number of different pre-call
preventative measures including screening clients and maintaining a bad-client list of individuals who are problematic.
We have also examined, in *OHW[LY;OYLL!4HWWPUN(NLUJPLZ, the deterrence strategies (e.g., the presence of other
workers) and preventative tactics (e.g., monitored entrances) used by incall establishments. We have also noted that
drivers are implicated in reactive security measures employed by independent outcall sex workers and agencies (e.g.,
the two-call system and safe calls). In addition, the emergency protocols of outcall agencies and independent escorts
may include a contractual arrangement with on-call security. For example, Adele, a current sex worker and the owner/
operator of a small outcall agency in Montréal, does not hire drivers in order to avoid coming to the attention of the police: “;OLNPYSZOHK[V[HRLYLZWVUZPIPSP[`MVYNL[[PUNHYV\UKI`[H_P0KPKU»[KLHS^P[OHKYP]LYILJH\ZL0^HZL]LUHMYHPK[V
W\[HUHKHUKNL[I\Z[LKI`HJVW.” She does however have on-call security: “OL^HZU»[VUZP[LI\[OL^HZHIHJR\W
B¯D/LOHKHJLSS0WHPKMVYOPZJLSSB¯D0M[OLYL^HZHU`[OPUN0JV\SKJHSSOPT”2 Tandy, a manager of a co-operative
incall/outcall agency had an arrangement with hotel management: “;OL`^OV^V\SKRLLWHUL`LVU[OLNPYSZHUKZ[\MMPU
JHZL[OLYL^HZHU`WYVISLTZ;OL`OHK[VRLLW[OLWOVULZVPM[OLWOVULSPUL^HZWPJRLK\WH[HSSP[KPKU»[OH]L[VIL
KPHSLK>L^LYLWH`PUN[OH[[OL`^V\SKHUZ^LYP[YPNO[H^H`0M[OL`OHKUVYLWS`[OL`^LYL\W[OLYL¹

At other times, there are somewhat more formal agreements with neighbours: “0OHK[^VTLU[OH[SP]LKKV^UZ[HPYZ(SS»Z
0OHK[VKV^HZJHSSPM[OLYL^HZHWYVISLTHUK[OL`»KIL\W[OLZ[HPYZPUHO\YY`B¯D(UKPM[OLYL^HZHWYVISLT[OL`
OHK[VKLHS^P[O0OHKWHPK[OLT” (Ava, incall agency owner). As Britney, a mentor and the owner of an incall location,
pointed out these sorts of arrangements are particularly important in a criminalized context: ¸0M`V\YULPNOIV\YOLHYZ
`V\BPU[YV\ISLD[OL`KVU»[RUV^^OH[OHWWLULKBZVD[OL`TH`UV[JHSS[OLWVSPJL;OL`»YLUV[H^HYLILJH\ZL[OL`»YLUV[
HSSV^LK[VILH^HYL0[OPUR[OH[YLHSS`HMMLJ[Z\ZILJH\ZL^LHS^H`ZOH]L[VOPKLPU[OLZOHKV^ZHUKHJ[SPRL^L»YLUV[
^OV^LHYL¹

In other cases, security personnel are hired for particular events. Leah (incall/outcall agency manager, Ottawa) told us:
“>OLU`V\KVHIHJOLSVYWHY[``V\JHUUL]LYILZHML"[OLYL»ZKYPURPUN[OLYL»ZKY\NZ[OLYL»ZH^OVSLI\UJOVMN\`ZHUK
[^VNPYSZ[OH[JHU[\YUV\[WYL[[`UV[NVVK:V^OLU^L»KNL[IVVRPUNZMVY[OH[0»KZLUK[OYLLN\`Z”
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job security. That said, as the range of experiences in this section suggest, drivers have an impact on a sex worker’s
business. For example, a late pick-up of one worker may cause a subsequent late drop-off of another. This can, in turn,
affect client satisfaction and repeat business for the agency or the second worker. We have also seen that while drivers provide a number of useful services, their ability to provide what is arguably a very important service – security – is
sometimes compromised by the organization of their principal role (driving). This may be because agencies fail to afford
this responsibility the priority it warrants, because of understaffing, or because the drivers are themselves not diligent.

Some agencies have on-site security. Leslie, a Montréal area sex worker, described how cameras were used at a massage parlour where she had worked to unobtrusively communicate with security personnel:
>LOHKHWHY[PJ\SHYZ`Z[LT^OLYL`V\RUV^ZH`PM0[HRLT`WHU[PLZHUK[VZZ[OLTPU[OLHPYL]LUPM[OL
JSPLU[ÄUKZ[OH[YH[OLYVKKOLKVLZU»[\UKLYZ[HUKBSH\NOZD)\[P[»ZHJVKL)LJH\ZL^LOH]LZVTLVUL^OV
NL[ZWHPK[VSVVRH[[OLKHTUJHTLYHZPU[OLZP_YVVTZ[OL`OH]L[OLYLHUK[OH[»ZOPZQVI[translation ours]
(Leslie, sex worker, Montréal)
That said, it would appear, at least from the third parties and sex workers we spoke with, that dedicated security personnel hired specifically and exclusively for the purposes of reactive and/or preventive security in incall establishments are
the exception rather than the rule. We did, however, interview one individual, Brad, who worked for what he described
as an organized crime syndicate in Toronto. His job was “WHY[[PTLZLJ\YP[`MVYHX\V[L\UX\V[LTHZZHNLWHYSV\Y” He
explained:

2. Translation ours.
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Understanding that his role was to deter wrongdoing he also appreciated that he could have been called upon to administer retributive justice. Brad recognized not only the limitations of this approach: “PM^L^LYL[VZ[VW[OLJYHa`N\`Z
MYVTKVPUNZVTL[OPUN[OL`^V\SKOH]LHSYLHK`Z[HY[LKKVPUNZVTL[OPUN[V[OLNPYSZ” but also the potential negative
ramifications for enacting violence in a criminalized context:
0U[OH[ZP[\H[PVU^L^V\SKVI]PV\ZS`SPRLW\SS[OH[N\`V\[HUKB¯D^L^V\SKKVZVTL]PVSLUJL(UK[OLU^L
^V\SKJHSS[OLIVZZHUKZLL^OH[[VKVILJH\ZLP[»ZHKPJL`ZP[\H[PVU@V\KVU»[^HU[[VQ\Z[RPJR[OLN\`V\[
VU[OLZ[YLL[ILJH\ZLPMOL»ZWPZZLKOL»ZNVPUN[VJHSS[OLWVSPJLHUKZ\KKLUS``V\»]LNV[HIPNWYVISLT)\[
KPK^LLUK\WOH]PUN[VKVHU`VM[OH[&5VUV[OPUNL]LYOHWWLULK
According to Human Resources and Skills Development Canada (2012), essential skills for security guards and related
occupations are writing, oral communication, problem solving and decision-making. That said, Brad’s work appears to
have been straightforward – he and the other security guard played cards and watched television as part of a casual
presence that “SVVRLKTLUHJPUN” While he did occasionally speak to the sex workers, ” he was clear that “0KPKU»[THU
HNL[OLTBZL_^VYRLYZDZV0JLY[HPUS`KPKU»[ZH`[OL`OHK[VKVIL[[LY^P[O[OLPYI\ZPULZZZPKLVM[OPUNZB¯D0KPKU»[OH]L
[VLU[LY[HPUHU`VM[OLN\`ZZP[[PUNHUK^HP[PUNVY^OH[L]LYHU`[OPUNSPRL[OH[.” In other words, he did not exercise any
authority or control over the sex workers at the massage parlour. He explained that, “[OL THTHZHUTHUHNLK[OLT” It
would appear that she also managed Brad: “[OLTHTHZHUZOL[LSSZ\Z^OH[[VKV"ZOL[LSSZ\Z[VJSLHU\WZVTL[OPUN
^L»SSJSLHU\WZVTL[OPUN.”
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0[SVVRLKSPRLP[^HZPUHUVMÄJLZ[YPWTHSSHUKHSS[OL^PUKV^ZHYLJSVZLK\WI\[^OLUWLVWSLJHTLPU[OLYL
^HZ[OLJV\U[LY^OLYL[OLNPYSZ^V\SKIL[HSRPUN[V[OLI\ZPULZZTLUHUKZVVU)\[[OLYL»ZHS^H`ZHUVWLU
KVVY^H` [V SPRL [^V VY [OYLL N\`Z ZP[[PUN PU [OL IHJR WSH`PUN JHYKZ ^H[JOPUN ;= HUK [OL` SVVR ZVY[ VM
TLUHJPUNZVP[^HZKL[LYYLUJL0TLHUPUT`TPUKPUT`L_WLYPLUJLUV[OPUNZLYPV\ZL]LYOHWWLULKZV0
PTHNPUL[OH[»Z^O`[OL`OHKTL[OLYL:VWLVWSLKPKU»[[OPUR[OL`JV\SK[HRLHK]HU[HNLVM[OLNPYSZ

WEB SERVICE PROVIDER
Web service providers organize online advertising for independent sex workers (and sometimes for agencies). They act
as either the host of a site, such as a forum or review board, or in a coordinating capacity by developing and posting
advertisements. In our sample individuals became website providers as an offshoot of other sex work related activities.
They were sex workers or agency owners who were responding to an emerging service provision niche engendered by
the Internet’s profound effect on advertising and marketing strategies in the sex industry. Sandi, a 52-year-old Montréal
area independent sex worker/event planner with over 15 years of experience in the sex industry, explains the shift:
3PRLL]LY`[OPUN^HZ]LY`JVUÄKLU[PHSHUKHUVU`TV\ZILMVYL(UK0JHUUV[NL[T`OLHKHYV\UK[OLL_WVZ\YL
W\ISPJL_WVZ\YLH[[OPZWVPU[(UK0KVU»[RUV^PM[OH[»ZHZ[YLZZVYMVYWLVWSL^OVHYL`V\UNLYHUKPU[OL
I\ZPULZZUV^VYUV[BI\[D[OLYL»ZSV[ZVMPTWSPJH[PVUZB¯D>OLU0Z[HY[LK`V\JV\SKSP[LYHSS`W\[HUHKPU[OL
JSHZZPÄLKZ
While some sex workers and third parties, like Lisa (massage parlour owner, Toronto), do minimal advertising (save small
print ads in local newspapers) and have refused to engage with the technology, it is increasingly difficult to avoid an
online presence. This is particularly true if the sex worker or agency is not already well established. Agencies who have
their own websites (on which they may, or may not, provide personal as well as agency advertising) will hire a photographer, a web designer, and may invest in search engine optimization. Beatrice (outcall agency, Hamilton) spoke to how
this interfaces with branding:
0»T]LY`JHYLM\SHIV\[[OLIYHUKPUNVMT`HNLUJ`B¯DTHRPUNZ\YL[OH[[OL^LIZP[LHUKL]LY`HZWLJ[VMT`
HNLUJ`PZHZOPNOLUKHUKHZWVSPZOLKHZWVZZPISL[Y`PUN[VTHRLZ\YL[OH[0Z[HUKHIV]LHSSVM[OLV[OLY
HNLUJPLZ V\[ [OLYL 0 \ZL H IL[[LY WOV[VNYHWOLY 0 OH]L H IL[[LY ^LI KLZPNU 4HRPUN Z\YL [OH[ [OL ZLHYJO
VW[PTPaH[PVUPZHZOPNOHZP[JHUNL[
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Sex workers who do not wish to, or are not able to, maintain their own websites may instead pay a monthly fee to
post advertisements on a web server. Sometimes, the service is simply the provision of virtual advertising space. For
example, Joe, a former escort agency owner turned his “^LIZP[LMYVTHULZJVY[HNLUJ`^LIZP[LPU[VHUHK]LY[PZPUN
^LIZP[L^OLYLPUKLWLUKLU[Z^V\SKHK]LY[PZLMVYHZL[MLLWLYTVU[O(UKHNLUJPLZ^V\SKKV[OLZHTL[OPUN.” Websites
may also host client review boards. Some sex workers find review boards frustrating, while others integrate them into
their promotion:
0^HZVUS`YL]PL^LKHML^[PTLZHUK[OL`^LYL[OPUNZ[OH[^LYL¶SPRL[OL`^LYLU»[IHKVYHU`[OPUNMVYTL0
Q\Z[UL]LYLUJV\YHNLK[OH[]LY`T\JOB¯D)\[MVYZVTLWLVWSLP[^VYRLKYLHSS`^LSSHUKZVTLNPYSZ^V\SK
YLHSS`B¯DW\YZ\LP[(UK[OLYL^V\SKILHSV[VMKPZJ\ZZPVUHYV\UK[OLTHUK[OH[^HZ[OLPYV^UTHYRL[PUN
Z[YH[LN`(Eva, sex worker, Toronto)
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Some independent escorts and small agencies do maintain their websites, organize their own photography and manage advertising themselves; it would appear, however, that running and maintaining a website is not always an option
for those individuals who lack the prerequisite skill set, technological competence, inclination and/or time. Miss W (web
service provider/outcall agency manager, Montréal) spoke of the skill set she brought to the job: “0RUV^OV^[VHK]LY
[PZL:LHYJOLUNPULVW[PTPaH[PVU0HSZV[OPUR0»TWYL[[`ZH]]`HIV\[SPURL_JOHUNLZMVY[YHMÄJ:V0RUV^^OV¶SPRL[OLYL»Z
ZVTHU`LZJVY[KPYLJ[VYPLZZVL]LY`IVK`^HU[Z`V\[VW\[`V\YSPUR[OLYL¶ZV0RUV^OV^[VKVHK]LY[PZPUN[VNL[[OL
YPNO[L`LIHSSZ[V[OLNPYSZ¹

At times, these contractors provide additional services beyond posting and moderating a website. Miss W, who concurrently manages an outcall agency, explains that she offers both concrete services and mentoring as part of her role as
a web provider:
4HRPUNZ\YL[OLWPJ[\YLZHYLJYVWWLKHWWYVWYPH[LS`HUK^YP[PUNHUKOLSWPUN[OLTKL]LSVW[OLPYWYVÄSLZZVP[»Z
NVPUN[VZLSS[OLTI\[HSZVILHJJ\YH[LLUV\NO@V\JHU»[OH]L[VVT\JO):ILJH\ZL^LSSZVTLJSPLU[Z
KVU»[JHYL[OL`KVU»[JHYL^OVJVTLZ[V[OLKVVYI\[0^HU[[OLT[VOH]LHZ\JJLZZM\SHWWVPU[TLU[ZV
[OL`»]LNV[[VHK]LY[PZLHWWYVWYPH[LS`
Sylvia (web service provider/outcall agency owner, Hamilton) offers a somewhat different service. She started managing
print advertising for a diverse group of sex workers before expanding her services to online promotion:
@V\RUL^`V\OHK[VOH]L[OLHKZPUJLY[HPUWHWLYZ[OH[^LYL^LLRS`@V\^V\SKOH]L[VOH]L`V\YHKZPUH[
JLY[HPUKH[LZ(UK[OLU[OLTVU[OS`VULZB¯D0»KOH]L[VTHRLZ\YL[OH[[OL^VTLU[OH[^HU[LK[VOH]L[OLPY
HKZPU[OLZLWHWLYZ¶[OH[0^HZNL[[PUN[OLTVUL`MYVT[OLT¶`V\RUV^^OH[0TLHU&:V[OL`^V\SK\Z\HSS`
WH`I`[OLTVU[OYPNO[:V^P[OPU[OH[[OLPYTVU[OS`MLL^V\SKJV]LY[OLPYTVU[OS`HK]LY[PZPUN
It should be noted that web moderators exercice no power/control over the organization of a sex worker’s labour. They
do, however, have the authority to suspend or ban workers from their sites; thereby reducing the sex worker’s advertising options and potentially their income. The impact of this is most significant in smaller centres with fewer advertising
venues. Alana, who now works as an independent escort in the Ottawa area, noted, ¸;VYVU[V»ZKPMMLYLU[;OLYL»ZT\S[PWSL
BVUSPULLZJVY[DIVHYKZ[OH[NL[SPRL[VUZVM[YHMÄJZVPM`V\KVU»[SPRLVULIVHYKVYPM`V\HYLZ\ZWLUKLK`V\JHUNVVU
HUV[OLYIVHYK;OLYLPZUVV[OLYIVHYKMVY6[[H^H” At other times, sex workers lose access to advertising venues as a
result of protectionist social movements. For example, prior to December 2010, when Craigslist bowed to pressure by
the Canadian government3 and shut down its ‘erotic services’ section, this was a popular and free advertising venue for
independent sex workers. With this option no longer available, many sex workers started paying for ads on other sites.
Thus, it would appear that the closure of Craigslist inadvertently opened up business opportunities for third parties.

3. Craigslist removed its ‘erotic services’ section in Canada in December 2010 “In response to requests by Justice Minister Rob Nicholson
and four provinces, fuelled by lobbying by groups opposed to prostitution and human trafficking”, and after a similar outcry led to its removal
in the US (Kelly and Matthews, 2010, np).
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6U-YPKH`^OLU*YHPNZSPZ[ZO\[KV^UL]LY`IVK`»Z^OPUPUNUV[L]LY`IVK`I\[HSV[VMWLVWSL6RH`^LRUV^
^OH[[OLWYVISLTPZ^OH[»Z[OLZVS\[PVU&>LRUV^[OH[[OLNLU[SLTLUHYLZ[PSSNVPUN[V^HU[[VJVTLYPNO[&
@LHO:V^OH[HYL[OL`NVPUN[VKV&;OL`»YLLP[OLYNVPUNVWLU[OLUL^ZWHWLYVY[OL`»YLNVPUN[V.VVNSL
ºLZJVY[6[[H^H»VYº6[[H^HLZJVY[»ZV^OH[JVTLZ\W&(OO[OPZZP[LVRH`[OH[»Z^OLYL^LZOV\SKHK]LY[PZL
@V\OH]L[V[OPUROV^HYL[OLWLVWSLNVPUN[VÄUK`V\&;OPZPZHYLW\[HISLZP[L;OLYL^LYLZVTLKPMMLYLU[
VW[PVUZHUK^LJOVZL[OLVUL^L[OV\NO[^HZ[OLILZ[
As a final note, ironically, though vilified in the media, demonized by anti-sex work activists (see for example Hughes,
1999) as pimps and criminalized under *YPTPUHS*VKL s. 212(1)(j) (living on the avails of another’s prostitution), website
providers (such as CERB and TERB) are not only integral to independent sex workers’ business but also provide an important security tool; including virtual ‘sex worker only’ spaces where workers maintain bad date lists, share information
and elicit client references from other sex workers. Moreover, these types of virtual spaces also facilitate the creation of
online communities among independent sex workers who might otherwise feel isolated.
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Pierrette, an independent sex worker and personal assistant for another sex worker, explained her approach to locating
an appropriate site to advertise when the free option was removed:
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CONCLUSION
We introduced this report by reflecting on the stereotypes of pimps, procurers and parasites that flourish and
take on an aura of ‘truth’ in the absence of empirical evidence. In this report, we have challenged these tropes
by drawing on research to map third parties in the incall and outcall sectors of the sex industry. In the process,
we also unpacked the range of relationships between sex workers and third parties. We have seen that some
third parties are contractors (i.e. personal assistants, drivers, security and web designers) OPYLKI` independent
sex workers or agencies to provide particular services; others are associates (i.e. agents, mentors, event planners and worksite providers) who ^VYR ^P[O sex workers and some are agencies who OPYL sex workers in an
employer-employee type relationship.
Throughout this report we have seen that the organization of sex industry businesses, and the roles of third
parties, resemble ‘mainstream’ sectors of the labour market. We endeavoured to tease out the parallels between these roles in the sex industry and those in ‘mainstream’ sectors through language and by highlighting
the commonalities between, for example, outcall agencies and agencies that arrange cleaning for middle class
patrons; agents that organize modeling gigs and those that organize sex workers’ calls; and the renting of a
hairdressing chair and providing a space for incall services. The intent of this exercise was not to flippantly
gloss over specificity, but to aknowledge that the sex industry is run in much the same way as other sectors
of the economy. Indeed we suspect some readers will be disappointed with the ‘mundane’ findings presented
in the report. Perhaps this is in itself significant. Shorn of moral outrage and absent of salacious framing, management in the sex industry, like management in other sectors, is rather unexciting. This further highlights the
inevitable corollary to the assertion by sex workers that ‘sex work is work’1 – if sex work is work, then those
who hire, collaborate with, or provide assistance to sex workers, are also working.
Mapping third parties has also drawn our attention to the spectrum of ways sex workers organize their labour
(e.g., independent, disguised employees) and to the wide range of possible configurations, the intra-role diversity of third parties and the complexity of the service/power/control nexus. This recognition positioned us
to think about the roles of third parties and the reasons why sex workers work for, with, or hire third parties
PUNLULYHS; and why they elect to work for, with or hire WHY[PJ\SHY types of third parties. We have also come to
appreciate that sex workers move in and out of relationships with third parties based on their shifting professional needs and personal situations. This allowed us to shed light on assumptions embedded in the binary
construction of sex workers who are exploited (and without self-determination) and those who are ‘privileged’
independents (and exercise some self-determination). Sex workers told us that working as an independent (essentially running their own small business) was neither viable nor desirable for all sex workers: it necessitates
skills (e.g., business, organization, public relations), assets (e.g., cell phone, a steady internet, an appropriate
home or at least a credit card to book hotel rooms for incall work), knowledge (e.g., security strategies, how to
organize photo shoots) and time and labour (e.g., to place ads, answer emails). Some sex workers do not want
to work this way, some do not have the skills, some do not enjoy administrative tasks and for some, working
for a third party was an alternative to street-based work – an option they welcomed.
Sex workers also welcome the policies and practices of third parties that increase their financial wellbeing
and their safety, security and emotional health. Beyond the security afforded by the simple fact that the sexual
service encounter is not occurring in a vacuum and that others know the sex worker’s whereabouts (not an in-

1. Notably this does not negate the reality that the decision to do that work will be made in the context of constraints; see for
example contributions in Van der Meulen, Durisin & Love (2013); Oakley (2007); Johnson (2002); Delacoste & Alexander (1997).
See also the testimony of sex workers at the Parliamentary Subcommittee on Solicitation Laws (SSLR, 2006). As is the case with
sex workers, scholars working in this area do not ‘buy into’ the neoliberal notion of unconstrained choice. They recognize that
broader socio-economic stratifications and scripts (including gender, economic resource distribution, and racialization) condition
the range of options open to individuals and create situations where some individuals are engaging in sex work in the context
of few alternatives. That sex work is a choice within constrained options does not, in and of itself, negate that it is work. . See
for example Law (2011); O’Doherty (2011); Bruckert & Chabot (2010); Van der Meulen & Durisin (2008); Parent & Bruckert (2007);
Jeffrey & MacDonald (2006).
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consequential advantage), our research identified a number of security strategies implemented by third parties
(although no individual third party implemented all of these strategies). These included: screening, maintaining
zero-tolerance policies and bad date lists, the collection and verification of personal information (e.g., name,
phone number, employer), requiring references, matching clients to workers, providing a deterring presence,
hiring on-site or on-call security persons, training workers in exit and conflict avoidance strategies, and establishing emergency protocols. In addition there are sector specific services; for example, outcall third parties
might hire drivers who remain in the vicinity and collect information on the call location, use mandatory safe
calls (at the beginning and sometimes at the end of the appointment), and pre-arrange a code word in case of
emergency. Incall locations offer the presence of others, a monitored entrance, security cameras, no-locked
door policies and a two-call system. Notably, the particular roles of certain third parties position them to provide some services and not others. For example, we have seen that website providers have online forums
where sex workers post details about bad dates, share information on clients and elicit references about new
clients from other sex workers; mentors train sex workers in screening and security protocols, and worksite
providers offer a safe and secure workspace where there are other people around and alert clients that the
worker’s whereabouts are known.
Some third parties (including agency owners/managers, agents, mentors, event planners and sometimes even
drivers), are also implicated in safeguarding sex worker’s health by providing information on safer sex practices, supplying condoms and other safer sex equipment, training workers to identify the physical signs of illness
and infection and/or by implementing strict no bare-backing policies. Finally, few agencies appear to be specifically attentive to the emotional wellbeing of sex workers. That said, sex workers (including third parties who
are sex workers) spoke of the importance of being able to debrief, to share stories and strategies with other sex
workers, and to collectively reflect on navigating stigmatic assumptions – all of which takes on additional significance for workers who are isolated by virtue of criminalization and enduring stereotypes. This highly-valued
sense of community is often, with the notable exception of outcall agencies, an artefact of working with, for
or hiring a third party. We saw this in incall agencies as well as with agents, mentors, event planners, worksite
providers and personal assistants. Indeed, even website providers create a virtual sex worker community by
providing sex-worker only spaces.
That said, it was clear that just because third parties offer useful services, and just because sex workers appreciate these, does not mean that third parties are the ‘unsung heroes’ of the sex industry. While some third parties may well be sincerely motivated to create a pleasant and safe working environment for sex workers, by no
means can we ascribe such an altruistic impulse to all third parties. Moreover, all third parties are also running
businesses,2 interested in their ‘bottom line’ and motivated to generate a profit. Indeed that third parties (like
any business person) have a vested interest in their business is to be expected. Arguably, the demonization of
that vested interest hinges on the belief that sex work is inherently bad and therefore anyone who profits from
it must be truly depraved. The truth is more complex. Third parties are individuals – some considerate, some
apathetic, others nasty. In other words, as soon as we stop thinking about the role of third parties as PUOLYLU[S`
problematic, what comes into sharp focus is exactly what sex workers say - some third parties are great at
what they do, others do an acceptable job, others are incompetent, and some are dreadful. For example, we
heard (and spoke with) of third parties who are negligent in their duties; who are verbally abusive and sexual
harassers; who take an unfair cut of the fees; who require excessive ‘free’ labour; whose organizational and
business skills are atrocious; who do not convey the sex workers’ boundaries to clients; and who have discriminatory hiring practices.
In short, by acknowledging sex workers as “knowers not as merely knowable” (y Rodriguez, 2002, p. 350) and
examining the evidence, we have destabilized two intersecting and mutually affirming stereotypes that third
parties are individuals who always manipulate, exploit and victimize sex workers on the one hand; and the
conceptualization of sex workers who labour for, or with, third parties as necessarily manipulated, exploited

2. Though less clearly the case than, for example, agencies, even contractors can be conceptualized as essentially self-employed
small business people.
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and victimized on the other hand. Not surprisingly (although perhaps ironically), by rejecting a point of departure that defines third parties on the basis of their relationship to the sex industry (and abandoning simplistic
caricatures and blanket assertions about pimps, procurers and parasites) we are positioned to shed light on
problematic practices and policies and tease out issues of power, control and exploitation in a criminalized and
stigmatized labour sector. Moreover, when we are not starting HWYPVYP from an ideological and/or moral position
that understands sex work as inherently wrong, we are also not blinded to the services third parties offer sex
workers. Instead, we are able to have a balanced point of entry that allows us to unpack the complexities of
third party-sex worker relationships. It also allows us to examine the impact of criminalization, a subject which
we will address in the remainder of this chapter. We start with a brief reflection on the breadth of the law.
In *OHW[LY;^V!;OPYK7HY[PLZHUK[OL3H^, we saw that in Canada a series of intersecting and overlapping
laws criminalize third parties in sex work; sometimes in the interests of public nuisance and sometimes in a
patronizing and paternalistic effort to protect sex workers ‘in their own interests’ (regardless of how sex workers themselves define the situation). It is against the law to: communicate for the purpose of prostitution in
public (CC s. 213(1)(c)); keep a bawdy house (CC s. 210(1)); transport someone to a bawdy house (CC s. 211);
entice or procure (cause, induce or have a persuasive effect) someone to become a sex worker (CC ss. 212(1)
(b) and (d)); to either attempt to, or to actually, procure (to cause, induce or have a persuasive effect) someone
to continue to work as a sex worker (CC s. 212(1)(c)); to, for gain, aid, abet or compel someone to engage in
sex work (CC s. 212(1)(h)); and to earn an income for the provision of services directly related to the sex work
of another person, “living wholly or in part on the avails of [the] prostitution” (CC s. 212(1)(j)). This is not a O`WV
[OL[PJHS criminalization, rather individuals who, according to the judges hearing the cases, increase the safety
and security of sex workers, hire workers who freely choose to work in the sex industry and take reasonable
compensation for providing useful services (in other words the antitheses of the ‘pimp’ stereotype) are charged
and convicted.3
The web of laws we have sketched does, of course, have the potential to criminalize (albeit redundantly)4 those
who abuse a sex worker or coerce an individual to engage in sex work. It also criminalizes the third parties we
have identified in this report. For example, the mentors we interviewed (and some of the other third parties,
including Pierrette, a personal assistant, and Rhonda, a worksite provider) spoke of their motivation to help
novices learn about the industry (including how to maximize their safety). However, in the eyes of the law they
would be having a persuasive effect on someone to become a sex worker (CC ss. 212(1)(d)), exercising control
and aiding a sex worker for gain (CC s. 212(1)(h)) and living on the avails (CC s. 212(1)(j)). Since both Lilith and
Britney ran incall locations, they could also be criminalized for “enticing a person who is not a prostitute to a
common bawdy-house” (CC s. 212(1)(b)), and of course “keeping a bawdy-house” (CC s. 210(1)). If they were
to be charged with the latter, their landlord would have been obliged to evict them (CC ss. 210(3) and (4)).5
Moreover, since neither Lilith nor Britney were municipally licenced, they could also have been charged under
municipal by-laws. In short, under a criminalized regime these women risk losing their freedom, losing their
assets and losing their home. The reach of the law also captures those who are merely helping out, with or
without being compensated. For example, a friend or colleague who drives a sex worker to work in an incall
location (CC s. 211), or who offers them a safe place to receive clients (CC s. 210(1)). It would appear that the
laws that criminalize third parties, some of which are ostensibly intended to protect and further the interests of
sex workers, have the exact opposite effect.

3. See for example, 9])HYYV^, 2001 CanLII 8550 (ONCA), 9]3\RHJRV, 2002 CanLII 41577 (ONCA). As we saw, some of the
people we interviewed had been criminally convicted because of their work as third parties. They lost their liberty and had their
assets seized as a result.
4. Although they are not needed to sanction those behaviours given the existence of generic *YPTPUHS*VKL provisions including
CC s. 279.01, the human trafficking law, which criminalizes anyone who has “recruited, transported, transferred, received, held,
concealed, or harboured the victim, or exercised control, direction or influence over the movements of the victim; and done this
for the purpose of exploiting the victim or facilitating their exploitation.”
5. Of course, they would be guilty of “keeping a bawdy-house” and lose their housing, even if they were not working with another
sex worker.
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Notably, the potential consequences of criminalization on the safety and security of sex workers was recognized by the Ontario Court of Appeal in relation to 212(1)(j):6
The living on the avails of prostitution provision can make prostitutes more susceptible to violence
by preventing them from legally hiring bodyguards or drivers while working. Without these supports,
prostitutes may proceed to unknown locations and be left alone with clients who have the benefit
of complete anonymity with no one nearby to hear and interrupt a violent act, and no one but the
prostitute able to identify the aggressor (2010 ONSC 4264 at para 421).
However, our research suggests that the laws do more than just increase independent sex workers’ vulnerability to violence by undermining their ability to hire support and security staff (a contractor relationship) as the
Appeal Court justices suggest. We have seen that the laws (including, but not limited to, the living on the avails
provision that is being challenged in )LKMVYK]*HUHKH) also inhibit sex workers’ ability to access the support
and services third parties offer when labouring for, or with them in agency or associate relationships including,
among others, the issues of safety and security reiterated above. In the remainder of this chapter we present
some of the other ways our research revealed that the criminalization of third parties is contrary to the interests
and safety of sex workers.

÷ Criminalization obscures and enables labour exploitation
The law defines third parties as procurers, parasites that live on the avails of prostitution, and keepers of bawdy-houses. In effect, this means that all third parties (regardless of their relationship or the
services they do, or do not, provide) are breaking the law and are equally vulnerable to *YPTPUHS*VKL
charges and face significant sanctions. Of course, some third parties are exploitative and do have
unfair labour practices however the prevailing definitions, and the very breadth of the law, frames the
situation in such a way that obscures and denies SHIV\Y exploitation at the same time as it pushes the
sex industry into the shadows where unfair labour practices have the potential to flourish.

÷ Criminalization excludes sex workers from protective labour legislation
Unlike workers in ‘mainstream’ labour sectors, sex workers who work with, or for, a third party have
no recourse to resolve workplace conflicts or unfair labour practices (e.g., inequitable shift distribution, failure to implement effective health and safety measures) or inappropriate behaviour on the part
of managers or supervisors (e.g., verbal abuse, sexual harassment). Moreover, because sex workers
are excluded from federal and provincial Employment Standards Legislation, not only do they lack
protections other workers enjoy (e.g., minimum wage), they have no recourse when they are wrongfully dismissed or discriminated against at work. Nor can they draw on Occupational Health and Safety
Legislation to pressure employers to respect the workplace health and safety standards imposed
on ‘mainstream’ businesses. Tangentially, collective organizing (e.g., unions or professional associations) is not viable in the shadow economy. Not only would representatives be in an ambiguous legal
position and lack authority, but in the context of criminalization and stigmatization, sex workers are
unwilling to engage with these sorts of affiliations.

÷ Criminalization prevents clear communication with clients
In order to avoid coming to the attention of the police or providing evidence in case of criminal charges being laid, third parties are discreet and use ‘code’ language in both promotion and in interactions
with clients. This can have a number of consequences. Not only may clients not know (or understand)
the code, but as Kara Gillies (2013) has also pointed out, in this context third parties may not “establish the terms and conditions of service when screening and booking clients [and] as a result sex
workers’ boundaries such as condom use, types of service offered and additional fees are typically

6. The plaintiffs in )LKMVYK]*HUHKH are, as we have already noted, only challenging only CC s. 212(1)(j) and not the remaining
sections of CC s. 212(1).
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not communicated to clients” (p. 273). If third parties are not communicating frankly with clients they
are also less likely to be capable of matching clients and sex workers in terms of, for example, personality, style and services. This leaves sex workers to navigate fees, explain services and costs, and
impose boundaries the client may not have been anticipating.

÷ Criminalization constrains the organization of on-site or on-call security
Third parties are motivated to reduce the potential of someone informing the police about their business; they do this in part by limiting the number of people who have specific information about the
business. In this context, hiring security staff (or even making informal arrangements with, for example, acquaintances or neighbours) increases their risk of being brought to the attention of police or
by-law officers. This may also be one of the reasons some third parties avoid hiring cleaning staff and
instead rely on the ‘free’ labour of sex workers.

÷ Criminalization obliges third parties to ‘fly under the radar’
In order to mitigate the risks of coming to the attention of the police, third parties (particularly in the
incall sector) endeavour to keep a low profile. In real terms this means implementing policies (e.g.,
restricting the number of workers that can come and go) to minimize the possibility of neighbours, the
concierge and/or the landlord, becoming ‘suspicious.’ This also means, of course, that these individuals may not be readily available in case of trouble. Another way third parties endeavour to limit the
possibility that they will come to the attention of the authorities is by refusing to hire sex workers who
have other legal challenges (e.g., child custody issues), are not legally entitled to work in Canada or
may come to the attention of the police due to leisure activities (e.g., drug use). This latter policy, of
course, means that the worksite options of these workers are restricted.

÷ Criminalization encourages ‘wilful blindness’ on the part of third parties
Some agency third parties endeavour to circumvent the law by being wilfully blind to the provision of
sexual services. Indeed, we have argued some municipalities are complicit in this by issuing licenses
for such things as ‘body-rub parlours.’ For sex workers labouring for these agencies this means, for
example, not only that safer sex supplies are not provided but that they are required to be extremely
discreet about storage and disposal of these supplies. This also means that they can’t talk to other
workers, or the manager, about the challenges they confront in their work including inappropriate
behaviour by customers. In wilfully blind agencies workers must also negotiate services and compensation with clients who may sincerely believe the door fees are inclusive of sexual services. Such
miscommunication of services and pricing can result in aggravated and frustrated clients.

÷ Criminalization discourages openness and trust between third parties and sex workers
In order to avoid charges for procuring, third parties may be less than frank during the hiring process,
leading to misunderstandings about the exact nature of the work. Moreover, because agreements
between workers and third parties must necessarily be verbal, it is difficult to hold managers
accountable. This is exacerbated by the fact that in a criminalized context third parties are highly
cognizant of the potential for sex workers to report them to the police. As a result, sex workers may
have very limited personal information about the third parties they work for or with.

÷ Criminalization hinders the training of new sex workers
There are skills involved in being a sex worker, including the use of strategies to maximize safety
and security. In the face of procuring laws (and in particular those that target procuring someone
to become a sex worker) some third parties (including agency owners and workplace providers)
are hesitant to train new workers and transfer important knowledge such as effective screening
procedures, safer sex practices and crisis management. On this issue Kara Gillies (2013) notes that
“uniformly women advised that access to support, training, and information were critical for their skills
building and occupational health and safety when they first started the trade. However the procuring
law discourages managers and colleagues from providing such assistance” (p. 273).
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÷Criminalization can undermine screening procedures
The various screening protocols implemented by third parties are significant security strategies. That
said, effective screening relies on careful attention to ‘cues’ as well as the collection of verifiable information on clients. The ability to screen effectively is weakened in a criminalized context. For example,
balancing the simultaneous screening for both police and aggressors raises the potential that the
former may ‘trump’ the latter, and the third party may miss important information in his or her preoccupation with avoiding criminalization. Moreover, recognizing that in a criminalized context individuals
may be hesitant to provide personal information, third parties may be less than vigilant and predators
are more likely to slip through the screening process.

÷ Criminalization limits access to the justice system
While the third parties we spoke to are, in spite of the potential consequences, prepared to call law
enforcement to intervene in an emergency or crisis situation (e.g., a sex worker being attacked), they
are not willing to report acts of aggression, theft, or wrongdoing retroactively. Similarly sex workers
are hesitant to report victimization to the police because they fear that they and/or their employer may
be charged with prostitution-related offences. Of course, if the acts are not reported, the aggressors
will not be held to account. This, as others have noted in relation to the impact of the criminalization
of sex workers,7 means not only that sex workers are denied access to criminal justice redress but
also that predators may continue to prey on sex workers.

÷Criminalization increases the importance of customer satisfaction
Given the “positive connection between customer satisfaction, loyalty and retention” (Singh, 2006,
p. 1), client satisfaction is recognized in service delivery enterprises as important to ensuring that
the business not only survives but also thrives. After all, dissatisfied customers take their business
elsewhere. In the sex industry, however, disappointed clients can not only withdraw their patronage
but also report the business to the police. However unlikely the latter scenario actually is, third parties
and sex workers are mindful of the potentiality. They are also cognizant that such an action could result in (among other things) an investigation, criminal charges, loss of business or workplace, seizure
of assets, legal costs, a criminal record and restricted mobility for third parties and sex workers. In
this context, both third parties and sex workers are very anxious to keep clients satisfied. This can
work against sex workers, for example, in the event that clients are requesting services or prices the
sex worker would not otherwise provide.

÷ Criminalization impedes the establishment of safe incall locations
As the literature has demonstrated, incall locations (controlled environments) are the safest sex work
venue. However, a number of third parties told us that, in light of the potential for *YPTPUHS*VKL
charges under s. 210(1) and the greater vulnerability an establishment has to coming to the attention
to the police, they elected to organize the provision of outcall services only. The location of the incall
agency can also impact on sex worker’s safety. For example, in municipalities where body rub parlours are subject to zoning by-laws, some agency owners are obliged to locate their premises in less
populated areas. In other cases, agency owners may feel they have little choice, given that landlords
may not rent to them in light of the potential *YPTPUHS*VKL charges they may incur. These establishments will be located in areas that are isolated, dimly lit and poorly served by public transportation,
particularly in the evening.

÷ Criminalization makes sex workers vulnerable to being criminally charged as third parties
The line between sex workers and third parties is considerably more porous than the dominant
discourse suggests – sex workers move in and out of third party work and may inhabit both roles
simultaneously. Moreover, the bawdy-house (CC s. 210(1)) and procuring/living on the avails (CC s.
212(1)) laws are so broad that they ‘capture’ any sex worker who provides assistance to a third party

7. See for example, Jeffrey & MacDonald (2006); Lowman (2000).
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(e.g., answering the phone and booking calls for an escort agency, locking up at the end of a night in
a massage parlour) or who helps out another sex worker, with or without compensation (e.g., sharing
a call, providing information to a novice).

FINAL THOUGHTS
Where does this leave us? We feel strongly that sex workers must take the lead in determining the policies and laws that should govern their industry – not only are sex workers the experts but they are
the people who will live the consequences of any regulatory regime most profoundly. For that reason we do not end with policy recommendation per se. That said, our findings of intersecting and symbiotic relationships and documentation of how the criminalization of third parties works against the
interests of sex workers speaks powerfully to a point of departure for policy discussions – full decriminalization of the sex industry. The benefits (for sex workers) of decriminalization are brought into sharp focus
when we look at the experience of New Zealand. In 2003 New Zealand’s parliament passed into law the 7YVZ
[P[\[PVU9LMVYT(J[ (79() that decriminalized many aspects of the sex industry, including brothels. According
to the extensive research conducted by Elaine Mossman (2010) the result has, among other things: increased
sex workers’ rights; decreased the control and authority of brothel operators; made it easier for sex workers
to negotiate safer sex practices with clients; given sex workers greater access to safer sex supplies; improved
the reporting of violence; given sex workers the legislatively enshrined the right to refuse clients; and increased
options for workers to control their labour environment. Sex workers now also have legal redress “if they have
been unfairly treated, coerced or exploited by those running the brothel” (p. 129). Moreover, as we previously
noted “following the enactment of the PRA, the sex industry could operate under the same health and safety
rules as any other New Zealand industry” (Abel et al., 2010, p. 77). New Zealand’s success does not mean we
need to import their model – regional and national specificity speaks to the importance of a ‘Made in Canada’
approach. New Zealand’s success does however suggest that we cannot continue to criminalize third parties
in sex work if we, as a society, are truly committed to improving the safety, security and wellbeing of all our
citizens.
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APPENDIX ONE: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The multi-method qualitative research project that is the basis for this report endeavoured to shed light on sex industry
management in Canada. The 4HUHNLTLU[ 7YVQLJ[ researchers first sought to understand the context by undertaking a literature review and analyzing media representations, legal/judicial decisions and parliamentary reports.1 The
heart of our research project consists of the textured knowledge that emerged from two phases of interviews. The first
phase entailed a series of 75 in-depth face-to-face interviews with individuals who work (or worked) as third parties in
various sectors of the sex industry (street-based, incall, outcall and strip clubs) in the Maritimes, Québec and Ontario.
The second phase consisted of focus group interviews with 47 sex workers who work (or worked) for, or with (many of
whom had also hired) third parties in those sectors. This second phase allowed us not only to validate and nuance the
findings on policies and practices collected during the first phase, but also to understand how they ‘play out’ for sex
workers. In short, the project employed multiple intersecting methods to accumulate distinctive data sets on the same
topic, generating multiple lines of sight in order to realize a more global understanding; in methodological terms we used
triangulation (Denzin, 1978).
We have little doubt that we will be criticized (indeed we already have been) for listening to what third parties (‘exploiters’, ‘pimps’ and ‘traffickers’) have to say. As social scientists we maintain that perpetuating a discourse by silencing
individuals on the basis of stereotypical assumptions is unconscionable. Indeed it is precisely for those reasons that it
is important. As criminologists and researchers we are committed to producing empirical research that sheds light on
complex social realities, as feminists and social justice activists we take seriously the politics of voice and recognise:
“That even the most conscious social actors are not immune to the deeply embedded social constructs that condition
our understanding of the world […] [and] when those with limited economic, social, and cultural capital attempt to challenge the discourses, they most often go unheard and unheeded.”2
In the interests of transparency, in this appendix we present the methodological approach employed for the 4HUHNL
TLU[7YVQLJ[ focusing on the subsample of third parties and sex workers in the incall and outcall sectors of the sex
industry.3 We start by discussing the project’s relationship to sex worker rights organizations, before presenting the
recruitment strategies, detailing the two phases of interviews with sex workers and third parties, and presenting demographic overviews of our samples. We conclude with information on the coding and analysis process.

WORKING WITH THE COMMUNITY ADVISORY COMMITTEE
The 4HUHNLTLU[7YVQLJ[ was neither a community-based nor a participatory action research. The project was funded
by SSHRC under the Standard Research Grant Program. At the same time, the researchers were committed to ensuring
the project was pertinent for sex workers who labour for, with, or hire third parties.4 We were also cognizant that Canadian sex worker rights organizations, particularly those that are sex worker led, have an unparalleled knowledge of the
sex industry in general, and the challenges confronting workers in particular – after all, their membership is comprised
of current and former sex workers from all sectors of the industry. Mindful of this, we invited four sex worker rights organizations, operating in the geographic areas of this project, to participate in the research in the capacity of advisors:

÷ 4HNNPL»Zis Canada’s oldest sex worker run organization. This by-and-for sex worker group is open to all
genders and has been offering “education, advocacy, and support to assist sex workers to live and work with
safety and dignity” (Maggie’s, 2012) since 1986;

1. These components inform the current report but are not presented. Accordingly those methodological components are not detailed.
2. Hannem & Bruckert, 2012, p. 176-178.
3. In the interests of data coherence, industry sectors are being analysed separately. Far too often sex industry research fails to attend to
sector specificity and in the process obscures nuance.
4. This is also the rationale behind the production of the community booklet “4HUHNPUN`V\Y^VYR”
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÷ :[LWWPUN:[VUL, a sex worker rights and service organization has been providing (among other things) a
drop-in centre, court support, community outreach and public education in the Halifax area since 1989;

÷ :[LSSH, a by-and-for sex worker community organization that has been doing outreach, providing support and
producing information tools for women who work in all sectors of the sex industry, as well as advocating on
behalf of sex workers, since 1995 in Montréal; and

÷ 76>,9, an unfunded by-and-for sex worker organization formed in 2008 that undertakes public and
social service education, hosts sex worker drop-ins, and advocates for sex workers’ rights in the National
Capital Region.
These community groups were implicated in the 4HUHNLTLU[7YVQLJ[ in three principle ways. First, we started the project by undertaking an ‘environmental scan’ – a consultation coordinated and facilitated by a member of the research
team with sex workers in each of the four organizations. This process was intended to ensure that we had a holistic
understanding of the issues, were sensitized to challenges, understood shifting dynamics and grasped some of the
nuance of language around third parties.5 Second, a Community Advisory Committee comprised of representatives
from these four sex worker rights organizations was formed and met face-to-face with the research team (professors
and graduate students) twice for two-day long meetings. Leading up to, and following these meetings, the Committee
stayed in contact with the research coordinator who apprised them of the research project through periodic updates and
received feedback at various pivotal moments throughout the process.6 These individuals brought with them a wealth
of knowledge about the sex industry, provided invaluable feedback and input into, among other things, framing the
research questions, media analysis keywords and recruitment strategies. They also reviewed and worked with the researchers to refine the interview guide. Third, although the sex worker rights groups did not recruit specific participants,
they did provide concrete support by posting our call for participants and spreading word of the research through their
networks. We remain indebted to these community members and these four sex worker rights groups for their generosity and significant contributions.

RECRUITING RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS
At the onset, in order to ensure consistency and cohesion, it was important to establish criteria for participants: “an
individual who does (or did since the year 2000) for (direct or indirect) financial compensation or benefit, supervise,
control and/or take part in the coordination of the labour process (what s/he does, when and where) and/or the labour
practices (how s/he works) of an adult sex worker(s).” Our intentionally broad definition reflected sex worker community
knowledge regarding the range of social actors such as receptionists, drivers, agents, and sex workers who work as
third parties, but may not self-identify as a manager even though their role is (or was) to supervise, control and/or take
part in the coordination of the labour of sex worker(s). Moreover, this framing allowed us to access the perspectives and
unique insights of individuals who are neither sex workers nor upper level managers.7 The criteria for participation of
phase two similarly reflected these criteria. That is to say, sex workers who had laboured for, or with, a third party since
the year 2000. Individuals who had been interviewed in phase one were not allowed to participate in phase two.
Recruiting research participants involved in criminalized behaviours poses obvious challenges,8 which are exacerbated
when the population is not only stigmatized but also demonized (as is the case for third parties) or dismissed and negated a priori as victims (as is sometimes the case for sex workers who work for or with third parties). In order to access an adequate number of participants we sought to minimize barriers to participation by, for example, providing a

5. This was a useful process. For example, based on sex workers explaining the role of ‘pimps’ in strip clubs, we expanded the parameters of the research to include this sector.
6. We did not, of course, consult about analysis or findings – to do so would risk skewing the results.
7. For example, in a ‘mainstream’ enterprise, an administrative assistant has a specific vision of the business and is not invested in preserving an image in the way her or his boss might be.
8. See Shaver (2005) for a discussion on the challenges of researching the sex industry
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toll free phone number and dedicated voice mail, responding promptly to queries and offering an honorarium to cover
expenses.
The goal of the research was exploratory in nature, oriented to investigating the range of experiences within the group.
We therefore sought to minimize, to the extent possible, a particular methodological flaw that sometimes plagues studies on the sex industry:
Reliance on unrepresentative samples is widespread. Although random sampling of sex workers and
customers is impossible, too often the findings and conclusions drawn from convenience and snowball
samples are not properly qualified as nongeneralizable. Victimization studies are a case in point. Street
prostitutes appear to experience high rates of violence in the course of their work, but the samples used in
most studies consist of people who contacted service agencies, were approached on the street, or were
interviewed in jail. (Weitzer, 2005a, p. 938)
Moreover, recognizing, as Weitzer notes, that it is impossible to ever claim to have a representative sample in a clandestine industry, we drew on a wide range of recruitment strategies that extended well beyond our own networks and
those of the sex worker rights organizations that advised us. Indeed, while no claim of a representative sample is being
made (nor could it ever be in the current socio-legal context) the richness (and at times disparity) of the data suggests
we were successful in realizing a diverse sample.
Recruitment for the first phase of the research took place between October 2010 and January 2012; we recruited participants for the second phase from January to June 2012. Both processes were adapted according to the information
and feedback we received throughout the process.9 Ultimately recruitment strategies included:

÷ Posting the recruitment letter on the 4HUHNLTLU[7YVQLJ[’s website, hosted by the University of Ottawa:
http://www.sciencessociales.uottawa.ca/gis-msi/eng/index.asp.

÷ Placing advertisements in newspapers, including the 4VU[YLHS4PYYVY, in print, and ;OL*VHZ[ (Halifax), online.
÷ Releasing press notices in the Maritimes and Ottawa with resulting media coverage in the Ottawa Sun, and
radio interviews on CBC Ottawa and CBC Maritime (Halifax).

÷ Posting recruitment information on all CERB (Canadian Escort Review Board) endorsed sites and listings.
÷ Sending emails or mailing recruitment flyers to Ontario, Québec and Maritime incall and outcall establishments
and strip clubs.

÷ Distributing information on sex work related email listservs including FIRST (Canada-wide), AFS (Québec
wide), and NSWP (both North American and Caribbean).

÷ Distributing recruitment information through sex worker rights organizations and other organizations whose
clientele include sex workers. In Ontario, Maggie’s (Toronto) advertised on their website and announced the
project at their RealWork group, POWER (Ottawa) advertised on their website and distributed the information
through their email contact list, and the AIDS Committee of Ottawa (ACO) distributed flyers to street-based
workers. In Québec, Stella (Montréal) posted the information on their website, circulated recruitment
information monthly as part of their online bulletin, and also handed out flyers to street-based workers, at
massage parlours and incall agencies. Projet Lune (Montréal) and Émiss-ère (Longueil) also distributed flyers
In the Maritimes, Stepping Stone (Halifax), AIDS Saint John and Coverdale advertised the research.

÷ Distributing research information to (select) defence lawyers in Québec.

9. For example, when our contacts informed us that much of the incall/outcall sector relies on online advertising and information, we
posted on popular Internet sites.
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÷ Circulating research information among the various personal, social and professional contacts of the
researchers, Community Advisory Committee members and the interviewers we hired.

÷ Using snowball recruitment; requesting those we interviewed to forward the information to other third parties
in the sex industry.

PHASE ONE - INTERVIEWS WITH THIRD PARTIES10
The first phase of the research entailed in-depth interviews lasting approximately one-and-a-half to three hours in
length.11 Our methodological choice was informed by the established tradition of feminist writing that affirms the importance of respectfully attending to experiential voices.12 Moreover, given the limited data available on third parties in the
sex industry, we required an approach that would produce rich, textured knowledge by allowing researchers to explore a
range of areas and by providing participants with the opportunity to reflect on their experiences. Accordingly, interviewers were trained in in-depth interviewing techniques and an interview guide was developed that employed non-directive,
open-ended queries to elicit the stories and perceptions of participants, semi-structured interventions to probe experiences, and some more structured questions intended to obtain information on policies and practices.
Topics touched on in the interview guide included: entry into the third party work; daily schedules, tasks and responsibilities; organizational strategies, plans and practices; hiring, payment and discipline; risks; occupational health and
safety; laws and policies; experiences of prejudice and social judgment; the impact of their work on their private life;
work history; opinions of the sex industry; and demographic information.
In total we interviewed 50 incall/outcall third parties, of whom 38 were female, 10 male and two transsexual (MTF). Fifteen interviews were in French, with the remaining in English. Of those 50 participants, four identified as black, two as
Asian, 39 as white, one identified as “TP_LK” one as “(IVYPNPUHSHUKISHJR” one as “OHSM5H[P]LHUKOHSM*H\JHZPHU”,
one as “5H[P]LBHUKD-YLUJO”, and one participant identified simply as “H^VTHUVMJVSV\Y.” Although not all participants
identified their class,13 of the 27 who did, five came from upper middle class families, 11 came from middle class homes,
five from lower middle class families, four were working class, and the class of origin of two participants could best be
described as underclass (extreme poverty). Twenty-three participants had children and two had stepchildren. Of this
number, five were living with their children, two were living with their children part-time, and five had children who were
grown. Most participants were single (29), however 11 were in a common-law union, two were married, two had a partner, three were separated and two were divorced.
Our sample varied widely in terms of age and experience; ages ranged from 24 to 62 years (with an average age of 38
years old) and from three months to 20 years experience working as third parties. Twenty-nine were sex workers at the
same time as being third parties, 13 were former sex workers, one had tried sex work and seven had no experience as
sex workers. In addition, 17 had worked as a third party in more than one organization or capacity in the sex industry,
and 29 had held managerial positions outside the sex industry – four people had owned their own ‘mainstream’ business. Only two of our participants had never worked outside of the sex industry; the rest had worked in a variety of
jobs including (from most to least common): service sector, retail, administrative, corporate, social services, education,
manual labour, high-tech, the arts, healthcare, NGO, accounting, military, and government jobs. Third parties’ wide
range of job experience is most aptly described by Jackie (outcall agency receptionist, Toronto): “0»]L^VYRLKPUQ\Z[
HIV\[L]LY`JVUJLP]HISLZLJ[VY`V\JHUUHTL.” In addition to learning the skills they used in their jobs as third parties
in previous employment situations, a number had also received relevant formal training and/or education. Although
the level of education is not known for all the third parties we interviewed, four had graduate degrees, 11 people had

10. Ethics certificate was issued on June 22, 2010.
11. Several of the interviews were upwards of four hours while a few were only 45-60 minutes long.
12. See for example Morris and Bunjun (2007); Kovach (2005); Reinharz (1982).
13. Class location is based solely on the basis of self-identification. The following comment by Marie (massage parlour owner, Montréal)
speaks to stigma and may help to explain why some participants did not identify their class: “Social economic class? I do not feel like I
am part of any class given the […] marginal context I have been in for a while.”
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university degrees, eight had college degrees, two had some university education, seven had some college education,
two had CEGEP certificates, four had finished high school and five had some high school education. The demographic
profile of our participants, in and of itself, challenges stereotypes of third parties as ‘shady characters’ existing on the
fringes of society.

PHASE TWO: FOCUS GROUPS WITH SEX WORKERS14
Unlike the interviews with third parties which were intended, in light of the dearth of research on these individuals, to
be wide-ranging and exploratory, the interviews with sex workers were specifically envisioned as a mechanism to verify
information on policies and practices and uncover how these ‘play out’ and condition their work lives. For this purpose,
guided focus group interviews with sex workers who had worked for or with third parties in the same timeframe (since
2000) as the third parties interviewed in the first phase of the research was an effective data collection method. Indeed,
we found this approach that “explicitly use[d] group interaction as part of the data-gathering method” (Berg, 2009, p.
158) created a space where participants explored and discussed issues, and in the process we were able to collectively
refine our understanding and reflect on unanticipated issues that emerged. The lively conversations and animated responses by focus group members to some of our assertions, or the stories of other sex workers, provided invaluable
insights into industry norms and worker expectations.
For this phase of the research we developed sector-specific interview guides (street, strip club and incall/outcall) drawing on the preliminary analysis of a subsample of the data from Phase One of the project. The five focus groups for incall
and outcall sex workers took place in Toronto, Halifax, Ottawa and Montréal during the spring of 2012.
There were two incall/outcall focus groups with a total of 11 participants in Toronto, of whom seven were white, two Aboriginal, one identified as bi-racial, and one as black,15 three were trans with the remainder being cis-gendered women.
Participants in the Toronto groups had been in the sex industry between two to 25 years, averaging 11 years of experience, and their ages ranged from 26 to 48 with an average of 35 years old. Six women aged 25 to 57 (with an average
age of 42) participated in the Halifax incall/outcall group, one was white, two were black, one Aboriginal/white and one
black/Aboriginal (one did not disclose her ethnicity). The Halifax women had two to 44 years experience in the industry,
with an average of 22 years as sex workers. The Ottawa focus group was the smallest, with only three white women,
aged 21 to 30, who had been in the industry between 1.5 and 4.5 years. Their average age was 27 and they had been in
the sex industry for an average of three years. The seven women in the Montréal incall/outcalll group had two to 14 years
experience in the sex industry, averaging seven years as sex workers, and were between 24 and 36 years old with an
average age of 29; three of the women identified as white, two as Québecois and two did not indicate their ethnicity.
In total there were 27 participants in the incall/outcall sex worker focus groups, ranging from 21 to 57 years old, with
one to 44 years experience in the sex industry. Notably, while participants had to select one focus group in which they
could participate, many had laboured in various other sectors of the sex industry – four had worked on webcam, eight
had been erotic dancers, six had worked in the street-based sex industry, one had worked as an actress in pornography
and another had worked as an erotic phone service attendant. In addition, a significant proportion (12) had been or were
currently independent sex workers.
In the incall and outcall focus groups, the interview questions did not cover all the same topics as the individual interviews had. Rather, they focused specifically on such issues as the impact of managerial policies and practices around
safety and security; sexual and emotional health; legal precautions; financial wellbeing; workplace rules; scheduling
policies; marketing and promotion techniques; recruitment and hiring practices; and the distribution of fees. We also
asked sex workers about their relationship to, and expectations of, the third parties with or for whom they worked, including what they considered to be a good and a bad third party.

14. Ethics approval was obtained on January 18, 2012.
15. As in some of the other groups, not all participants disclosed their race or ethnicity on the demographic sheet.
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ANALYSIS OF DATA
Both the individual and the focus group interviews were recorded and transcribed verbatim. As with any research involving marginalized groups, the anonymity of all participants is of utmost importance. Accordingly, participants were asked
to choose pseudonyms, any other identifying information was removed in the transcription process and all interviews
were reviewed and further anonymized (i.e. names, places, non-pertinent personal details and identifiable speech patterns were changed). Transcripts were stored in password-protected computers and never transmitted electronically.
Each phase of the research was coded separately and the anonymized transcripts were team-coded using qualitative research software (NVIVO). For this process a semi-organic codebook developed that included conceptual codes
informed by theory and the existing literature, information codes from the interview guide, and grounded codes that
emerged from the interviews. Throughout this process, we paid particular attention to the relationships to, and needs
of, sex workers. Once the coding of each interview was completed, a ‘horizontal’ trans-interview analysis (Pires, 1997)
was undertaken to identify points of convergence and disjuncture, and analytic frameworks were developed that ‘made
sense’ of the findings within each phase. Finally, we refined and nuanced our analysis by juxtaposing the data from the
two phases of the research and ‘making sense’ of the tensions, the convergences and the points of rupture. Indeed,
it was the need to engage with integrity and in a meaningful way with ‘negative cases’ that pushed us to nuance our
analysis and refine our conceptual models. This analytic process proved fruitful and allowed for new and unanticipated
findings to emerge from the data – for example, while we had initially sought to examine management in the sex industry
we had not appreciated the full spectrum of the relationships that sex workers have with third parties. The information
that emerged in the analysis - sex workers who work for, with, or hire third parties - frames this report.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS1
This glossary provides definitions for some of the terms we have used in this report to assist those unfamiliar with terminology and specialized language employed in the sex industry.
AGENCY
A businfdszùess that organizes service transactions between two other parties in an employee-employer like relationship. The agency will typically take a percentage of the fees, set rates and have codes of conduct to follow. Agencies can
be incall (the agency receives clients at location), or outcall (workers are sent out to see a client in his/her location).
AGENT
An individual who, working on behalf of another, secures and books engagements or clients. The agent will typically take
a fee-for-service or a portion of a sex worker’s earnings.
ASSOCIATE
An individual who organizes or facilitates transactions between sex workers and clients. Associates generally charge
sex workers a fee-for-service.
BBW
An acronym for Big Beautiful Woman used to describe plus-sized women.
BDSM
A composite acronym for Bondage and Discipline, Domination and Submission, and Sadism and Masochism; a spectrum of erotic and non-erotic practices including restraint, sensory stimulation, role-playing and power differentials.
BODY RUB PARLOUR
An establishment that provides erotic massage (also referred to as ‘erotic massage parlour’). Body Rub licenses exist in
some municipalities in Canada, while other erotic massage parlours advertise as Holistic Health Centres. Municipalities
typically limit the number of licenses for Body Rub Parlours.
BOOKING AGENT
An individual who arranges appointments between a sex worker and his/her client.
CALL
Sex workers and third parties refer to an appointment with a client as a ‘call’ or a ‘date.’
COLLECTIVE AGENCY
Co-operative business with decision-making about organizational issues that facilitates service transactions between
sex workers and clients. A portion of the sex workers’ fees finance business expenses, including drivers and/or security.
CONTRACTOR
A freelance worker who is hired to provide a service for another self-employed individual or for a third party’s business.
In the sex industry a contractor may, for example, be a personal assistant, driver, photographer, security or someone
who provides web services to an agency or sex worker.
CUT
The money given to a third party from the total fee for an appointment. This will vary by agency. The cut may also be a
set amount per call, rather than a percentage.

1. The .SVZZHY`VM;LYTZ is adapted from an earlier version preprared by Jenn Clamen.
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DEPENDENT CONTRACTOR
An independent contractor who is reliant on a third party for services (e.g., a location, booking calls) without which they
would not otherwise be able to carry out their work. For example, sex workers who work at incall agencies would not
have clients or a workplace without the agency.
DRIVER
An individual who provides transportation services for an agency or individual sex worker. This person is responsible for
driving a sex worker to and from an appointment, may be responsible for collecting the agency’s cut, and will often act
as security for the worker.
ESCORT
A sex worker who, working as an independent or for an agency, offers ‘full service.’ Escorts are typically paid for their
time (rather than per service), though they may negotiate additional fees for ‘extras.’
EVENT PLANNER
Someone who organizes, promotes and staffs special events for sex workers and/or their clients. This can, for example,
take the form of parties at the request of clients. They may assume responsibility for screening and having an on-site
presence.
EXTRAS
Services that sex workers may offer that fall outside of regular services or services already negotiated with clients by the
independent worker or a third party. Extra services entail additional fees.
FULL SERVICE
Penetrative and oral sex.
GFE
Acronym for ‘Girlfriend Experience’ (for male workers it is called the ‘BFE’ for ‘Boyfriend Experience’). This service implies a more ‘emotional’ or intimate experience and can involve full service, kissing, cuddling, and eating meals together.
In some cases it may also include the provision of oral sex without a condom. The exact meaning of the term, and what
services are included, vary within the sex industry.
GREEK
Anal sex.
INCALL SEX WORK
Service provision that occurs in a sex worker’s home, hotel room, apartment, establishment or at an agency. Clients
come to the ‘incall location’ to receive services.
INCALL LOCATION
This refers to work establishments that are created for sex workers to provide services indoors. This can be an individual
sex worker’s own home or a location that is rented. Third parties can also rent locations to individuals or agencies.
INDEPENDENT
A sex worker who does not work for an agency. Independent sex workers may hire third parties (such as drivers or web
providers) to work for them, or they may work with associates (although not all sex workers who work with associates
are independents). Independent sex workers organize their own labour and are, in effect, small business owners.
LARGE AGENCY
A hierarchically structured business (with three or more managerial tiers) that organizes service transactions between
sex workers and clients. A cut of sex workers’ fees goes the agency and to receptionists/bookers and (if applicable)
drivers/security.
LICENSING
Some establishments have a municipally issued license to operate. Also, some municipalities require escorts or erotic
massage providers to acquire a license. In these establishments third parties must be ‘wilfully blind’ to the provision of
sexual services.
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LINE-UP
At some incall locations, (e.g., brothels, massage parlours) sex workers are required to line up in the common area so
that a client may see all the sex workers present that day in order to select the individual from whom he or she would
like to receive services.
MENTOR
An experienced sex worker who shares knowledge, skills and information to foster a novice’s development on the job
in an apprenticeship-like arrangement. There may or may not be a fee for this service.
MID-SIZED AGENCY
A hierarchically structured business (with two managerial tiers) that organizes service transactions between sex workers and clients. A cut of sex workers’ fees goes the agency and to receptionists/bookers and (if applicable) drivers/
security.
OUTCALL
This refers to sex work that happens outside of an established location. Sex workers will meet clients in a location of
the client’s choice (e.g., a hotel, home).
PERSONAL ASSISTANT
An individual, hired by a sex worker, who provides administrative or business support/services.
PSE
An acronym for Porn Star Experience that refers to both the attitude of the provider, and to the services available, which
ressemble are typically portrayed in pornographic productions. For example it may include multiple sexual positions,
‘facials’ (ejaculation on the face), deep-throat oral sex and anal sex.
RECEPTIONIST
Someone who answers the phone for an incall or outcall agency and books ‘calls.’ They may also be responsible for
screening and may also have assorted other tasks (e.g., scheduling, upkeep of incall location).
REFERENCES
A security strategy used by agencies and independent sex workers. This entails, requiring clients to provide the names
of sex workers they have previously seen so that agencies or independent sex workers can contact the references prior
to confirming an appointment with a client.
REVIEW BOARD
An online forum where sex workers (for the most part indoor escorts and massage providers) advertise their services.
Clients can post reviews of their experience with sex workers, and sex workers and clients can converse on various
industry and non-industry related topics.
SAFE CALL
This is part of a safety protocol set up between a worker and someone who is offering the worker protection (e.g.,
manager, driver, receptionist, or in the case of independents - a friend or partner). Safe calls can happen at various
points during an appointment and are often accompanied with pre-negotiated code words between third parties and
sex workers.
SECURITY
An individual hired by a sex worker, or by an agency on behalf of sex workers, to provide protection services. Security
can be on-site or on-call.
SCREENING
The process by which undesirable (e.g., potentially violent, undercover law enforcement) clients are identified.
SM
Acronym for sadomasochism (see BDSM).
SMALL AGENCY
A relatively flat, owner-operated business that organizes service transactions between sex workers and clients. A cut of
the sex workers’ fees goes to the agency, and if applicable to the driver/security.
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STEALING CLIENTS
Third parties may have unspoken, or explicit, rules against sex workers exchanging personal information with clients
and/or workes arranging appointments with clients on their own. These clients are viewed as customers of the business
and not those of individual workers.
THIRD PARTY
Anyone involved in a transaction who is not one of the principals. In the sex industry, that would be anyone who is neither the sex worker nor the client.
TOURING
Independent and agency sex workers travel to different cities and provinces to work. These tours will often be advertised on the sex worker’s or the agency’s website or on review boards.
TWO-CALL SYSTEM
Both incall and outcall agencies may use a two-call system. For incall services clients are required to call a first time to
receive directions and parking instructions. Clients must then call a second time once they are at the location in order to
obtain the exact address, apartment or hotel room number. In outcall agencies, a two-call system entails a sex worker
making a ‘safe call’ - calling to advise the agency that all is well at the beginning of the appointment and again just prior
to leaving.
YOUR MILEAGE MAY VARY (YMMV)
Used in ads to indicate that the services offered by a sex worker are not fixed. A worker’s boundaries may vary according to such things as characteristics of the client and the worker’s personal circumstances.
WORKSITE PROVIDER
An individual who provides, organizes and maintains a workspace for (select) sex workers. This may or may not include
the provision of other supplies.
WEB SERVICE PROVIDER
An individual who is hired by a sex worker or a third party to develop and/or manage Internet sites and/or online advertising.
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